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ABSTRACT 

 

 This study is an investigation of (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation in narrative 

conversations in English. The analytical focus is on the teller‘s approaches for eliciting 

an assessment from the recipient, and the recipient‘s questioning behaviors to request 

further information. Conversation analysis (CA) is employed to analyze and interpret 

data from fourteen naturally occurring, mundane conversations between American and 

Japanese participants. Three conversations were audio-taped only, and eleven were 

both audio- and video-taped. All recorded conversations were transcribed using CA 

conventions. 

 The analysis of the data revealed the teller‘s approaches for eliciting an 

assessment from the recipient, with repetitions being most frequently observed. Gazing, 

nodding, and using gestures, and multiple approaches including elaborating on the 

story, repeating a point, and emphasizing important words in a louder voice, were also 

observed. The analysis also revealed that minimal responses from the recipient such as 

―I see‖ did not necessarily indicate the recipient‘s understanding of the story. The 

recipient‘s assessments and comments functioned as a barometer of the degree of 

understanding. 

 Several types of recipient questioning behaviors were identified, including 

initiating repair, requesting background information, prompting further story, 

expressing disagreement, and assisting the teller to continue the story. These questions 

indicated the degree to which the recipient had understood the story, encouraged the 
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teller to proceed with the story, satisfied the recipient‘s personal curiosity, showed the 

recipient‘s interest and involvement in the story, challenged the teller‘s interpretation 

of the story, and assisted the teller when in trouble. Whereas questions sometimes 

caused temporal derailment, they could also contribute to enhancing alignment and 

affiliation between the participants. Whether or not a particular question was an 

indication of (dis)alignment or (dis)affiliation depended on which aspect of the story 

the teller and the recipient focused on.  

 Although the smooth flow of narratives might be preferable, in naturally 

occurring mundane conversations, the recipient sometimes needs to intervene in the 

teller‘s talk. What seems important in communication is to attain shared understanding 

in the end, even if the intervention delays the development of the narrative. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Background of the Issue 

 Alignment is an essential factor for successful communication (Pickering & 

Garrod, 2004, 2006). Without alignment, it would be extremely difficult for 

participants to maintain a conversation, thus leading to a possible communication 

breakdown. No matter what genre of conversation participants are engaged in, they 

need to align with each other in some way to sustain the smooth flow of talk. This 

applies to participants in narrative discourse as well. Both the teller and the recipient 

play distinct roles in narratives. The teller is allowed to take the floor for an extended 

period of time to tell an event, during which time the interlocutor plays the role of the 

recipient. This asymmetry of assigning turns is markedly different from ordinary talk. 

However, despite this difference, alignment between the participants is required for the 

narrative to develop successfully. 

 Alignment and affiliation, and disalignment and disaffiliation, had not been 

clearly distinguished until recently. Steensig and Drew (2008) have pointed out that 

affiliation and disaffiliation have been conflated with (dis)affiliation and 

(dis)agreement. In a recent study, Stivers (2008) clearly distinguished (dis)alignment 

and (dis)affiliation, and defined alignment as participant behaviors that support ―the 

structural asymmetry,‖ and affiliation as those that affirm ―the teller‘s perspective‖ (p. 
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34). In this study, I employ her definitions and investigate (dis)alignment and 

(dis)affiliation in cross-cultural conversations. 

The terms narrative and story are sometimes used interchangeably. According 

to Ochs (1997), narratives can include ―reports, sports and news broadcasts, plans, and 

agendas‖ if the researcher employs a broader sense of narratives (p. 189). The corpus 

investigated in this study includes not only stories but also reports. I therefore employ 

the broader definition of narratives, and deal with story as a subgenre of narratives to 

avoid any problems that might be caused by referring to the mixture of stories and 

reports as stories. In all cases, they are distinguished by a temporal element not present 

in other kinds of conversations. 

 

The Purposes of the Study and the Research Framework 

The primary purpose of this study is to investigate narratives that occurred in 

non-institutional conversations in terms of alignment and affiliation. In this study I 

adopt a conversation analytic approach to address how participants in narratives align 

and affiliate with, or disalign and disaffiliate with each other. The data consist of 

fourteen naturally occurring dyadic conversations between first and second language 

speakers of English. The participants are dyads consisting of Americans living in 

Japan and native speakers of Japanese. The English proficiency of the Japanese 

participants is at the advanced level.  

 Conversation analysis (hereinafter CA) takes the position that non-native 

speakers‘ talk should be dealt with in the same way as native speakers,‘ and that one‘s 
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identity including being a native- or non-native speaker, gender, and race are 

―procedurally consequential
1
‖ (Schegloff, 1991; Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby, & Olsher, 

2002; Schegloff, interviewed by Wong & Olsher, 2000). Procedural consequentiality 

refers to a principle in which features such as non-nativeness are relevant only when 

the features ―show up demonstrably‖ in interactions (Blommaert, 2005, p. 56). I adopt 

this position, and maintain that nativeness/non-nativeness and participants‘ cultural 

background are taken into consideration only when they are relevant to the purpose of 

the study. In a similar vein, I do not assume that the Japanese participants are inferior 

to their American counterparts in terms of communicative competence even though 

their English abilities are lower than their Japanese abilities. Schegloff (in Wong & 

Olsher, 2000) stated that non-native speaker‘s talk is a sub area in research of talk in 

interaction. Similarly, conversations between native and non-native speakers of a 

particular language can be regarded as just a sub area of dyadic conversation. Thus 

nativeness and non-nativeness have no particular meaning unless they are relevant to 

the issues dealt with in this study. The study therefore concerns how the participants 

display alignment and affiliation, or disalignment and disaffiliation, regardless of 

cultural or linguistic background. 

 

Significance of the Study 

Many researchers have investigated narratives, but only a small number of 

them have looked at how participants achieve alignment and affiliation. In addition, 

most previous researchers used conversations between native speakers of English. In 
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this study, I explore alignment and affiliation in English conversations between native 

speakers of English and native speakers of Japanese, which will be one of the first 

studies of this type of conversation. In addition, all the Japanese participants are 

advanced proficiency English speakers, and it is likely that they have fewer problems 

caused by limited competence in English than those at lower proficiency levels. This 

enables me to concentrate on (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation between the 

participants without worrying about the possible interference of language development 

issues. 

The corpus analyzed in this study consists of narratives taken from naturally 

occurring dyadic conversations in a non-institutional context. Researchers that have 

investigated participants‘ approaches for displaying alignment and affiliation have 

generally used data taken from multi-party conversations (Lerner, 1992; Mandelbaum, 

1993; Monzoni & Drew, 2009), large corpora such as the Longman Grammar of 

Spoken and Written English Corpus and the Santa Barbara Corpus (Norrick, 2008), or 

institutional conversations such as counseling sessions (He, 1996). Steensig and 

Larsen (2008) used various conversation types including everyday conversations to 

investigate affiliation and disaffiliation. However telephone conversations occupied 

more than three fourths of their corpus. Although the corpus used in this study is small, 

examining alignment and affiliation in naturally occurring narratives in mundane talk 

contributes to the findings of past studies by illuminating the participants‘ behaviors 

embedded in situations turn-by-turn. 
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Theoretical Perspective 

Conversation Analysis 

 A conversation analytic approach is employed in this study as the theoretical 

framework. Conversation analysis is based on four principles. The first principle is that 

there is ―order at all points‖ in interaction (Sacks, 1984, p. 22). In this study, the first 

step is to discover systematic order in terms of alignment and affiliation.  

 The second principle is that participants‘ utterances are both ―context-shaped‖ 

and ―context-renewing‖ (Goodwin & Heritage, 1990, p. 14; Seedhouse, 2004, p. 14). 

In CA, context essentially refers to ―sequential context,‖ that is, the ―immediate 

interaction-internal sequential environment‖ that participants create and orient to in 

interaction (Kasper, 2009, p. 11). Participants‘ utterances are context-shaped in that the 

sequential environment of the conversation needs to be referred to in order to interpret 

them. They are context-renewing because they contribute to the sequential 

environment in which the next utterance is produced. Therefore, a close examination 

of the sequential environment is essential for analyzing data. 

 The third principle is that any order of detail should not be ignored a priori as 

accidental or irrelevant (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 14). Therefore, in CA studies researchers 

usually do not generate hypotheses; rather, they start with a careful examination of the 

data to reveal any recurrent features. 

Data analysis in CA is bottom-up and data driven (Seedhouse, 2004). 

Researchers are not allowed to interpret data using background information such as the 

participants‘ race and test scores unless there is evidence indicated in the data that such 
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information is relevant (Heap, 1997; Seedhouse, 2004; 2005). Therefore I do not 

assume that there are any intercultural differences or any differences in linguistic 

behaviors between the American and Japanese participants (see Methodological Issues 

of Conversation Analysis in Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion of these 

principles). 

 

Delimitations 

 The scope of this study is delimited in several ways. First, this study deals with 

a limited range of narratives. As seen in the previous section, narratives include 

various genres, ranging from stories to agendas (Ochs, 1997); however, in this study I 

examine only two of them, stories and reports. Second, the data are taken from non-

institutional mundane conversations. Therefore, the findings are generalizable only to 

narratives produced in similar contexts. Third, the English language used in this study 

is limited to an educated standard dialect of American English. There might be 

differences in language use in terms of alignment and affiliation between this kind of 

American English and other kinds of English (e.g., Gardner, 2001). Fourth, all the 

participants in this study received tertiary level education, and most of them are 

university instructors or professors, professions that might have influenced their 

language use. Also, it is likely that they had shared knowledge of certain topics. Fifth, 

all the Japanese participants had lived in an English-speaking county and their English 

proficiency was at an advanced level. Therefore, the findings might be applicable only 

to second language speakers at similar proficiency levels. Sixth, the majority of the 
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American participants had stayed in Japan for at least six years and some of them were 

fluent speakers of Japanese. Therefore, they might have been Japanized in some ways, 

and behaved somewhat differently from Americans who are unfamiliar with Japanese 

society and culture and the Japanese language. Thus, their behaviors might not apply 

to Americans living in other countries or to Americans who have lived in Japan for 

only a short time. 

 

The Audience for the Study 

 The main audience for this study is researchers who are interested in the 

interactional features of narratives, particularly narratives in non-institutional contexts, 

those interested in alignment and affiliation in conversation, CA researchers who are 

interested in participants‘ behaviors in extended sequences, and researchers in the field 

of Second Language Acquisition who are interested in the linguistic behaviors of 

advanced learners. Although many studies of narratives between native speakers have 

been carried out, only a small number of studies between speakers whose first 

languages differ are available. This study documents naturally occurring narratives in 

English between participants who are native speakers of English and Japanese, a 

combination that has not been extensively investigated so far.   

 

The Organization of the Study 

 This study consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 is a review of the literature 

relevant to this study. The chapter is divided into three sections. The first section is a 
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review of the historical background of CA, methodological issues including the 

assumptions and principles of CA, and its major findings, such as the turn-taking 

system, adjacency pairs, preference organizations, and repairs. In the second section I 

discuss two ways in which narratives have been analyzed, the Labovian approach and 

the CA approach. The third section deals with the teller‘s and the recipient‘s 

approaches to align and affiliate with each other. 

Chapter 3 covers three methodological issues, the participants, the procedures, 

and the analytical framework. The analytical framework section introduces issues such 

as reliability and validity, and the ways in which conversational data are dealt with in 

CA studies. 

Chapter 4 is the first data analysis chapter. It is focused on the teller‘s 

approaches for pursuing an assessment or eliciting a substantial comment from the 

recipient. I first introduce two examples in which an assessment by the recipient is 

offered immediately after the climax of the narrative. I then examine four instances in 

which an assessment is not produced immediately even after the narrative reached its 

peak, where the teller tries to elicit a fuller response from the recipient. 

Chapter 5, the second data analysis chapter, concerns the recipient‘s attempts to 

better understand what the teller has said with a focus on questions. I examine six 

instances in which the recipient asks multiple questions and the functions of such 

questions in terms of alignment and affiliation.  
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Chapter 6 is the discussion and conclusion chapter. I summarize Chapters 2 to 

5, discuss the findings of the data analysis, state the limitations of the study, make 

suggestions for future research, and provide concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Introduction 

 In this chapter I review previous literature from three areas that are relevant to 

this study. First, I review literature on the theoretical background of CA, which 

includes the historical background, methodological issues, and fundamental concepts 

and assumptions such as turn-taking systems, adjacency pairs, preference 

organizations, and repairs. Second, I discuss two analytical frameworks in narrative 

research: the traditional Labovian narrative analysis and CA narrative analysis. A 

number of CA researchers have shown interest in the analysis of stories (e.g., Goodwin, 

1981, 1984; Jefferson, 1978; Lerner, 1992; Sacks, 1974; Schegloff, 1997). I introduce 

how CA researchers view stories and describe the major findings of their studies. 

Third, I discuss alignment and affiliation among the participants during the course of 

narrative conversations. I review tellers‘ approaches, including repetitions and the use 

of discourse markers. For recipients‘ approaches, I review listener responses, the ways 

in which recipients assess a story, and utterances requesting further information. At the 

end of this chapter, I state three research questions this study is designed to answer. 
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Conversation Analysis 

Historical Background 

 Conversation analysis emerged from the domain of sociology in the late 1950s 

and early 1960s. Its main founder was Harvey Sacks, who was inspired by two 

sociologists, Erving Goffman and Harold Garfinkel. Goffman put great effort into 

analyses and descriptions of mundane interaction in society. He criticized orthodox 

approaches used in the social sciences and disagreed with traditional methods, 

including sampling and statistical analysis (Psathas, 1995), relying on observation to 

explain interactional phenomena. He regarded everyday talk as follows: 

…the act of speaking must always be referred to the state of talk that is 

sustained through the particular turn at talking, and that this state of talk 

involves a circle of others ratified as coparticipants…Talk is socially organized, 

not merely in terms of who speaks to whom in what language, but as a little 

system of mutually ratified and ritually governed face-to-face  

action, a social encounter. (Goffman, 1964, p. 65) 

Whereas Goffman influenced CA in the early stages of its development, 

enormous differences existed between his approach and CA perspectives (Psathas, 

1995; Schegloff, 1988a). Goffman showed an interest in abstract and general concepts, 

and tried to formulate social activities in terms of the ritual, moral, normative, or 

structural aspects (Psathas, 1995). He maintained an orientation toward the normative 

order. CA, on the other hand, is focused on describing and discovering orderliness in 

everyday conversation, rather than on identifying general concepts and generalizing 
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the findings. In addition, whereas CA researchers used recordings for data collection 

and analysis, Goffman did not. This is a critical difference because recording is 

essential for CA researchers, as it enables them to replay and transcribe interactions. It 

further enables them to look at data from the perspective of ―unmotivated looking,‖ 

which is a key concept in CA (Sacks, 1984, p. 27) (See the next section for more on 

unmotivated looking). Ultimately, Goffman and CA researchers disagreed about a 

number of issues (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998). 

 Harold Garfinkel was the founder of ethnomethodology, a sub-field of 

sociology. He had completely different views from those of structural functionalism, 

represented by Talcott Parsons. Structural functionalism, which  was influential in the 

1950s and 1960s, was based on the assumption that sociologists‘ knowledge was 

superior to that of members of society (Seedhouse, 2004) and that researchers can find 

hidden order and structure that are invisible to ordinary people (Okada, 2007). In 

contrast, Garfinkel thought that issues of social order were not problems that 

sociologists should address; ordinary people should resolve them by coordinating and 

ordering their behavior with other members of society in mundane interaction. 

Garfinkel‘s idea can be regarded as a reaction to structural functionalism and as a 

denial of an etic (i.e., outsider) perspective (Gardner, 2004; Seedhouse, 2004).  

 CA was derived from ethnomethodology, and has been referred to as 

ethnomethodological conversation analysis (Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby, & Olsher, 

2002). CA inherited three basic ideas from Garfinkel: accountability, indexicality, and 

reflexivity (Gardner, 2004; Garfinkel, 1967; Okada, 2007; Seedhouse, 2004). 
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According to Garfinkel (1967), ―accountability is observable-and-reportable, i.e., 

available to members as situated practices of looking-and-telling…such practices 

consist of an endless, ongoing, contingent accomplishment…‖ (p. 1). Leiter (1980) 

defined indexicality as ―the conceptual nature of objects and events…without a 

supplied context, objects and events have equivocal or multiple meanings‖ (p. 107). 

He also stated that ―the indexical property of talk is the fact that people routinely do 

not state the intended meaning of the expressions they use‖ (p. 107). As for reflexivity, 

Gardner (2004) explained it as: 

a conviction that (such) accountability reflects the talk in all its aspects: the 

field of action, the settings, the practices of talk, the actions and activities of a 

social interaction. Members‘ accounts of ordinary social actions reflect the 

social actions themselves. (p. 266) 

While CA shares the above ideas with ethnomethodology, it differs from the 

latter in that its focus is specifically on investigating the ways in which people use 

language in mundane interactions (Seedhouse, 2004). Seedhouse pointed out that 

Sacks‘s association with Garfinkel and his decision to investigate the organization of 

social interaction in naturally occurring conversations were key factors in establishing 

CA (p. 2). 

 After CA was founded by Sacks, it was developed by his colleague Emanuel 

Schegloff and his and Sacks‘s students after Sacks‘s death in the mid 1970s.  
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Methodological Issues of Conversation Analysis 

Assumptions and principles. 

 A number of writers have tried to define CA and have reviewed its 

methodology (e.g., Goodwin & Heritage, 1990; Heap, 1997; Heritage, 1997; Lazaraton, 

1997; Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997). A fundamental aim of CA researchers is to study ―the 

order/organization/orderliness of social action‖ in talk-in-interaction (Psathas, 1995, p. 

2). According to Psathas, CA is based on the following assumptions: 

1. Order is a produced orderliness. 

2. Order is produced by the parties in situ; that is, it is situated and 

occasioned. 

3. The parties orient to that order themselves; that is, this order is not an 

analyst‘s conception, not the result of the use of some preformed or 

preformulated theoretical conceptions concerning what action 

should/must/ought to be, or based on generalizing or summarizing 

statements about what action generally/frequently/often is.  

4. Order is repeatable and recurrent. 

5. The discovery, description, and analysis of that produced orderliness is 

the task of the analyst. 

6. Issues of how frequently, how widely, or how often particular phenomena 

occur are to be set aside in the interest of discovering, describing, and 

analyzing the structures, the machinery, the organized practices, the 

formal procedures, the ways in which order is produced 
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7. Structures of social action, once so discerned, can be described and 

analyzed in formal, that is, structural, organizational, logical, atopically 

contentless, consistent, and abstract, terms. 

(Psathas, pp. 2-3, emphasis in the original) 

Another aim is to look at the ways in which intersubjectivity is developed in 

talk-in-interaction (Seedhouse, 2004). What CA practitioners seek is, therefore, to 

examine the ways in which participants make sense of each other and attain mutual 

understanding rather than to explicate their ―cognitive or psychological states‖ 

(Seedhouse, p. 13).  

Unlike other disciplines in ethnomethodology, CA has been focused on the 

study of human interaction, and this has led CA researchers to generate four principles 

(Seedhouse, 2004). The first principle is that there is ―order at all points‖ in interaction, 

a point that was originally proposed by Sacks (1984, p. 22). This principle has further 

generated the propositions that talk-in-interaction is ―systematically organized and 

deeply ordered‖ (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998, p. 23; Seedhouse, p.14).  

The second principle is that participants‘ contributions in interaction are 

―context-shaped‖ and ―context-renewing‖ (Goodwin & Heritage, 1990, p. 289; 

Seedhouse, 2004, p. 14). Context here refers to the environment in which participants‘ 

contributions are situated relevant to previous or later turns. They are context-shaped 

because, in order to interpret them, it is necessary for the interlocutor to refer to the 

sequential environment in which they are situated. This is related to indexicality, an 

ethnomethodological concept mentioned in the previous section. They are also 
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context-renewing because they function as ―part of the sequential environment in 

which a next contribution will occur‖ (Seedhouse, p. 14).  

 The third principle is that researchers should not neglect any order of detail a 

priori as disorderly, accidental, or irrelevant (Seedhouse, p. 14). This concept underlies 

the development of the transcription method, analysis, and empirical orientation used 

in CA.  

 The last principle is that ―analysis is bottom-up and data driven‖ (Seedhouse, 

2004, p. 15). CA does not allow researchers to use background information such as the 

participants‘ gender, race, and test scores unless there is clear evidence that they 

themselves orient to such information (Heap, 1997; Seedhouse, 2004; 2005). 

Researchers therefore need to present evidence in order to discuss traits such as being a 

native or nonnative speaker of a language. It should also be noted that researchers 

should not generalize findings to similar instances or deduce from past findings 

(Psathas, 1995, p. 47). 

 In the process of CA‘s development in the past three or four decades, it has 

been adapted in a number of ways and as a result, two approaches have developed, 

pure CA (also called straight-ahead CA) and applied CA. Whereas researchers using 

the former approach tend to strictly observe the above principles, those using the latter 

approach tend to apply them in a more flexible manner. For example, the former 

approach holds to the last principle and does not claim that a participant is, for 

example, a student unless the researcher has evidence that the participant displays that 

he or she is a student. On the other hand, the latter approach often adapts the principle 
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more flexibly and considers the participant‘s role as a student ―accomplished‖ (Heap, 

1997, p. 223). These researchers therefore do not necessarily look at the ways in which 

such a role is accomplished in the talk. 

 

Research areas.  

 Ordinary talk has been a major data source for CA-based research, but it is not 

the only resource for investigation. CA has been employed in a wide range of 

institutional contexts over the past three or four decades (Gardner, 2004; Schegloff, 

Koshik, Jacoby, & Olsher, 2002; Seedhouse, 2004; ten Have, 2007), such as therapy 

sessions (Sacks, 1992b), calls to police (Schegloff, 1968), news interviews (Clayman 

& Heritage, 2002; Greatbatch, 1998), educational settings (Mori, 2002; Ohta, 1995; 

2001; Seedhouse, 2004), and intercultural communication (Egbert, 2004; Mori, 2003; 

Nishizaka, 1995). 

 Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby, and Olsher (2002) made the following points 

concerning the application of CA to institutional contexts. One is that talk is 

considered institutional only when participants‘ orientation displays the ―institutional 

character of the interaction‖ (p. 11), where, for instance, turn allocation is controlled in 

certain ways as in teacher-student talk in educational settings and talk in news 

interviews. Researchers are therefore not to assume that the talk is institutional even if 

its physical environment indicates so. Another point is that there is no clear borderline 

between the practices of ordinary talk and those of institutional contexts. Whereas 

institutional talk can display special features, such as formulation and reformulation in 
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news interviews (Clayman & Heritage, 2002), it can also show the practices of 

ordinary talk. 

 Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby, and Olsher (2002) also stated that CA researchers 

should not use specific findings to categorize talk in different contexts. They 

emphasized that the researcher should try to observe whether similar practices are used 

for similar actions in a different context rather than incorporating categories from 

different contexts, even if the contexts are similar. 

 

Second language talk and CA. 

 CA researchers have investigated native speaker talk since the field was 

established. According to Gardner (2004), this is because there was an assumption that 

researchers needed to be a member of the community in which the talk occurred so 

that they were equipped with the practices of the community. This position has been 

weakened and second language talk has become one data resource (see, for example, 

Gardner and Wagner [2004] for a collection of CA studies on SLA). Gardner stated 

that the practices of certain communities have been well investigated and this has 

enabled researchers to look at nonnative speaker talk. However, Schegloff, when 

interviewed by Wong and Olsher (2000), stated that ―nobody was concerned 

particularly to avoid nonnative speakers‖ (p. 112). He went on to say that ―nonnative 

talk is just a sub-area in the study of talk-in-interaction‖ and we can ―work on it in the 

same way‖ as native talk (p. 119). He added that one‘s identity such as native- or non-

native speaker as well as gender and race are procedurally consequential, a position 
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that is in agreement with CA‘s attitude toward data analysis described above in the 

Assumptions and Principles section. Schegloff, Koshik, Jacoby, and Olsher  (2002, p. 

13) stated as follows: 

…from a conversation analytic perspective the relevance of one‘s nonnative 

speaker status may at times be demonstrably oriented to by the use of special 

practices of talk on the part of the ―native‖ or the ―nonnative‖ speakers, and at 

other times language expertise and nativeness may be virtually irrelevant.  

They argued that identities such as native speaker or non-native speaker are 

locally established in ongoing interactions. In order to claim that nativeness or non-

nativeness is relevant in a particular conversation, the researcher needs to demonstrate 

that the participants display orientation to their language expertise.  

 

The Main Findings of Conversation Analysis Researchers 

Turn-taking. 

 Turns refer to ―units of structure, prosody, and action, embodied in utterances‖, 

and produced by one speaker (Ford, 2001, p. 55). Conversations are composed of an 

exchange of turns by the participants, and turn-taking is inherent to any conversation. 

Turn-taking organization is therefore a central issue in CA research. Sacks, Schegloff, 

and Jefferson (hereinafter SSJ) (1974) investigated the ways in which turn-taking was 

carried out in mundane conversations, and explicated how systematically it was 

organized. Their turn-taking model can account for the following phenomena: 
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1. Speaker-change recurs, or at least occurs. 

2. Overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time. 

3. Occurrences of more than one speaker at a time are common, but brief. 

4. Transitions (from one turn to a next) with no gap and no overlap are 

common. 

5. Turn order is not fixed, but varies. 

6. Turn size is not fixed. 

7. Length of conversation is not specified in advance. 

8. What parties say is not specified in advance. 

9. Relative distribution of turns is not specified in advance. 

10.  Number of parties can vary. 

11.  Talk can be continuous or discontinuous. 

12.  Turn-allocation techniques are obviously used. A current speaker may 

select a next speaker or parties may self-select in starting to talk. 

13.  Various ‗turn-constructional units‘ are employed. 

14.  Repair mechanisms exist for dealing with turn-taking errors and 

violations. (pp. 700-701; 706-724) 

Turn-taking systems vary from locally managed to preallocated. Locally 

managed turn-taking refers to exchanges that are controlled by the participants. The 

primary example of locally managed turn-taking is mundane talk. Preallocated turn-

taking refers to those in which turns are allocated in advance (Seedhouse, 2004). Turn-
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taking of some institutional talk such as in news interviews (Clayman & Heritage, 

2002) and courtrooms (Seedhouse) is preallocated. 

 SSJ‘s (1974) turn-taking system can be accounted for in terms of two 

components, the turn-constructional and the turn-allocation components, and a set of 

rules. Turns consist of at least one turn-constructional unit (TCU), which can be a 

grammatical component such as word(s), phrase(s), clause(s), sentence(s), 

phonological elements such as intonation (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; 

Schegloff, 1992a), and/or gestures (Schegloff, 1988b). Speaker transfer generally 

occurs at transition relevance places (TRP), that is, points of possible speaker change. 

Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) stated that TCUs have two main features. One is that 

they are characterized by projectability, which means that the participants can predict 

the point at which the turn in progress is likely to be complete. The second feature is 

that TCUs call TRPs into play at their boundaries. That is, a speaker change can 

legitimately occur at the end of each unit. Therefore ―the projectable end of a TCU is a 

TRP‖ (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 30).  

 As for the turn-allocation component, the techniques used for allocation are 

―those in which next turn is allocated by current speaker‘s selecting next speaker‖ and 

―those in which a next turn is allocated by self-selection‖ (Sacks, Schegloff, & 

Jefferson, 1974, p. 703). Turns are allocated in the following ways (p. 704): 
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(1-a) If the current speaker selects the next speaker, then the selected speaker should 

take the next turn. 

(1-b) If the current speaker does not select the next speaker, any speaker may (but need 

not) self-select. 

(1-c) If the current speaker does not select the next speaker and no other speaker self-

selects, then the current speaker may continue speaking. 

(2)    Rule (1-a), (1-b), or (1-c) will recur at each next TRP until speakership transfer 

occurs. 

These rules should be considered ―descriptions of the practices which 

participants display an orientation to in actual local occasions of turn-taking‖ rather 

than ―a prescriptive set of rules which are supposed to lie behind action‖ (Hutchby & 

Wooffitt, 1998, pp. 50-51). 

Whereas the turn-taking model by SSJ (1974) has provided the basic ideas of a 

turn-taking system in conversation and exerted a strong influence on CA studies, it is 

not free from criticism. Kim (2002) reviewed literature on turn-taking extensively and 

summarized problematic areas including, (a) issues of projectability derived from lack 

of detailed descriptions on the turn constructional component and TRP, and (b) issues 

concerning the ways in which recipient responses and non-verbal expressions are 

handled, attributed from lack of clear distinction between ―turn‖ and ―non-turn.‖ She 

pointed out that issues related to projectability are the biggest problem, for, in her view, 

SSJ did not mention when and how the hearer recognizes and projects the turn unit 
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type chosen by the speaker and whether such recognition and projection were possible. 

Schegloff commented on TCUs in a later paper (1992a), and stated that prosody and 

various other aspects of talk and conduct, as well as syntactic aspects are involved in 

locating TRPs. Ford and Thompson (1996) investigated resources with which the 

hearer projects speaker change and found that intonational and pragmatic completions 

as well as syntactic completions were involved. They called the point of the 

convergence of the three types of completion Complex Transition Relevance Places 

(CTRPs), and proposed that ―the CTRP is our strongest predictor of speaker change‖ 

(p. 170). After all, as Seedhouse (2004) said, ―A TCU is essentially a social concept 

rather than a linguistic one and cannot therefore be delimited in linguistic terms‖ (p. 

30). 

 

Adjacency pairs as a sequential organization.  

 Conversations consist of a sequence or multiple sequences, and the most basic 

type of sequence is adjacency pairs. Adjacency pairs were named by Sacks (1992b), 

who explicated their features. Schegloff (2007, p. 13) and Schegloff and Sacks (1973, 

pp. 295-296) explained the characteristics of adjacency pairs in their minimal form as 

follows:  

1. They are composed of two turns.  

2. The two turns are produced by different speakers.  

3. The two turns are adjacently positioned.  
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4. They consist of first pair parts (FPPs) and second pair parts (SPPs) and the 

FPP and the SPP are relatively ordered. Utterance types of first pair parts 

are those that ―initiate some exchange‖ and include question, request, 

offer, invitation, and announcement. Utterance types of second pair parts 

are those that respond to the action of the first pair part and include 

answer, grant, reject, accept, decline, agree or disagree, and acknowledge. 

5. The pair-type of each pair is related, that is, a FPP and its SPP must 

belong to the same pair type, and the pair-type of the SPP is determined 

by that of the FPP. The types of combination of FPPs and SPPs include 

greeting-greeting, question-answer, offer-accept/decline. 

 The basic practice of the minimal type of adjacency pairs for operation is: First, 

a FPP is recognizably produced; second, the speaker of the FPP stops at its first 

possible completion; third, the second speaker start producing the SPP that falls into 

the same pair-type (Schegloff, 2007; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). 

 According to Schegloff (2007), features (a) to (e) above and the basic practice 

are not invariant but require elaboration of some sort. Although the minimal type of 

adjacency pair operates in two turns, that is, the SPP directly follows the FPP, 

adjacency-pair sequences can be expanded to more than two turns. Schegloff explained 

that expansion occurs, for example, when the FPP and the SPP are separated by 

intervening talk, or when certain types of adjacency pairs are used as both FPPs and 

SPPs. For instance, a complaint can function as both an initiator of a sequence and a 

reply to an inquiry. Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) interpreted entities that comprise ―a 
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powerful normative framework for the assessment of interlocutors‘ actions and 

motives by producers of first parts‖ rather than something that is intended to be used 

for ―empirical generalization‖ (pp. 42-43). 

 Adjacency pairs play a significant role in CA in that their mechanism reveals 

how talk-in-interaction is organized (Schegloff, 2007) and how the participants 

understand their interlocutor‘s talk (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Schegloff, 2007; 

Schegloff & Sacks, 1973). The speaker of the SPP can exhibit her understanding of the 

prior turn and express whether she is aligned with it. The speaker of the FPP can 

examine whether her intention was understood as she intended. In case the speaker of 

the SPP realized that she misunderstood, she can admit the misunderstanding. Thus 

adjacency pairs enable researchers to account for the ways in which participants make 

sense of each other's talk. In other words, they allow researchers to shed light on how 

people attain shared understanding, and thus are called ―the building blocks of 

intersubjectivity‖ (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 22). 

 

Preference organization.  

 Preference in CA refers to structural properties of turn design related to certain 

activities, whereby ―participants can draw conventionalized inferences about the kinds 

of action a turn is performing‖ (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998, p. 44). The notion of 

preference is closely related to the organization of adjacency pairs (Hutchby & 

Wooffitt, 1998; Schegloff, 2007; Seedhouse, 2004). It is not rare that one adjacency 

pair has multiple types of SPPs (Seedhouse, 2004; Schegloff, 2007). These SPP types 
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can be divided into two shapes, preferred-action turn shape and dispreferred-action 

turn shape (Pomerantz, 1984). The preference in question concerns the 

―social/interactional‖ features of sequences, not ―psychological‖ features (Schegloff, 

2007, p. 61).  

 There are two kinds of views as to preference: structure-based and practice-

based (Schegloff, 1988c). The structure-based view is mainly the result of Sacks‘s 

work (1987). Sacks stated that ―the preference for contiguity‖ is apparently related to 

―the preference for agreement‖ (p. 58). For example, an agreeing answer occurs just 

after the FPP is delivered without delay. On the other hand, a disagreeing answer tends 

to occur after a delay. In fact, answers are frequently produced noncontiguously. In 

these cases, various components, such as ―well‖ and ―I don‘t know,‖ placed before 

disagreements can signal that a disagreement will follow and to mitigate the 

disagreement in some way. Delay can provide the participants with time during which 

they take some sort of measures to weaken the disaffiliation brought by disagreement 

(Seedhouse, 2004). What is important here is that preference and dispreference are 

built into the sequence. Schegloff explained this as follows: 

Once the question has been constructed (unless later revised), the preference is 

built into the sequence and is not a matter of the respondent‘s construction of 

the response. If the question is built to prefer a ―yes,‖ then a ―no‖ is a 

dispreferred response, even if delivered without delay and in turn initial 

position, and vice versa. (Schegloff, 1988c, p. 453) 
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The practice-based view was mainly developed by Pomerantz (1984), who 

investigated the ways in which people make assessments. According to Pomerantz, 

assessments are ―products of participation,‖ actions in which the speaker claims her 

knowledge of the thing he or she is evaluating (p. 57). She identified points at which 

assessments were made, with the first being done by the speaker on the occasions of 

participation in conversational events, and the second being done by the recipient of 

the first assessment ―within speakers‘ reports of their partaking in activities‖ (p. 58). 

The first assessments lead to the second and make it relevant (Lazaraton, 1997; 

Pomerantz, 1984), as illustrated in the following example:   

J:  T‟s- tsuh beautiful day out isn‟t it? 

 L:  Yeh it‟s jus‟ gorgeous…… (adapted from Pomerantz, p. 59) 

Pomerantz focused on the second assessments and found that agreement is 

clearly preferred as the next action and that disagreement is far less common. 

According to her, in general, preferred next actions tend to be produced instantly with 

little or no delay, whereas dispreferred actions are frequently accompanied by delay 

including pauses, clarification request such as ―what?‖ and ―Hm?,‖ prefaces along 

with tokens such as ―yeah‖ and ―well.‖ She also found that agreement was dispreferred 

when the speaker self-deprecated. This suggests that there are cases in which 

agreement is not always preferred. 

 Schegloff (1987) examined both structure-based and practice-based usages. He 

admitted that both are necessary to grasp how the participants organize their talk, but 
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stated that further investigation is necessary to determine ―the proper scope and 

intermixing‖ of the two (p. 454). 

 

Repair. 

 Repair is a device that enables researchers to deal with a whole range of 

troubles that can jeopardize intersubjectivity in speaking, listening, and 

comprehending in conversation (e.g., Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Schegloff, 2000; 

Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977; Wong, 2000). Schegloff et al. used the word 

―repair‖ instead of ―correction,‖ because ―hearable errors‖ do not necessarily lead to 

the initiation of repair and the correction of the errors.  

The execution of repair has nothing to do with the linguistic correctness of the 

utterance (Schegloff, 2000; Wong, 2000). Repair can handle virtually any troubles in 

conversations (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977). Bazzanella and Damiano (1999) 

investigated misunderstanding in Italian conversations, and identified four types of 

trouble sources that trigger misunderstanding: (a) structural troubles (e.g., lexical or 

syntactic ambiguities), (b) troubles related to the speaker (e.g., slips of the tongue, 

misconceptions), (c) troubles related to the interlocutor (e.g., lexical incompetence, 

incorrect inferences), and (d) troubles related to the interaction between the 

participants (e.g., non-shared knowledge, topic organization) (p. 821). In order to 

resolve such troubles and achieve mutual understanding (Drew, 1997; Schegloff, 

1992b), conversation participants resort to various kinds of repair including 

confirmation checks, clarification requests, repetitions, and modification.                
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Two main concerns about repair are who makes the repair and where it is 

initiated. Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1977) categorized repair into four types 

depending on who initiates the repair and who makes the correction: self-initiated self 

repair, self-initiated other repair, other-initiated self repair, and other-initiated other-

repair. Self-initiated self-repair is both initiated and corrected by the speaker of the 

trouble source; self-initiated other-repair is initiated by the speaker of the trouble 

source and corrected by the recipient of the trouble; other-initiated self repair is 

initiated by the recipient and corrected by the speaker, and; other-initiated other repair 

is both initiated and corrected by the recipient.  

Repair tends to be initiated within limited space around the trouble source 

(Bazzanella & Damiano, 1999; Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Schegloff, 2000; Schegloff, 

Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977; Wong, 2000). Self-initiation occurs mainly at the following 

positions: (a) within the same turn as the trouble source, (b) in the turn transition space, 

and (c) in the third turn to the trouble source turn, that is ―in the turn subsequent to that 

which follows the trouble-source turn‖ (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, p. 366). Other-

initiation mainly occurs in the next turn to the trouble source (Schegloff, Jefferson, & 

Sacks, p. 367), which is called ―next turn repair initiation‖ (NTRI). Hutchby and 

Wooffitt (1998) schematically represented the positioning of repair as follows (p. 65): 

(a) First position: trouble source; (b) Second position: NTRI; (c) Third position: repair. 

Schegloff (1992b) added a fourth position where the recipient of the trouble source 

turn can retrieve the next turn position and thereby the trouble source is recognized and 

fixed.  
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Self-corrections are clearly preferred over other-corrections (Schegloff, 

Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977). This can be accounted for in terms of the following 

points (pp. 376-377): 

(a) Opportunities for self-initiation come earlier than those for other-initiation. 

(b) Speakers of the trouble source take the same-turn and the transition-space 

opportunities for self-initiation. 

(c) Same-turn initiated repairs usually yield successful same-turn repair before 

the first opportunity of other-initiation comes. 

(d) Most other-initiations lead to self-corrections. 

 Whereas most repair initiations occur at the positions that Schegloff, Jefferson, 

and Sacks (1977) identified, there are exceptions. Hansen, Novick, and Sutton (1996) 

pointed out that repair initiation can be delayed, even though the trouble is identified 

earlier, when the participants regard the trouble as unimportant, when they postpone 

the initiation due to efficiency over the possibility of delay in repair initiation, or when 

subdialogues are inserted. They stated that both self-initiation and other-initiation can 

occur at later positions. Bazzanella and Damiano (1999) supported Hansen et al. and 

reported that repair was initiated as late as the thirtieth turn in their study. They stated 

that repair initiation can occur in any turn after the trouble source turn. 

 Repair is usually initiated with certain linguistic or non-linguistic devices. Self-

initiators include cut-offs, sound stretches, and a hesitation marker ―uh‖ (Schegloff, 

Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977, p. 367). Other initiators can be divided into five levels: (a) 

open-class repair initiators (Drew, 1997) such as ―Huh?‖ and ―What?,‖ (b) question 
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words such as ―who,‖ ―when,‖ and ―where,‖ (c) partial repeat of the trouble source 

turn plus a question word such as ―All the what?‖ and ―The who?,‖ (d) partial repeat of 

the trouble source turn, and (e) ―Y‘mean‖ plus a possible understanding of prior turn 

(Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, pp. 367-368); (a) is the strongest and (e) is the weakest 

device, with the weaker being preferred over the stronger. 

It should be noted that not all corrections function as repair, and that not all 

problems in understanding can be resolved by the employment of repair (Schegloff, 

Koshik, Jacoby, & Olsher, 2002). Hansen, Novick, and Sutton (1996) investigated 

repair of conversational breakdowns by analyzing videotaped English conversations by 

four pairs of participants and audiotaped English telephone conversations by twelve 

pairs. Hansen, Novick, and Sutton stated that participants of conversations are tolerant 

of substantial amounts of ambiguity in interaction and use various strategies to avoid 

implementing repair. Thus repair can be regarded as a last resort to maintain 

intersubjectivity. 

 

Narrative Analysis 

Introduction 

 Narrative analysis has become increasingly popular since the 1970s, and 

scholars in a number of disciplines, including linguistics, sociology, anthropology, 

psychology, education, communication, history, philosophy, political sciences, art, and 

marketing, have shown an interest in narratives (Johnston, 2004). Narratives are 

delivered in various modes including kinesthetic or pictorial as well as spoken and 
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written (Ochs, 1997). More recently researchers have shown an interest in spoken 

narratives, which can be defined in a narrow or a broad sense. According to Ochs 

(1997), in the narrow sense narratives refer to a specific genre of story, and in the 

broad sense they can include ―reports, sports and news broadcasts, plans, and agendas‖ 

as well as stories (p. 189). She explained why such a wide range of modes can be 

classified as narrative: ―Regardless of the contexts in which they emerge, the 

modalities through which they are expressed, and the genres laminated within them, all 

narratives depict a temporal transition from one state of affairs to another‖ (p. 189). 

Thus, if one adopts a broader definition of narratives, even agendas can be included as 

an object of research. Narratives all share a temporal character that other genres do not. 

 

Labovian Narrative Analysis 

 The Labovian paradigm.  

Among the early studies on spoken narratives in the field of linguistics, Labov 

and Waletzky‘s study (1997 [1967]) was perhaps the most influential (Johnston, 2004). 

It was developed as a by-product of their research on African-American vernacular 

English (Labov, 1997). They defined narrative as ―one method of recapitulating past 

experience by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the sequence of events that 

actually occurred‖ (Labov, 1997, p. 12). The data in the original studies consisted of 

two types of narratives. One was face-to-face interviews between the teller and the 

interviewer, in which the narratives were elicited by asking the tellers questions such 

as ―Did you ever get blamed for something you didn‘t do? and ―What did(do) fights 
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start about around here?‖ (Labov, 1981, pp. 10-11). The result was a narrative in the 

form of a monologue. The other type was interactions among the teller and his or her 

group as an audience, although only the teller's narratives were used for analysis. Both 

types of narratives they analyzed were thus monologues of personal experiences and 

were decontextualized (Labov, 1997). Labov and Waletzky analyzed these narratives 

mainly in terms of temporal sequence as revealed by narrative clauses and structural 

organization.  

Labov and Waletzky‘s analysis of narrative structure has drawn attention from 

many researchers. According to Labov and Waletzky, a minimal narrative must have at 

least two narrative clauses that need to be placed in the order in which the event 

occurred (Labov, 1997). A fully developed narrative, on the other hand, contains six 

parts (Labov, 1972; 1997; 2010; Labov & Waletzky, 1997[1967]). Narrative clauses 

are generally produced in the order described below (e.g., Labov & Waletzky, 

1997[1967]): 

a. Abstract: An abstract is a summary of a story placed at the beginning and 

informs the recipient of what the story is about. It is the teller‘s claim that 

he or she has a story to tell. Not all narratives have an abstract. 

b. Orientation: An orientation provides the recipient with information about 

who or what are involved in the event, and when and where it occurred. An 

orientation can be absent in some narratives. 
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c. Complicating action: Complicating action clauses are the main part of 

narrative clauses and tell the recipient what happened then. This part 

normally ends with a result.  

d. Evaluation: In the evaluation part the teller states an evaluation of the point 

of the story. This part is merged into the result part in many narratives. 

e. Result or resolution: The teller describes what finally happened in this part. 

It would be difficult to determine the exact place at which the result starts 

and is fully delivered. 

f. Coda: A coda indicates the end of the story, and leads the recipient back to 

the moment at which the story started and returns the floor to him or her. 

Labov and Waletzky (1997 [1967]) noted that not all narrative clauses have 

all the functions mentioned above. 

 

 Criticisms of the Labovian paradigm. 

 Although Labov (1972) and Labov and Waletzky‘s (1997 [1967]) narrative 

analysis has influenced many researchers and functioned as a sort of norm for the 

study of narratives, it is not free from criticism. Patterson (2008) closely analyzed their 

approach and summarized its advantages and disadvantages. Some of the advantages 

are that ―the application of the model reveals the specific structure of individual 

narratives and allows comparison‖ and ―a Labovian analysis of linguistic features that 

encode various types of evaluation enables the analyst to examine the perspective of 
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the narrator on the events recounted‖ (pp. 28-30). On the other hand, the disadvantages 

are: 

Focusing solely on chronologically ordered past tense clauses, analyzing them 

in isolation from the rest of the transcript, and taking no account of the context 

in which the narrative was produced, can only produce an overly simplistic, 

reductive analysis and interpretation. (p. 32) 

Patterson agreed with Ochs and Capps (2001), who argued that narrative 

analyses based on the Labovian paradigm are ―detached from surrounding talk‖ and 

are ―linear temporal‖ organization with a ―constant moral stance‖ (p. 20).  

 Some researchers have used the notion of ―big stories‖ and ―small stories‖ to 

criticize the conventional Labovian paradigm, proposing to analyze naturally occurring 

mundane narratives with an emphasis on their interactional aspects (Bamberg & 

Georgakopoulou, 2008; Georgakopoulou, 2006). Big stories are stories based on 

personal experiences in the past, and are life stories obtained from interviews for 

research purposes or therapeutic sessions (Bamberg, 2004a). In contrast, small stories 

are those occurring in daily encounters, and include ―telling of ongoing events, future 

or hypothetical events, and shared (known) events‖ (Bamberg & Georgakopoulou, 

2008, p. 381). Bamberg went on to say that whereas small stories are ―the ‗real‘ stories 

of our lived lives‖ (italics in the original) (2004b, p. 367), big stories are scarcely 

mundane phenomena and are more or less artificial (2006). He accounted for this 

position as follows: 
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 They (i.e., big stories) most often require elaborate elicitation techniques, 

precisely for the reason that they are not likely to be shared spontaneously. 

……it requires particular kinds of institutional settings to bring them off, and, 

……. the use of highly specific rhetoric techniques. (2006, p. 71) 

However some researchers disagreed with such criticisms of big stories. Van 

De Mieroop (2009) argued that not all big stories lacked interactive features and that 

they should be regarded as ―a form of interaction‖ (p. 71). Freeman (2006) admitted 

that big stories may lack the ―naturalistic immediacy‖ that small stories have because 

big stories are told ―at a distance from the experiences they recount‖ (p. 137). However 

he argued that big stories are important due to the distance because it produces 

―opportunities for understanding‖ that are basically unavailable in small stories (p. 

131). He therefore concluded that small stories and big stories are complementary to 

each other. 

Schegloff (1997) criticized the Labovian narrative analysis from the 

conversation analyst‘s viewpoint by pointing out that Labov and his colleagues treated 

narratives not as an interactional architecture but as a prefabricated entity ready to be 

inserted in the context. He stated that they failed to report interactional features such 

as: (a) the recipient(s)‘ talk or conduct in the course of the telling, (b) the recipient(s)‘ 

talk or conduct on the completion of the story, (c) silences in the course of the telling 

to inform possible completion points of the story, (d) disfluencies and problems in 

uptake in the course of the telling (pp. 100-101). Unlike Labov and Waletzky (1997 

[1967]), conversation analysts regard narratives as interactional and sequential objects 
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occasioned in context rather than self-contained units (Goodwin & Heritage, 1990; 

Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Jefferson, 1978; Lerner, 1992; Sacks, 1992a; Schegloff, 

1997).  

 It should be also noted that, whereas the Labovian paradigm limited narratives 

to events that occurred in the past, some researchers have argued that they can include 

those in present, future, and even hypothetical or imaginary modes (De Fina & 

Georgakopoulou, 2008; Ochs, 1997; Patterson, 2008). Thus, those who look at 

interactional aspects of narratives in mundane talk or include narratives other than past 

events need to employ a different approach from that taken by Labov. 

 

Narrative Analysis in Terms of CA 

Many conversation analysts have investigated narratives since early in CA‘s 

history (e.g., Jefferson, 1978; Sacks, 1974; Sacks & Schegloff, 1979). According to 

Stokoe and Edwards (2006), narrative analysis in the CA paradigm is concerned with: 

(a) how narratives are told, (b) how they are ―embedded‖ and ―managed,‖ and (c) what 

kind of conversational actions, such as complaining and justifying, are achieved (p. 57). 

CA researchers consider narratives an interactional achievement co-constructed by 

both the teller and the recipient (Kjærbeck, 2008; Sacks, 1992b; Schegloff, 1997).  

Unlike Labov and Waletzky (1997 [1967]), CA analysts primarily looked at 

interactions among Anglo-Americans. Sacks, who showed enormous interest in 

storytelling sequences, looked at jokes told in the form of story. He divided joke 

stories into three parts, the preface, the telling, and the response sequences, which are 
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adjacently placed and sequentially relevant (1974). According to Sacks, the presence 

of the preface does not necessarily guarantee that the telling and the response 

sequences follow. If the recipient of the joke notices that he or she already knows it 

during the preface sequence, the telling can be terminated before the joke reaches the 

response sequence. Therefore a story does not necessarily contain the coda in the 

Labovian sense, and whether it emerges or not can be interactively determined in 

context (Goodwin & Heritage, 1990). The three sequences are explained below. 

 

Story preface. 

 CA researchers have paid particular attention to the ways in which a story 

begins. In fact, Sacks (1974) was concerned with how the speaker starts storytelling 

appropriately, in other words, how the speaker can keep holding the conversational 

floor (Hayashi, 1991) without being interrupted by the recipient. This is an important 

issue, for, although the speaker needs to retain the floor to deliver an extended talk, the 

turn-taking system in ordinary conversation does not allow him or her to monopolize it 

(Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). 

 The story preface is one of the ―floor seeker phenomena‖ (Sacks, 1992a) that 

enables the speaker to retain the floor for an extended stretch of talk and to inform 

listeners that the story is worth hearing. It involves at least two turns with the first 

produced by the speaker and the second by the recipient. It contains components such 

as ―an offer to tell or a request for a chance to tell the joke or story,‖ ―an initial 

characterization of it,‖ ―some reference to the time of the story events‘ occurrence or 
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of the joke‘s reception,‖ and ―a reference to whom it was received from if its prior 

teller is known or known of by recipients‖ (Sacks, 1974, p. 340). Common ways to 

offer the preface are to ask a question such as ―You know what happened to me last 

night?‖ or to announce a fact such as ―I have something terrible to tell you‖ (Sacks, 

1992a, 1992b). After such a preface is offered, the recipient replies to it by indicating 

whether or not he or she would like to hear the story. Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) 

schematically described the prefaces as follows (p. 134): 

Teller:     Story preface 

Recipient:  Request to hear story 

Teller:     Story 

They gave the following example to illustrate the preface sequence: 

 

Excerpt 2-1 

(Speaker A calls speaker B who is an employee at ‗Bullocks‘ department store) 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: 

 

B: 

A: 

 

B: 

A: 

Well I thought I‟d jus‟ re- better report to you 

what‟s happened at Bullocks today 

What in the world‟s happened? 

Did you have the day off? 

(.) 

Yah? 

Well I: (.) got outta my car at fi:ve thirty . . 

(Excerpt from Hutchby and Wooffitt, p. 134, arrows in the original) 

Note. This excerpt was derived from a segment used in Sacks‘s study (1986, pp. 128-

129). 
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In this excerpt, speaker A proposes a story in line 1, and this functions as the 

story preface. In line 3 speaker B requests to hear the story by asking what happened. 

Because speaker B shows interest in going further, speaker A starts telling the story in 

line 7. In summary, the story preface is a tool to announce that a story will be offered, 

to claim the floor for extended talk (Sacks, 1992a), and to request that the recipient 

keep listening. 

 It is important to note that not all stories begin with a story preface. There are 

non-prefaced stories that are triggered by prior talk (Jefferson, 1978; Kushida, 2005; 

Schegloff, 1992c). Jefferson (1978) accounted for the emergence of such stories as 

follows: (a) a story can be triggered by something mentioned in the prior talk. A 

participant, either the speaker or the hearer of the conversation, remembers the story 

with a trigger. Its topic may not be relevant to the ongoing talk; (b) a story can be 

methodically initiated by using techniques that indicate its relevance to the prior talk, 

and thereby suggest that its introduction is appropriate. The techniques include: (a) a 

disjunct marker such as ―Oh‖ and ―incidentally‖ that indicates that the following story 

is incoherent with the immediately preceding talk, (b) an ―embedded repetition‖ that 

tracks down what triggered the story without explicitly citing it (p. 221). 

  Kushida (2005) looked at the ways in which stories were situated in 

conversations. His data consisted of thirteen Japanese conversations in both 

institutional and non-institutional settings; the participants included students, teachers, 

office clerks, and families. According to Kushida, when the hearer evaluates or 

comments on what was said in the prior talk, a story can be initiated by being 
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embedded in the statement of reasons for the evaluation or commentary. He proposed 

that this enables people to tell a personal story even when the teller has no shared 

experience with the interlocutor. All the story initiation methods mentioned above 

suggest that stories are appropriately and locally occasioned (Jefferson, 1978, p. 220; 

Kushida, 2005, p. 119).  

 A final point to note as to story emergence is that the initiation of a story can be 

carried out either economically or elaborately (Jefferson, 1978, p. 224). For an 

economical introduction, set story-prefixed phrases can be used. More elaborated 

initiation can be carried out with topical coherence and with the interlocutor‘s 

alignment as a recipient of the story (p. 228).  

 

The telling. 

 In the telling sequence, the teller keeps the floor and develops a story, and the 

recipient listens to it. Both the teller and the recipient actively play their roles 

respectively rather than the former being an active performer and the latter a passive 

listener (Mandelbaum, 1993, p. 252).  

 Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) explained what the participants of a story are 

doing during the telling sequence in terms of recipient design, which refers to the ways 

in which turns are designed so that the recipient can understand the speaker‘s 

utterances based on the speaker‘s knowledge or assumption about the shared 

knowledge between the speaker and the recipient. One of the ways in which recipient 

design is achieved is the use of a try-marker (Sacks & Schegloff, 1979, p. 18), which is 
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carried out with a rising intonation used for a person reference with a brief pause to 

signal that the recipient knows the person. Sacks and Schegloff analyzed a telling 

sequence in terms of the way in which try-markers were used in order to show how the 

speaker tried to make the recipient understand the reference form, as seen in the 

following example: 

 

Excerpt 2-2 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

 

 

 

 

A: 

 

 

B: 

 

A: 

B: 

A: 

...Well I was the only one other than the uhm 

tch Fords?, Uh, Mrs Holmes Fords? You know uh//  

the the cellist? 

Oh yes. She‟s she‟s the cellist.((at double 

slashes)) 

Yes 

Ye//s. 

Well she and her husband were there... 

(Excerpt from Sacks and Schegloff, 1979, p. 19, arrows added) 

 

In lines 1 and 2 speaker A tried to refer to a person using her surname (i.e., 

―Fords‖) with a rising intonation, but failed to make him- or herself understood. In line 

2 speaker A added an address term and an additional name (i.e., ―Mrs.‖ and ―Holmes‖) 

with a rising intonation, but it turned out to be another failure. Then in line 3 speaker A 

referred to the person in another way again with a rising intonation (i.e., ―the cellist‖). 

The use of try-markers enabled the speaker to make the recipient understand to whom 
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he or she was referring to. Thus try-markers are used so that the participants of a story 

can achieve shared understanding. 

 The teller sometimes inserts laughter, which is called ―pre-positioned 

laughter,‖ while telling a story (Sacks, 1992b, p. 269). According to Sacks, such 

laughter can lead the recipient to figure out what is happening in the story or how the 

teller participated in it by letting him or her pay attention to the previous or following 

items in the story.  

The recipient also actively participates in the development of a story by 

providing some kinds of responses, ranging from passive to active ones (Mandelbaum, 

1993; Seedhouse, 2004). Mandelbaum classified these responses as follows (p. 253): 

(a) continuers (Schegloff, 1982) such as ‗mm‘ and ‗uh huh‘ that urge the teller to 

continue, (b) assessment words and utterances such as ‗great‘ and ‗oh how awful‘ that 

gives some sort of evaluation of what the teller has said, and (c) utterances to seek 

further information. Another type of response by the recipient involves interrupting the 

storytelling. Interruptions are made to request clarification so that the recipient will not 

misunderstand what the teller said, for he or she needs to understand the story to make 

certain kinds of responses (Sacks, 1974). It is common, however, that the recipient 

refrains from responding to the story until he or she understands what the teller means 

(Seedhouse, 2004). Sacks called such a delay of response ―a delay-interpretation rule 

for a hearer‖ (1992b, p. 315).  

 Further evidence of the recipient‘s active participation is the use of nonverbal 

feedback. Goodwin (1984) investigated how the teller and the recipient participated in 
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storytelling sequences in terms of body position and eye gaze, and concluded that 

stories are produced by the collaboration of the teller and the recipient. According to 

him, nods enable the recipients to indicate that they are listening to the story even if 

they are not looking at the teller. In his study the recipient‘s lack of gaze made the 

teller produce a phrasal break that urged the recipient to give a nod. Thus the 

recipient‘s nonverbal feedback influences the production of stories, and the study 

demonstrates that the storytelling process is interactional. Goodwin concluded that 

both the teller and the recipient carried out ―a local, situated analysis not only of the 

talk in progress but also of their participation in it‖ (p. 243).  

 As discussed above, both the teller and the recipient actively involve 

themselves in the story, and thus influence the ways in which it develops. 

 

Response sequence. 

 When a story reaches a possible completion point, the teller seeks a response 

from the recipient. The recipient sometimes keeps listening without making any 

comments or expects that the teller will continue to tell the story (Mandelbaum, 1993). 

In general, however, the recipient shows her understanding of the story by interpreting 

or evaluating it (Goodwin, M., 1997; Jefferson, 1978; Mandelbaum, 1993; Schegloff, 

1992c).  

Jefferson (1993) classified the recipient‘s responses into three types: minimal 

acknowledgments such as ―uh-huh,‖ assessments, and commentaries. Whereas 

minimal acknowledgments frequently appear in the telling sequence, assessments and 
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commentaries appear in response sequences. In the following example, speaker P is 

listening to speaker A‘s story and makes an assessment at the end: 

 

Excerpt 2-3 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A: 

 

 

P: 

 

A: 

 

P: 

 

A: 

 

P: 

...And she jus:t gr:abbed her by the ha:nd when 

she got through with it It was:: (0.4) it= 

=[was rea]:lly ↑Oh it] (       ) 

=[Oh::::] t h a t‟s:] 

(0.3) 

one of the most thri:lling. programs I know 

I‟ve ever (0.6) been to [(       ) 

                        [Well it had a ni:ce 

wri:te up in the paper [too 

                       [Yeh I noticed 

[th(h)a(h)t  

[mtch! Well that‟s good hhh Well↑. LI:STEN uh-  

Tuesday ni:ght we‟re starting that Mother‟s 

Club bit again at the church. 

(Excerpt from Jefferson, 1993, pp. 9-10, arrow in the original) 

 

In line 12 speaker P assessed what speaker A had said (―that‘s good‖), then 

started telling her own story (lines 13 to 14). Jefferson pointed out that assessments are 

more interactionally engaged than minimal acknowledgments in that they display a 

position (p. 11). However, she also stated that they are ―no more topically engaged‖ 

than acknowledgements (p. 11, emphasis added). She went on to say that a topical shift 

can occur right after the recipient offers assessment, which is observed in the above 

example. 
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The most interactionally engaged responses are commentaries. Whereas 

assessments such as ―Yeah‖ are ―relatively content free‖ and those such as ―That‘s 

good‖ are conventionally prefabricated (Jefferson, 1993, p. 18), commentaries can 

show more commitment to the topic. In the following segment speaker L was telling 

speaker I her personal experience (lines 1-2): 

 

Excerpt 2-4 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L: 

 

I: 

L: 

I: 

 

I: 

L: 

I: 

L: 

I: 

 

 

L: 

(He) wasn‟t worried when I broke my thumb 

twelve month[s ago= 

            [t 

=(       [         ). 

         [゜Ye;h. ゜ 

(0.8) 

゜↓Oh really they are casual aren‟t they. ゜ 

(Well ye:[s.) 

         [゜Ye;h, Yeh, ゜[.hhh 

                        [(              )= 

Uh: well look .hh uh ask Joe what sor- uh what 

time he‟ll be „cause (see) I want to be 

he::re,゜= 

=Think he‟s just gone (missing hold on). ゜ 

(Excerpt from Jefferson, 1993, p. 19, arrows in the original) 

 

Speaker I was listening to speaker L‘s story by providing an acknowledgement 

(line 5), and then gave a commentary in line 7. Then speaker I changed the topic in 

line 11. Jefferson analyzed a number of segments including this and described how 
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elaborate commentaries lead to speakership change. She suggested that this indicates 

that ―the topic is completed, resolved, perhaps exhausted‖ (1993, p. 22). 

 

Alignment and Affiliation 

Background 

 The terms ‗alignment‘ and ‗affiliation‘ are often used to explain phenomena in 

similar environments and it is sometimes difficult to distinguish one from the other. In 

fact, some researchers use them as if they are synonyms (Steensig & Drew, 2008). 

According to Stivers (2008), the differences between the two can be explained as 

follows. Affiliation refers to the recipient‘s stance that supports and affirms the 

speaker‘s stance. By contrast, alignment refers to the recipient‘s behavior in which he 

or she supports ―the structural asymmetry of the storytelling activity‖ (p. 34), and it 

does not require the recipient to affiliate with the teller. She therefore stated that 

―aligned responses are not necessarily affiliative‖ (p. 36). By structural asymmetry, 

Stivers refered to the asymmetry of turn-taking in storytelling, that is, the teller 

continues to hold the floor until the end of the story. Disalignment is an opposite 

behavior in which the recipient seeks the floor while the teller is telling a story, or he 

or she treats a story in progress as if it is completed or a story at its completion as if it 

is still in progress. At any rate, alignment is concerned with activities in progress. 

Stivers investigated how the participants (dis)aligned and (dis)affiliated with one 

another. She used videotaped naturally occurring face-to-face talk in varieties of 

American English, with the number of the participants of each conversation ranging 
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from two to five. She showed how the participants aligned with one another with the 

following excerpt. 

 

Excerpt 2-5 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MOM: 

 

 

 

BOY: 

MOM: 

But it wasn‟t for sure that the Lakers 

were gonna lose yet, cuz it was only like 

fi:ve points, 

(0.2) 

Yeahp, 

an‟ it still coulda been anybody‟s game, 

(Adapted from Stivers (2008), p. 34, arrow in the original) 

 

In this excerpt the ―Yeahp‖ in line 5 is a continuer that does not claim the floor 

and encourages the teller to continue to talk. Stivers noted that this continuer claims 

access neither to the reported event nor to the storyteller‘s stance.  

 The recipient does not always align with the telling. Excerpt 2-6 shows how the 

recipient disaligns with the teller‘s talk. 

 

Excerpt 2-6 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MOM: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reggie Miller ma:de a bunch of freethrows 

like right there at the end like two three 

in a row whatever an‟ then sat down, an he 

was really concentrating, His buddy wanted 

tuh .h slap his hand after the first one, 

he‟s like no: no: I‟m concentrating, .hh 

and then later he told his buddy you know, 

(0.5) jus‟ kinda held his hand, shook his 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOY: 

MOM: 

BOY: 

MOM: 

 

BOY: 

hand whatever, 

His bud[dy, 

       [He sat down on the be:nch? 

His [buddy?, 

    [It was his own team member? 

(.) 

Oh:. 

 

(Adapted from Stivers (2008), p. 35, arrows and underlines in the original, three 

lines after line 15 omitted) 

 

In this excerpt the mother is explaining what happened in a basketball game. 

The boy however repeats a word used in her telling (lines 10 and 12), and thus he 

impedes the progress of her talk. Stivers (2008) considered this sort of obstruction 

disalignment.  

 Stivers (2008) defined affiliation as the recipient‘s support and affirmation 

toward the teller‘s viewpoint. The recipient needs to express his or her stance toward 

what the teller has reported, that is, she needs to make an assessment at the end of the 

storytelling process. She is expected to express an affiliative or disaffiliative stance at 

the end. Stivers argued that assessments made in the middle of a telling might be 

considered too strong. She used the following segment to explain this: 

 

Excerpt 2-7 

 

 1. 

 

29. 

30. 

31. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nan: 

 

Hyl: 

 

 

Kinyih tell me what it‟s abou:t?= 

((27 lines of description not shown)) 

=.hh En she‟s fixed up, (0.4) en she meets 

this gu:y, .hh a:n‟ yihknow en he‟s (.) 

rilly gorgeous‟n eez riily nice en  
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32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

Nan: 

Hyl: 

 

Nan: 

Hyl: 

Nan: 

Hyl: 

 

 

 

Nan: 

Hyl: 

ev‟rythi[:ng bud li]ke= 

        [Uh h u :h,] 

=.hh He‟s ah .hh Hollywood (0.3) s:sta:r‟s 

son yihknow who wz a mista[ke en they  

[O o this     

[put im in‟n [Academy,] 

[s o u n d s [so goo::]::[d? 

                         [school, .hh buh 

wai:t.=‟n then, .hhm (0.2) .tch en the:(w)- 

the mother‟s .hh sister is a real bigot. 

(.) 

[i – Y a : h ,] 

[Yihknow en sh]e hates anyone who isn‟ a 

Cath‟lic.=                                   

(Adapted from Stivers (2008), p. 36, arrows, boldface, and underlines in the original) 

 

This is a telephone conversation between two girls, and one of the girls, Hyla, 

is telling the outline of the play they are going to see. In the middle of Hyla‘s telling 

Nancy expresses affiliation with Hyla in lines 36 and 38. Hyla seems to have 

considered it too strong as a response produced at the middle of the story, and uttered 

―wai:t‖ in order to continue to tell the story. Examining this sequence, Stivers stated 

that: 

 Mid-telling responses must be calibrated with respect to their sequential 

position to maintain the balance between displaying activity alignment and 

affiliation with the teller. When this calibration goes away, recipients are 

vulnerable to being heard as disaligning or disaffiliating, or both. (2008, p. 

36) 
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Thus she argued that what constitutes affiliation is determined by sequential 

context. 

As seen in the previous section, stories are basically developed through active 

participation by storytellers and their recipients. The approaches they use to align and 

affiliate with each other are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

 

Approaches Employed by Storytellers 

 Storytellers employ various approaches so that recipients can understand what 

they say, and so that they can get the recipients‘ feedback that matches their 

expectations. They usually expect that the recipient will respond to their story in a 

certain way.  

 Norrick (2008) investigated storyteller approaches by analyzing stories 

obtained from large corpora, including the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written 

English Corpus including both American and British English conversations, the Santa 

Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English, and his own Saarbrücken Corpus of 

Spoken English. He looked at approaches used to urge recipient responses such as: (a) 

repeating a salient phrase, particularly a piece of dialogue, (b) adding an explanation of 

the point of a story, (c) drawing out some consequence of the story, and (d) the 

unobtrusive strategy of producing a minimal response to draw out a more extensive 

reaction from listeners (p. 131). 

 The first approach Norrick (2008, pp. 140-141) mentioned was what Erickson 

(1984) called a crescendo sequence. Erickson examined African-American English and 
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found a phenomenon in which the storyteller repeats his initial conclusion with 

increasing the volume of his voice as seen in the following excerpt: 

 

Excerpt 2-8 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allen: 

 

Barry: 

Carl: 

 

Allen: 

Barry: 

Derek: 

Allen: 

 

 

he was talkin‟ about how they was 

corruptin‟ the votin‟- they threw him out 

yeah (moderate volume) 

he told us about that at a BY F meetin‟ 

too. 

threw him out (louder) 

uh-huh (not much louder than last time) 

you know, what is this dude- 

I mean (still louder) 

thew him out. I don‟t just mean just put 

him, I mean (still louder)THEW HIM OUT 

(loudest) 

((loud general laughter)) 

 

(Excerpt from Norrick, p. 134, italics and notes in parentheses original, ―thew‖ in line 

9 and ―THEW‖ in line 10 are spelled as in the original transcript, arrows added) 

 

Allen is telling a story to Barry, Carl, and Derek, and uttered a conclusion 

―they threw him out‖ in line 2. Barry and Carl responded to it in lines 3, 4 and 5, but 

Allen does not seem to have been satisfied with their responses, and repeated the 

conclusion in line 6 with louder volume. Although Barry and Derek gave responses 

respectively in lines 7 and 8, they were not satisfiable for Allen; thus, Allen repeated 

the conclusion again in line 10, and once again with loudest voice in line 11. Norrick 
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interpreted Allen‘s repeating the conclusion as his effort to adjust it to obtain fuller 

responses from the recipients. 

 The second approach Norrick (2008) mentioned was the use of ―I mean.‖ ―I 

mean‖ is a speaker-oriented discourse marker (Schiffrin, 1987; Stubbe & Holmes, 

1995), and is used to draw the recipient‘s attention to the speaker‘s modification of his 

or her prior talk (Schiffrin). Norrick proposed that ―I mean‖ leads to an elaboration of 

the point of the story and that it enables the storyteller to elicit more satisfiable 

response from the recipient. He demonstrated it with the following excerpt: 

 

Excerpt 2-9 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brenda: 

 

 

 

Janine: 

Brenda: 

 

Susan: 

 

even with those smocks, 

we had kids who had smocks down to here 

and somewhere take the smock off and 

have paint all over their dresses. 

mm, hmm. 

I mean we could’ve really gotten in 

trouble. 

can you, 

can we send a note home saying we‟re 

gonna be using black paint? 

 

(adapted from Norrick, p. 134, boldface in the original, arrow added) 

 

In this excerpt Brenda was telling a story to Janine. Although Brenda reached 

the point of the story at lines 3 and 4, Janine responded to her with a minimal token 

(mm, hmm). In order to elicit a fuller response, Brenda uttered ―I mean‖ and continued 

her talk with a further explanation in line 6.  
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 The third approach Norrick (2008) identified is that the storyteller repeats a 

salient utterance to draw fuller responses, as is seen in the following example: 

 

Excerpt 2-10 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ben: 

 

 

 

 

 

Jane: 

Ben: 

 

 

 

 

 

Jane: 

Ben: 

 

Jane: 

Ben: 

 

Jane: 

Ben: 

Jane: 

Ben: 

((6 lines omitted)) 

BILL, she says, I‟m not driving that horse 

another foot from here, she says. I had a 

hell of a time getting that horse down here 

from in town. she said, the harder I pull, 

the faster he goes. 

[((laugh))] 

[Uncle Bill laughed like] hell, and he 

said,  

((6 lines omitted)) 

she drove it from there home, and then 

„course, she just left the, let the reins 

go loose, and he just trotted along home. 

HA [isn‟t that funny?] 

[and uh,] 

yeah, and uh 

((laugh)) ((unclear)) 

she said, the more I’d pull the faster he’d 

go[and] 

[((laugh))] 

and, ((unclear)) they‟re sitting on them 

yeah, yeah. 

yeah. 

 

(adapted from Norrick, p. 135, boldface in the original, arrows added) 

 

Norrick‘s account of this sequence is that although Ben, the storyteller, seems 

to have finished his story in line 14 and received a favorable response from Jane in line 
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15, he continued by uttering ―and uh, yeah, and uh,‖ which is an approach to elicit 

more response. Then Ben produced an utterance (lines 19 and 20) that was similar to 

that in lines 5 to 6. Norrick proposed that repetition of a punch-line was an archetypal 

technique for drawing further responses.  

 Still another approach Norrick (2008) mentioned is the storyteller‘s use of free-

standing ―so,‖ ―but,‖ or ―y‘know‖ just after the recipient responds to the story with a 

minimal response such as ―mhm‖ and ―yeah,‖ as in the following: 

 

Excerpt 2-11 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jennifer: 

 

 

 

Sara: 

Jennifer: 

Sara: 

Jennifer: 

I mean like they wanted twenty bucks 

for the marble one. and they were 

selling them at Broadway for twenty 

bucks. 

hm. 

so. 

so it depends what it is? 

what it is, yeah, 

 

(Adapted from Norrick, p. 139, boldface in the original, arrow added) 

 

In this excerpt, Jennifer was telling a story about a purchase at wholesale. She 

was finishing the story and Sara responded to it with ―hm.‖ When Jennifer received a 

minimal response, she produced a discourse marker ―so‖ in line 6 that seems to prompt 

a more elaborate response. ―But‖ is also used to elicit a fuller response from the 

recipient:  
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Excerpt 2-12 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack: 

 

Mary Ellen: 

Jack: 

Mary Ellen: 

I think so too. I think any place 

without a linguist needs one, yeah? 

((laugh)) yeah. 

but. 

well, one turn ... 

 

(Adapted from Norrick, p. 142, boldface in the original, arrow added) 

 

Jack was finishing a story in line 2 with his own opinion, and Mary Ellen 

responded to it with laughter and ―yeah‖ in line 3. Jack does not seem to have been 

satisfied with her response and uttered a free-standing ―but‖ to generate a more 

satisfactory reply in line 4. In a similar manner free-standing ―y‘know‖ can also elicit a 

further response from the recipient:  

 

Excerpt 2-13 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

 

 

 

 

Danny: 

Marilyn: 

Danny: 

Brad: 

Danny: 

Brad: 

not that they pay much but. 

((laugh)) 

y’know. 

I‟ll buy you lunch some time. 

thanks. 

you‟re welcome. 

 

 (Adapted from Norrick, p. 142, boldface in the original, arrow added) 

 

Here the storyteller, Danny, was finishing his story with his comment in line 1. 

However the recipient, Marilyn, responded with a laugh and did not provide any verbal 
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response. Because Danny received no substantial response, he urged Marilyn with a 

free-standing ―y‘know‖ in line 3 which elicits a more concrete response. 

 Norrick (2008) schematically illustrated the approaches discussed above as 

follows: 

 First turn story 

 Second turn minimal response 

 Third turn repeat salient dialogue 

   explain point of story 

   so, but, y‟know 

(p. 140, italics in the original) 

The story comprises the first turn, and a minimal response from the recipient 

follows it in the second turn. With this minimal response, the recipient shows his or 

her intention that he or she will not take the floor, and thus provides the teller with a 

slot for either a sort of repair or an opportunity to finish the story so that he or she can 

elicit a fuller response. 

 

Approachs Employed by Story Recipients 

Similar to the storyteller, the recipient also actively participates in storytelling 

and influences the ways in which a story develops. While the teller is telling a story, 

the recipient listens to it and provides responses at various levels, from passive to 

active ones (Goodwin, 1986a; Mandelbaum, 1993, 2003). For passive recipiency, the 

recipient produces only minimal responses that do not influence the story in progress. 
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For active recipiency, on the other hand, the recipient produces utterances that strongly 

affect the development of the story. Mandelbaum classified these responses into three 

types: (a) listener responses such as ―mm hm‖ and ―uh huh,‖ (b) assessments such as 

―wow‖ and ―great,‖ and (c) utterances that request further information such as 

questions (e.g., ―Was it a whole lobster‖) (1993, pp. 252-253; 2003, pp. 612-613). 

Each type of response is discussed below. 

 

Listener responses. 

 Listener responses such as ―uh huh‖ are usually used to show that the recipient 

will not take the floor and let the teller continue his or her talk. They are considered the 

least influential responses of the three types (Mandelbaum, 1993, 2003). This type of 

response includes ―mhm,‖ ―mm hm,‖ ―oh,‖ ―okay,‖ ―uh huh,‖ ―right,‖ and ―yeah‖ 

(Drummond & Hopper, 1993a, 1993b; Gardner, 1997, 1998, 2001). Gardner (2001) 

extensively investigated listener response tokens. His data set included 14 

conversations of Australian English, 22 American English conversations from corpora 

held at UCLA, and 38 British English conversations from corpora held at the 

University of York. He classified various response tokens into four categories, 

continuers (―mm hm‖ and ―uh huh‖), acknowledgement tokens (―yeah‖ and ―mm‖), 

the newsmarker group (―oh‖ and ―right‖), and change-of-activity tokens (―okay‖ and 

―alright‖) (2001, p. 24). Newsmarkers mark the previous speaker‘s turn as newsworthy 

in certain ways. Newsmarkers include ―really?,‖ the change of state token ―oh,‖ and 
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the idea-connector ―right‖ (Gardner, 2001, p. 2). Gardner emphasized that these tokens 

have multiple functions and that they show considerable flexibility.  

According to Schegloff (1993), the recipient uses continuers to indicate his or 

her understanding of the ongoing talk that has not reached the end and to prompt the 

teller to continue his or her talk without taking the floor. The use of such continuers 

can show that there is ―no problem‖ with the prior turn (Gardner, 2001, p. 28). 

According to Gardner (1998), continuers are produced when the recipient perceives 

―some sense of non-completion‖ or ―inadequacy‖ in the teller‘s ongoing talk (p. 211). 

Therefore the production of a continuer after the completion of or at the point of a 

story indicates that the recipient was inattentive, or failed to get a grasp of the teller‘s 

point or to align him or herself with the gist of the story (Schegloff, 1993): 

 

Excerpt 2-14 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

 

 

 

M: 

E: 

M: 

...we start talkin bout o:ld ↑times. 

Uh [huh 

   [Cause I mea:n- and this other friend a 

mine used to  

 

(Adapted from Drummond & Hopper (1993a), p. 163, the arrow at line 2 and line 

numbers added) 

 

In this excerpt speaker M was telling a story and speaker E, the recipient, 

responded with a minimal response ―uh huh‖ at the transition relevance place (TRP) in 

line 2. Speaker M started talking before the recipient finished producing the response 
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(line 3). This kind of overlap was originally observed by Goodwin (1986a) and his 

finding was supported by Drummond and Hopper (1993a), who investigated listener 

tokens using audiotaped telephone calls. Drummond and Hopper‘s data were mainly 

taken from the University of Texas Conversation Library (UTCL).  

 Gardner (2001) classified ―yeah‖ and ―mm‖ as acknowledgement tokens. 

According to him, ―yeah‖ is the most frequently observed listener token in ordinary 

conversations. ―Mm‖ is also frequently used, though it is weaker than ―yeah‖ as an 

acknowledgment token. ―Mm hm‖ can function as an acknowledgment token as well, 

though it is not so frequent as ―yeah‖ and ―mm‖ are. Both ―yeah‖ and ―mm‖ are 

similar to continuers in that they indicate that the recipient has no problem in 

understanding the prior turn or that he or she agrees with the teller (Gardner, 2001; 

Schegloff, 1982). Jefferson (1985a) proposed that they differ from each other in that 

―yeah‖ can lead to speaker incipiency while ―mm‖ does not. Drummond and Hopper 

(1993a) examined these two tokens and supported Jefferson‘s finding: 

 

Excerpt 2-15 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 

 

 

 

D: 

 

M: 

...I made myself e:at as much as I possibly 

could e*:at. 

Yeah. Well you know I had about half a pou- 

paun- shhh- pa:n of those brownies le:ft? 

((M continues with a telling)) 

 

(Adapted from Drummond & Hopper (1993a), p. 172, arrow in the original, line 

numbers added) 
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Speaker D was telling a story. Speaker M uttered ―yeah‖ at the end of the 

teller‘s utterance (line 3), and then took the floor and started talking. Drummond and 

Hopper stated that the ―yeah‖ in line 3 has two functions, one being a retrospective 

acknowledgment of the prior turn, and the other an agreement leading to the next story. 

Jefferson (1993) called such a use of ―yeah‖ ―preshift tokens‖ (p. 8). ―Yeah‖ has many 

functions other than that of acknowledgment. Indeed, Gardner (2001) pointed out that 

it can be used for functions such as affirmation, agreement, assessment, appreciation, 

alignment, and the like.  

Newsmarking tokens include ―oh,‖ ―right,‖ and ―really,‖ and ―minimal 

questions‖ such as ―Did they?‖ (Gardner, 2001, p. 40). Heritage (1984, 1998) regarded 

―oh‖ as a ―change of state‖ token, for the production of ―oh‖ suggests that ―some kind 

of change‖ is underway in his or her ―locally current state of knowledge, information, 

orientation or awareness‖ (p. 299). According to Gardner (2001), the speaker usually 

continues to talk after producing ―oh,‖ and that this can lead to the development of the 

talk topically.  

In excerpt 2-16, Mel was telling a story. Liz, the recipient, initiated an other-

initiated repair to seek information in line 5, and Mel provided the information 

requested in line 7. The ―oh‖ in line 8 is considered an indication of Liz‘s change of 

state of knowledge, as she obtained the name (―Tom‖) that she did not know before. 

 ―Right‖ is similar to many of the other listener tokens in that it has multiple 

meanings. What should be noted regarding ―right‖ is that its use in British and  
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Excerpt 2-16 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mel: 

 

 

 

Liz: 

Mel: 

Mel: 

Liz: 

Mel: 

>A:nyway;= we wen-< (.) went ho:me, en went  

↓ho:me;= en wr:ote- (1.0) a routi:ne fer 

o:vercoming the problem:; (1.1) th‟t we  

h[ad]= 

 [Who]. 

=yesterday afternoon. 

Tom. 

Oh. 

Did this ama:zing sordev (1.7) routi:ne fer 

extracting th‟ inferma:tion. 

(Adapted from Gardner (2001), p. 41, arrow in the original) 

 

Australian English is markedly different from that in American English (Gardner, 

2001). According to Gardner, it can be used as a connecter in British and Australian 

English in that with the use of ―right‖ an idea at a point of talk can be connected to 

another idea at a different point, though it is rarely used in that way in American 

English. In general, the use of ―right‖ in American English is an agreement marker. 

Filipi and Wales (2003) investigated the functions of ―okay,‖ ―alright,‖ and ―right‖ 

using the data derived from the Australian National Database of Spoken Language, 

which was based on the Human Communication Research Centre Map Task.
1
 They 

used eight conversations between four dyads of mixed gender, all of whom were 

native speakers of Australian English. According to Filipi and Wales, ―right‖ often 

occurs at the end of a sequence and is followed by ―okay‖: 
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Excerpt 2-17 

 

 1. 

2. 

 

 

IG: 

IF: 

...we can do it that way.= 

=right, ye[p. o]kay 

(Adapted from Filipi & Wales (2003), p. 439, arrow added) 

Note.  IG refers to the instruction-giver and IF refers to the instruction-follower. 

 

This segment was taken from a conversation when the participants were doing 

a map task. IG proposes a way to do the task and IF expresses agreement by the use of 

―okay‖ with ―right.‖ ―Okay‖ also is multi-functional. Gardner (2001, 2007) considered 

―okay‖ a ―change of activity‖ token, for some sort of change of activity will follow 

―okay.‖ Filipi and Wales (2003) counted the frequencies depending on its functions, 

and the results showed that it is mainly used as acknowledgement, agreement, and 

continuer. 

 

Excerpt 2-18 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

 

 

 

IG: 

 

 

IF: 

yeah (1.3) that‟s- that is as a point of 

looking at the consumer trade affair 

ri[ght?] 

  [okay.] yeah.= 

(Adapted from Filipi & Wales (2003), p. 438, arrow added) 

 

In this excerpt ―okay‖ in line 4 is produced as an answer to a confirmation 

request, ―right‖ in line 3, and indicates an agreement with IG‘s opinion. Such a use of 

―okay‖ is often followed by ―yes‖ or a variant such as ―yeah,‖ as observed in line 4 
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(Filipi & Wales, 2003). ―Okay,‖ ―alright,‖ and ―right‖ can be used as an indicator of 

understanding or as a change of state token after one of the interlocutors receives new 

information. 

 

Excerpt 2-19 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 

 

 

 

 

IF: 

 

 

IG: 

IF: 

...we‟re going right now we‟re going back 

across the page in the opposite direction  

[undernea-] 

[no we‟re not] we‟re heading due n- south. 

oh awright [okay.] 

(Adapted from Filipi & Wales (2003), pp. 438-439, arrow added) 

 

Here IG expresses disagreement with IF‘s opinion and provides his own (line 

4). IF produces a news marker ―oh‖ plus ―awright,‖ showing an understanding of the 

prior turn and ―okay,‖ closing the sequence (Filipi & Wales, 2003).  

 As seen above, each listener response has a variety of functions, and the story 

recipient uses the responses to align or not to align with the storyteller. 

 

Assessments. 

The second approach that Mandelbaum (1993, 2003) pointed out was 

assessments. According to Mandelbaum, the story recipient can express alignment, 

which is ―affiliation‖ based on Stivers‘s (2008) definition, in the form of assessments.  
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Goodwin and Goodwin’s views on assessments. 

Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) investigated assessments by analyzing 

conversations in natural settings such as a family dinner, a backyard picnic, and a 

telephone conversation. Their corpus consisted of audio- and videotaped conversations 

derived from a large sample of data. Goodwin and Goodwin regard assessments as ―a 

range of events that exist on analytically distinct levels of organization‖ (p. 6). They 

explained assessments in terms of five levels. First, the term assessment can refer to a 

structural unit that is placed in the stream of speech (e.g., an adjective), which is called 

an assessment segment (p. 6). Second, the teller and the recipient can indicate the 

degree to which they are involved in an assessment with nonsegmental phenomena 

(e.g., intonation and nonsocial displays), which are called assessment signals (pp. 7-8). 

Third, assessments also refer to a certain type of speech act. This type of assessment is 

called an assessment action; it concerns the way in which an actor is involved in taking 

a position toward the event to be assessed (p. 8). Fourth, whereas assessment actions 

are accomplished by a single participant, assessments can be done as an interactive 

activity (p. 9). Fifth, an assessable refers to the thing that is evaluated by an assessment 

(p. 10).  

 Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) showed an interest in the placement of 

assessments. They looked at both those placed before and after the assessable and 

investigated how the teller‘s assessment in storytelling influences the recipient‘s action. 

They observed three phenomena associated with those that precede the assessable. 

First, the speaker uses an assessment to assure that an assessment by the recipient 
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follows. Second, the participants can treat the sentence with a pre-positioned 

assessment in two ways depending on when it appears and when it reaches the end (see 

Excerpt 2-20): 

 

Excerpt 2-20 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Paul: 

 

 

Eileen: 

Paul: 

Eileen: 

 

Eileen: 

 

Debbie: 

Eileen: 

 

 

Paul: 

Eileen: 

Tell y- Tell Debbie about the dog on 

the ((Smile Intonation Begins)) golf 

course t‟day. 

゜eh hnh [hnh ha has! [ha! 

         [hih hih     [Heh Heh! .hh hh 

.h Paul en I got ta the first green, 

(0.6) 

.hh An this beautiful, (0.2) Irish 

Setter. 

Ah:::. 

Came tearin up on ta the first gree(h) 

an tried ta steal Pau(h)l‟s go(h)lf 

ball. .hh 

Eh hnh hnh. 

.hheh! .hh 

(Adapted from Goodwin & Goodwin (1987), p. 13, arrows & italics in the original) 

 

In this segment, Eileen is telling a story about an event that happened when she 

was playing golf. In line 8 she is describing a dog using the adjective beautiful placed 

before the assessable. At this stage her utterance can be regarded as something to 

assess for the recipient. However, if one looks at the laughs that occurred in lines 4, 5, 

12, 13, 14 and 15, the utterance can be considered something to laugh at rather than to 

assess verbally. Thus the recipient can act against the utterance in different ways. 
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Third, the adjective that precedes an assessment can function as a guide for the 

recipient (p. 14). This is because the pre-positioned adjective informs the recipient that 

the object following it should be heard in a certain way. 

 Assessments can also be placed after the assessable. Goodwin and Goodwin 

(1987) called such structures post-positioned assessments (p. 18). This type of 

assessment functions as a means to heighten participants‘ mutual focus on co-

participation in talk with assessment, information management, or a technique to close 

the story (pp. 18-19). 

 Assessments are performed as a structured interactive activity (Goodwin & 

Goodwin, 1987, p. 22). They are structured because the sentences containing post-

positioned assessments have a similar structure as follows: 

 [it] + [copula] + [adverbial intensifier] + [assessment term]       (p. 22) 

Goodwin and Goodwin observed cases in which recipients began to make an 

assessment before the teller produced an assessment term. The following example 

shows that the recipient started to produce an assessment (line 3) before the teller 

uttered the assessment term ―good‖ (line 2): 

 

Excerpt 2-21 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

 

 

 

Dianne: 

 

Clacia: 

Jeff made en asparagus pie 

it wz s::so[: goo:d. 

           [I love it. 

(Adapted from Goodwin & Goodwin (1987), p. 24, italics in the original) 
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Goodwin and Goodwin noted two points from the observation of this segment. 

First, it demonstrates that an assessment is a social activity that involves collaboration 

between the teller and the recipient. Second, the fact that the recipient started 

producing the assessment before the teller suggests that the recipient projects both ―the 

emerging structure of speaker‘s sentence‖ and ―the activity that speaker is 

progressively entering‖ (p. 24).  

 Assessments thus can be interactively carried out. Goodwin and Goodwin 

(1987) accounted for this interactive nature in terms of the following aspects. First, 

overlaps can be observed when assessments are made, and sometimes these overlaps 

can be extended. Such overlaps suggest that participants can obtain resources to carry 

out ―concurrent operations on talk‖ that has not reached the end (p. 26). Second, 

participants align with the assessable in a certain way and deal with it from a certain 

viewpoint. Therefore it is possible that one participant‘s view differs from that of 

others.‘ Such phenomena occur because each participant has ―different access to and 

experience of‖ the same assessable (p. 27). Third, in contradiction to the second 

feature, participants can assess the event to be assessed in an identical way. Goodwin 

and Goodwin (1987) claimed that assessment shows the ways in which each 

participant aligns with the phenomenon to be assessed, and that the alignment reveals 

his or her way of assessing it. Fourth, participants can evaluate an assessable 

repeatedly, and the one made after the first assessment is produced with lower volume. 

The assessment with lowered voice leads the assessment to the end of its process. Thus 

assessments can be considered to consist of stages in which an activity arises, reaches 
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a climax, and then is exited from. Fifth, the recipient might seek ways to appreciate the 

ongoing story without suggesting that the teller should continue to talk about it forever. 

Thus assessments can be used to close the topic. In short, they offer ―participation 

possibilities‖ to organize the talk in progress (p. 40).  

 Goodwin (1986a) compared assessments with continuers and noted the 

following points. First, brief assessments and continuers are structurally similar in that 

both can be produced while the other participant‘s talk is in progress. However they 

differ in that assessments can carry more detailed information as to the degree to which 

their producer is involved in the assessment and the ongoing talk. Second, whereas 

continuers are produced in the middle of the speaker‘s extended talk, assessments can 

be made at the end of such extended talk. Third, although continuers are primarily 

produced by the recipient, assessments can be accomplished by both the teller and the 

recipient. Fourth, assessments differ from continuers in that they have a variety of 

forms from brief to elaborated ones. 

 The recipient can sometimes disagree with the way in which the assessable is 

dealt with by the speaker. Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) explained the recipient‘s 

disagreement using excerpt 2-22.  

 

Excerpt 2-22 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

 

 

 

 

Curt: 

 

 

Curt: 

This guy had, a beautiful, thirty two 

O:lds. 

(0.5) 

Original. 
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5.  Mike: ((Nod)) 

(Adapted from Goodwin & Goodwin (1987), p. 44, italics in the original) 

 

In this excerpt Curt uttered ―beautiful‖ in line 1 and this suggests that something 

assessable will follow. However his interlocutor, Mike, did not respond to Curt‘s 

utterance (line 3). Curt therefore provided additional information (―Original‖) in line 4. 

Mike nodded in line 5 but did not make any assessment. Goodwin and Goodwin 

interpreted this nodding as a continuer, which indicated that Mike was expecting that 

Curt‘s talk would continue, and thus he did not think that he was expected to make an 

assessment. According to Goodwin and Goodwin, after Mike nodded, Curt continued 

to provide further information. However Mike looked away to find a cigarette and did 

not look at Curt for more than 30 seconds. They therefore claimed that the ways in 

which an object is established as an assessable is determined through interaction rather 

than decided solely by the speaker. 

 Recipients can access phenomena to be assessed only through the teller‘s 

utterances. Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) maintained that the following elements are 

involved when recipients assess something (p. 46): 

a) Recipients do organize their assessment with attention to ways in which their 

access to the assessable differs from speaker‘s. 

b) Recipients may choose to trust the competence of speaker to properly 

evaluate what she is treating as an assessable. 
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c) The assessable character of at least some phenomena can be adequately 

established entirely through an appropriate description of them.  

Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) concluded that assessments enable participants to (a) 

organize their perception and interpretation as to what the ongoing talk is about, (b) 

and to show alignment to talk in progress, and to establish and negotiate the alignment 

through interactions (p. 49).  

 

Kjærbeck and Asmuß’s views on assessments. 

 Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) investigated how the aspects of modality and 

negotiation of meaning in narratives are achieved and how they are related to the 

participants‘ display of alignment or disalignment. Modality refers to the ―ways in 

which the participants view the referential content of the relevant utterances‖ 

(Kjærbeck, 2008, p. 309). They examined participants‘ orientation toward the 

mechanism of the punchline and post punchline sequences. Their data were mixed in 

that: (a) they consisted of both institutional conversations such as business negotiations 

and social counseling and non-institutional conversations such as dinner table talk, (b) 

they consisted of different languages including Danish, German, and Spanish, and (c) 

the participants were native and non-native speakers of the languages. It should be 

noted that Kjærbeck and Asmuß did not refer to exactly what (dis)alignment and 

(dis)affiliation mean, and did not seem to differentiate them as Stivers (2008) did.   

 Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) focused on sequences around the punchline of the 

narrative where they thought negotiation of meaning and understanding occurred. 
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They used the term punchline for Sacks‘ notion of the climax of the story (Sacks, 

1992b). They stated that the sequences around the punchline included a ―punchline 

sequence‖ and ―post punchline sequences‖ (2005, p. 2). The punchline sequence 

consists of two stages. The first stage is the delivery of the punchline of the story, and 

the second is the display of modality (p. 2).  

The punchline sequence involves three actions. First, the climax of the story is 

delivered. This makes a ―certain way of understanding‖ relevant (p. 2). Second, the 

recipient displays the modality of the story, that is, he or she expresses if the story is 

funny, sad, or surprising, and so forth. By doing so, the recipient displays alignment or 

disalignment with the story. Third, the teller acknowledges the modality. Kjærbeck 

and Asmuß (2005) stated that the second stage (i.e., the recipient‘s display of the 

modality) is central in the punchline sequence, because both the teller and the recipient 

negotiate how the story is understood.  

In the post punchline sequence, the recipient displays an understanding of the 

story and makes an assessment, and the teller acknowledges the understanding and 

assessment. In this sequence, ―negotiation of understanding‖ is the main activity, for 

―concrete expressions and explanations of what the participants understood and how 

(they understood it) are unfolded here‖ (Kjærbeck & Asmuß, 2005, p. 2, the words in 

parenthesis are added). Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) summarized the activities carried 

out in the punchline and post punchline sequences as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Organization of the Punchline and the Post Punchline Sequence 

 

Sequence Activity Interactional achievement 

 

 

Punchline 

sequence 

Teller:  

suggesting punchline 

 

negotiation of modality  

 

(establishing a frame of 

understanding) 

Recipient(s):  

addressing modality 

Teller:  

acknowledging modality 

 

Post punchline 

sequence 

Recipient(s):  

display of understanding 

 

negotiation of understanding 

Teller:  

acknowledging understanding 

(Adapted from Kjærbeck and Asmuß, 2005, p. 6) 

 

 Kjærbeck and Asmuß‘s (2005) revealed that the punchline sequence signaled 

the post punchline sequence, because negotiation of modality enabled the participants 

to create a frame of understanding in the subsequent sequence. An assessment of the 

story helped the participants display shared understanding, and thus enabled them to 

attain alignment. They found that the negotiation of understanding is not initiated 

unless the punchline sequence is not completely achieved because either or both of the 

participants do not proceed to the post punchline sequence. As a result, the participants 

in their study did not have opportunities to display alignment or disalignment; 

therefore, they argued that the lack of recipient acknowledgment can suggest that a 

recipient is non-aligning with the teller as long as no negotiation of understanding is 

initiated. They also found that when the recipient had trouble displaying the modality, 

or his or her view toward the story, he or she initiated a repair sequence to negotiate 

the punchline and an understanding of the story. They concluded that storytelling is a 
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highly interactive activity, and that the punchline itself as well as how the narrative is 

understood are interactionally achieved.  

 Kjærbeck (2008) investigated participants‘ behaviors in the punchline and post 

punchline sequences further using two narratives between caretakers and parents of 

disabled children in a Danish recreation center. She reported that the teller, a 

professional, and not the recipient, initiated the display of understanding of the story. 

She also reported that the teller accounted for and produced evidence in pursuit of 

shared understanding and as a display of professional accountability. Another finding 

was that minimal acknowledgement tokens, minimal assessments, or no response were 

considered indirect indications of disagreement. 

  

Utterances that request further information.  

 The recipient response that Mandelbaum (1993, 2003) regarded as the most 

active is the first pair part of adjacency pairs. As seen in the section on the main 

findings of conversation analysis, adjacency pairs have various pair types. The first 

pair part of adjacency pairs is considered most active in that the recipient is most 

actively involved in storytelling and thus is most influential on the development of a 

narrative than listener responses and assessments. The type that is most relevant to this 

study is the question-answer type. The first pair parts of this pair type, that is questions, 

can take the form of those requesting further information on the ongoing story or 

other-initiated repairs (Monzoni & Drew, 2009). Because questions indicate the degree 

to which the recipient understands the previous turns, they function as a framework to 
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assess other participants‘ actions and motives (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998). In addition, 

because they constrain the teller‘s talk, they can derail or redirect the story 

(Mandelbaum, 1989, p. 118). See the section on the main findings of conversation 

analysis for detailed discussions on adjacency pairs and repairs. 

 Steensig and Larsen (2008) discussed affiliation and disaffiliation by 

investigating a particular type of question, that is, ―you say x‖ question. They used a 

corpus in Danish that consisted of talk from a variety of settings, approximately three-

fourths being everyday phone calls. They classified ―you say x‖ questions into three 

types: confirmation-seeking, disaffiliative, and account-seeking. The confirmation-

seeking type is aligning and produced with unmarked prosody after the previous 

sequence is closed. The recipient responds to this with a confirmation only. Then the 

participants go on to the next topic. The disaffiliative type is disaligning. Although it is 

produced where the second pair part of an adjacency pair occurs, it does not function 

as the second pair part. These types include ―‗objecting‘ particles‖ or other 

disaffiliative markers and are produced with marked prosody. The account-seeking 

type is aligning and includes no objecting particles. However they are produced with 

marked prosody, and bring up some sort of problem. 

 The following excerpt is taken from Mandelbaum‘s study (1989), a videotaped 

dinner table conversation among two Caucasian American couples, all of whom were 

undergraduate students. Mandelbaum illustrated how inquiries influenced the flow of 

the talk: 
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Excerpt 2-23 

 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vicki: 

 

 

 

Nina: 

Vicki: 

 

Matthew: 

Vicki: 

Shawn: 

Vicki: 

Shawn: 

Vicki: 

Matthew: 

((13 lines omitted)) 

...So he thinks is thet lo:bster‟s 

gunnuh be all cut u:p en 

every$thin:g$ „ee 

[c‟ n   j s :]t stick it in‟n= 

[ee(h)ee Ya:h.] 

=$eat it‟n „ere$ they bring 

this a[n i m a l,] 

      [Wiz it a who]le lobster? 

=Ihw[z a h a : f.] 

    [A half a lobs]ter. 

But it wz a:ll (.) yihknow, 

One claw en then: half‟v[: yihkno-]w,= 

                        [Mm hm,] 

=How m-How mu:ch. 

((16 lines omitted)) 

(Adapted from Mandelbaum (1989), p. 120, arrows and italics in the original) 

 

According to Mandelbaum, Vicki was telling a story in which she was trying to 

make one of the recipients, Shawn, a ―butt,‖ an object of ridicule, as to how he got a 

―good deal‖ (p. 119). However, another recipient, Matthew, made an other-initiated 

repair (―Wiz it a whole lobster?‖) in line 9, and also made an inquiry to seek for further 

information (―How m-How mu:ch‖) in line 15. Mandelbaum pointed out that these two 

questions led the story in a different direction from that which the teller intended. Thus 

she argued that story recipients‘ inquires seeking further information influence what 

the teller says next, and that, in this sense, they can be regarded as the most active 

recipient responses.  
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 As discussed above, (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation in storytelling are 

interactively achieved by the teller and the recipient, both employing various 

approaches. 

 

Summary 

 In the preceding sections I have reviewed previous literature on the historical 

and theoretical background of CA, narrative analysis of Labovian and CA researchers‘ 

approaches, and the storyteller's and recipient‘s approaches to attain alignment and 

affiliation. Among these issues, the discussion that has the most immediate relevance 

to this study is the one on the storyteller's and recipient‘s approaches to show 

alignment and affiliation. I briefly summarize these below. 

Norrick (2008) identified several types of approaches employed by a storyteller 

observed when he or she tries to elicit a more substantial response from the recipient: 

(a) the repetition of the initial conclusion with louder volume, (b) the use of ―I mean‖ 

to draw the recipient's attention, (c) the repetition of a salient utterance to elicit fuller 

responses, (d) the use of free-standing ―so,‖ ―but,‖ or ―y‘know‖ right after the 

recipient‘s production of a minimal response. 

 Mandelbaum (1993, 2003) classified the recipient‘s responses indicating his or 

her alignment into three types. The first type is the non-floor-taking minimal responses. 

They include continuers such as ―uh huh‖ and ―mm hm,‖ acknowledgment tokens such 

as ―yeah‖ and ―mm,‖ newsmarkers such as ―oh‖ and ―right,‖  and change of activity 

tokens ―okay‖ and ―alright‖ (Gardner, 2001).  
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 The second type is the recipient‘s assessment of the story or report. According 

to Goodwin and Goodwin (1987), assessments can be interactively achieved in certain 

ways: (a) assessments produced with an overlap suggest that participants can obtain 

resources to talk concurrently, (b) each participant can have his or her own way of 

accessing the same assessable and thus has a different view from that of others, (c) 

participants‘ views can be identical, (d) assessments consist of stages in which an 

event arises, reaches a climax, and ends, and (e) assessments can be used to close the 

topic. Goodwin and Goodwin stated that assessments allow participants to organize 

what they perceive and interpret in the story, and show alignment to the ongoing talk. 

 Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) and Kjærbeck (2008) investigated participants‘ 

behaviors in punchline and post punchline sequences. According to Kjærbeck and 

Asmuß, the punchline sequence is the place at which the modality of the story is 

negotiated, and consists of three activities: the teller‘s presenting the punchline, the 

recipient‘s displaying the modality of the story, and the teller‘s acknowledging the 

modality. The post punchline sequence is the place where tellers and recipients display 

how the story is understood and negotiated, and it involves two activities: the 

recipient‘s expressing of an understanding of the story and the teller‘s acknowledging 

the recipient‘s understanding. Kjærbeck examined the punchline and post punchline 

sequences in narratives in an institutional context. Her study revealed that the teller, a 

professional, rather than the recipient launched the display of understanding of the 

story. It also reported that the recipient‘s production of minimal acknowledgment 
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tokens, minimal assessments, or no response was regarded as the recipient‘s approach 

to indirectly suggest disagreement. 

 The third type of recipient alignment–indicating response identified by 

Mandelbaum (1993, 2003) is questions. Questions can indicate the extent to which the 

recipient understands what the teller has said and function as a framework to assess 

other participants‘ actions and motives, and thus contribute to alignment and affiliation 

between them. Whereas they can be used to express affiliation, they can also be used 

to show disaffiliation. Those expressing disaffiliation can be produced with marked 

prosody and contain objecting particles. 

 

Research Questions 

 Taking the above discussion of the previous literature into consideration, this 

study addresses two issues. First, I investigate the tellers‘ behaviors in terms of the 

pursuit of assessment. Second, I look at the recipients‘ behaviors with an emphasis on 

the functions of questions. My investigation of these two aspects is designed to answer 

the following research questions. 

1. What do the tellers do in pursuit of a fuller response from their recipient when an 

immediate assessment is not obtained after the climax of the narrative? 

2. How do the recipient‘s questions contribute to enhance alignment and affiliation 

with the teller?  

3. Does language expertise play any role in alignment and affiliation? 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 

 In this chapter, I introduce the methods employed in this study. Issues to be 

covered include basic ideas on analytical framework in terms of CA, the participants, 

and the procedures of data collection. In the section on the analytical framework, I 

describe the ways in which CA researchers collect and deal with data and the systems 

that are used to transcribe the data. See the section on conversation analysis in Chapter 

2 for the theoretical background and main findings of CA. 

 

Analytical Framework 

Conversation Analysis as an Analytical Framework 

 In the narrative analysis section in Chapter 2, I discussed the Labovian 

approach and CA researchers‘ approach to narrative analysis. The latter is considered 

more suitable than the former for this study. The critical difference between the two 

approaches is that, whereas the former views narratives as prefabricated entities, the 

latter views them as interactional and sequential objects. According to Schegloff 

(1997), the Labovian approach has several drawbacks. It does not consider the 

recipient‘s behaviors during the telling and at the end of a story. It also does not 

consider silences during the telling that can inform possible completion points of the 

story.  Furthermore, it disregards disfluencies and problems in understanding during 

the telling. 
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 This study is focused on alignment and affiliation between the participants. 

Therefore it is essential to investigate interactional features of the participants‘ 

behaviors on a turn-by-turn basis to explore where and how the participants show 

alignment and affiliation. In fact, without considering the recipient‘s behaviors, there 

is no way to know how the participants align and affiliate with each other. In addition, 

disfluencies and problems in understanding can be important evidence about how 

participants align and affiliate with their interlocutor. Therefore I employed CA, 

specifically the applied CA approach mentioned in Chapter 2, as the analytical 

framework. 

 

Dealing with Data 

Collecting and handling data. 

 CA researchers undertake data analysis based on the basic assumptions and 

principles of CA discussed in Chapter 2. Psathas (1995) followed Sacks (1984) and 

provided basic precautions as to collecting and handling the data in the following way 

(pp. 45-46). First, data need to be naturally occurring conversations rather than elicited 

for the purpose of research (p. 45). Therefore, in the strict sense, data need to be taken 

from authentic environments. As a practical matter, however, naturally occurring 

recorded data are often difficult to obtain, for when a conversation is used for research 

purposes, the participants‘ consent is required before the recording. Elicited data have 

been used accordingly as seen in Maynard and Zimmerman‘s study (1984) in which 
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recorded conversations in a laboratory setting were used. Data also need to be either 

audio or video recorded.  

Sacks (1984) clearly recognized that more than what is recorded happens in 

interactions. Nevertheless he emphasized the importance of recording, for it enables 

researchers to replay and transcribe the data, and it also enables other researchers to 

examine and utilize the original studies. Psathas (1995) stated that participants‘ rights 

should be protected and thus the names of participants can be anonymous so they will 

not be identified. In this study, the participants‘ names were anonyms in order to 

protect their identity. For details on data collection, see the ―Procedures‖ section. 

 

Transcription systems. 

 Recorded data need to be transcribed from audio and/or video recordings based 

on transcript conventions. Features such as overlaps among participants, gaps, pauses, 

breathiness, and intonational contour are transcribed with meticulous detail (e.g., 

Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Jefferson, 1985a, 2004; Psathas, 1995; ten Have, 2007). 

See Appendix E for the conventions used in this study. Transcripts are not neutral 

(Heap, 1997, p. 220) because ―transcription is a selective process reflecting theoretical 

goals and definitions‖ (Ochs, 1979, p. 44). Major CA researchers agree with this view 

(Heritage & Atkinson, 1984: Hutchby, 2007; ten Have, 2007). In fact, the ways in 

which features in talk are represented in transcripts vary depending on the purpose of 

the study, and the above conventions can be adapted in certain ways, ranging from 

extra finely transcribed to simplified ones. Furthermore, because the transcript 
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conventions such as Jefferson‘s (1985b, 2004), which have been widely used in CA 

research, have been designed for the English language, additional conventions can be 

used when necessary. For example, researchers working on the Japanese language use 

additional conventions as seen in Fox, Hayashi, and Jasperson (1996, p. 231) and Mori 

and Hayashi (2006, p. 217) because the syntactic and sound systems of the Japanese 

language cannot be perfectly represented with English language conventions.  

 According to ten Have (2002a), transcription work requires two abilities, the 

ability to ―recognize words‖ in which the transcriptionist translates spoken language 

into written language (p. 14), and the ability to ―clearly hear sounds,‖ in which the 

researcher hears the sounds as they were produced (p. 14). In order to accomplish this, 

researchers need to dissociate themselves from ―the ‗official‘ language‖ to some extent 

(p. 14). These two abilities are not necessarily compatible with each other, for the 

more researchers try to transcribe sounds as they are actually pronounced, the less 

readable the transcript is. Therefore, they are likely to compromise somewhere 

between the two (Hopper, 1989; ten Have, 2002a). I have not employed a very detailed 

transcription system in this study because I believe that readability is important in 

analyzing and interpreting long sequences as narratives. 

 Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) emphasized that, in CA, transcripts are not 

considered the data; what counts as data are audiovisual recordings. Transcripts are 

regarded as a ―representation of the data‖ and a ―convenient tool of reference‖ (p.74).  
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Analytical procedures. 

In general, the analyses are carried out based on the following procedures (e.g., 

Gardner, 2004; Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998; Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997; Seedhouse, 2004, 

ten Have, 2007):  

1. Select a sequence or sequences in conversations. (Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997) 

2. Characterize the actions performed by the participants in the sequence(s), for 

actions are ―fundamental part of the meaningfulness of conduct.‖ (Pomerantz & 

Fehr, 1997, p. 72) 

3. Examine the ways in which participants package actions, that is, how they select 

specific linguistic features such as reference words and how they display their 

understandings of the actions. (Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997) 

4. Find out any features such as identities, roles, relationships of participants that 

emerge from the talk-in-interaction. (Seedhouse, 2004) 

5. Carry out a preliminary analysis that represents ―the interactional organization‖ 

and ―the participants‘ orientations.‖ Reveal underlying machinery by analyzing 

specific episodes in terms of a particular interactional organization such as repair 

and adjacency pairs. (Seedhouse, 2004) 

6. Listen to the original audiovisual data repeatedly. Through this process, 

researchers can familiarize themselves with the details of the recorded data at the 

necessary level. (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998) 

What is important in this process is that researchers should start with 

unmotivated scrutiny of the data (Sacks, 1984, p. 27). In general, researchers do not 
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generate hypotheses or formulate research questions in advance of data analysis 

(Lazaraton, 2003). It should also be noted that whereas data coding is not allowed in 

pure CA, this is not necessarily the case in applied CA (Heap, 1997). In addition, the 

size of a collection of selected sequences is considered irrelevant (Gardner & Wagner, 

2004). What counts is that a description of a specific phenomenon is sufficiently stable 

and able to cope with deviant cases (Gardner & Wagner, p. 7). Transcripts of the data 

need to be included in the description of analysis when the findings are presented 

(Psathas, 1995). It should be noted that the researcher should use both transcripts and 

audiovisual recordings during data analysis (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998).  

 

Reliability and Validity 

Issues related to the reliability and validity of qualitative research have not 

been as widely documented as they have for quantitative studies, and approaches to 

these issues differ in qualitative research as well. CA is fundamentally a qualitative 

approach (Perkins, Crisp, & Walshaw, 1999), and the ways in which these issues are 

dealt with in other kind of qualitative research apply also to CA (Peräkylä, 1997).  

Reliability refers to ―the degree of consistency with which instances are 

assigned to the same category by different observers or by the same observer on 

different occasions‖ (Hammersley, 1992, p. 67); therefore, the findings need to be 

―independent of accidental circumstances of the research‖ (Kirk & Miller, 1986, p. 20). 

In general, replicability in qualitative research is difficult to achieve compared to 

quantitative research (Holloway, 1997; Seale, 1999). However, the researcher can 
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enhance it by reporting the procedure employed in his or her study as much details as 

possible (Seale, 1999). 

CA researchers have been concerned with reliability from early in the history 

of the field. Sacks (1984) emphasized the importance of recording talk partly because 

it enables other researchers to reproduce their study. Whereas the use of recorded talk 

is an advantage of CA, Peräkylä (1997) pointed out that it does not necessarily 

guarantee that a CA study is sufficiently reliable. In order to improve reliability, three 

issues should be addressed (pp. 205-207). First, the researchers must ensure that there 

is a sufficient amount of data. Second, the technical quality of recordings, such as the 

sound and video recordings, must be assured. Third, the data must be adequately 

transcribed including intonation and prosody. Regarding the first point, although 

Peräkylä did not clearly specify how much data is considered ―sufficient,‖ and 

although this contradicts Psathas‘s (1995) claim that the size of a collection is 

irrelevant, more seems to be better in order to present findings in a reliable manner. 

Other factors to consider are intertranscriber reliability and intercoder reliability. 

Patterson, Neupauer, Burant, Koehn, and Reed (1996) pointed out that CA has been 

criticized by quantitative researchers due to a lack of intertranscriber reliability. They 

stated that we do not know to what extent the data are ―objectively available‖ 

(Patterson, Neupauer, Burant, Koehn, and Reed, 1996, pp. 77-78). Intercoder 

reliability refers to the degree to which different researchers agree on the coding or 

analyses done by a particular researcher (Titscher, Meyer, Wodack, & Vetter, 2000). 

Therefore the data should be observed by more than one person. Hutchby and Wooffitt 
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(1998) stated that making transcripts, and preferably audiovisual data as well, publicly 

accessible to those who want to test how accurate the analysis is guarantees CA‘s 

―publicly verifiable nature‖ (p. 92).  

Seedhouse (2004) dealt with the validity issue by considering internal, external, 

ecological, and construct validity (pp. 255-257). Internal validity examines whether the 

study shows convincingly what the researcher attempts to show. What CA seeks is 

accounts with an emic perspective rather than the researcher‘s perspective. Seedhouse 

stated that no claim can be made beyond what is displayed in interaction, because ―the 

details of the interaction themselves provide the only justification for claiming to be 

able to develop an emic perspective‖ (p. 255). External validity concerns to what 

extent findings are generalizable beyond a specific context. According to Seedhouse, 

CA can look at ―the particular and the general‖ simultaneously, and the underlying 

mechanisms such as repair and turn-taking are revealed during the course of analysis 

of individual instances. This procedure enables CA researchers to generalize their 

findings. Ecological validity concerns ―whether findings are applicable to people‘s 

everyday life‖ (p. 256). Therefore studies carried out in laboratory settings are often 

considered weak in terms of ecological validity. Seedhouse stated that one strength of 

CA is that it primarily deals with naturally occurring data that is accessible to ordinary 

people. Construct validity assesses whether a specific measurement agrees with a 

theoretical concept, and is crucial for quantitative research. However this is difficult to 

directly apply to an emic paradigm like CA, because researchers need to start by 

questioning ―Whose construct is it?‖ (Seedhouse, p. 257). Seedhouse took the case of 
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TCU (Turn Constructional Unit) as an example that is ―analyzable only emically as 

social actions,‖ and stated that ―the ‗construct‘ of the TCU…is an interactant‘s 

construct rather than an analyst‘s one, and it is not etically specifiable‖ (p. 257).  

 

Participants 

 The data consist of fourteen dyadic English conversations between American 

and Japanese participants. The American and Japanese participants were from various 

regions of each country, and their educational background suggests that they were 

educated speakers of a standard dialect of their languages. One of the pairs participated 

in the recordings twice, and one of the Japanese female participants participated in the 

recordings twice but with different partners. Therefore, in total, 25 participants 

participated in the study: five American males, eight American females, four Japanese 

males, and eight Japanese females. Although both Americans and Canadians were 

acceptable for this study, no Canadians participated. I recruited the participants in the 

following ways. I asked some of my fellow students at Temple University Japan, both 

doctoral and master‘s students, and one of the staff members at Temple University 

Japan (JF1) to participate in the study. I asked her to choose her partner herself, and to 

record the conversations themselves. I asked one of my fellow students (JF5) to record 

some of her fellow students for me. I asked another fellow student (AF6) to record her 

co-workers at work. I asked her to choose the participants of each pair. 

The participants‘ ages ranged from the twenties to the fifties when the 

recordings were made. All participants had received tertiary level education and had 
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worked as teachers or administrative staff at an educational institution in Japan. Each 

pair of participants consisted either of fellow students or co-workers, and the degree of 

familiarity of the pairs varied from close friends to acquaintances. Approximately one 

third of the pairs were co-workers working at the same school or university. These 

participants met each other more frequently than did pairs of classmates. However, I 

did not know to what extent they were familiar with each other. The rest of the 

participants were graduate students at Temple University Japan, and all of them taught 

at Japanese universities as English instructors. Most of them were fellow students in 

my doctoral program. They had met twice a week for two years before the recording 

was done. There was also a pair that consisted of a doctoral student and a master‘s 

student who had become acquainted while attending an elective course; therefore, they 

were less familiar with each other than the other participant pairs.  

Nine out of twelve Japanese participants had either a Test of English as a 

Foreign Language (TOEFL) score above 600 or a Test of English for International 

Communication (TOEIC) score above 890. The remaining three Japanese participants 

had studied in English-speaking countries as graduate students and were considered 

advanced EFL speakers. One of the three participants had a score of 6.5 on the 

International English Language Testing System (IELTS). All the Japanese participants 

had stayed in an English-speaking country from three months to eight years. Twelve 

out of the thirteen American participants had lived in Japan more than six years, with 

the length ranging from six to twenty-seven years when the recordings were made, and 

more than half of them were fluent speakers of Japanese. One American participant 
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had lived in Japan for one year and seven months, a relatively short time. The 

relationship of the participants of each pair and their approximate ages are summarized 

in Table 1. The Japanese participants‘ English proficiency, their overseas experiences, 

and American participants‘ length of stay in Japan are summarized in Appendix D. 

 In order to protect the participants‘ identities, pseudonyms are used. AM refers 

to American male participants, AF to American female participants, JM to Japanese 

male participants, and JF to Japanese female participants.  

 

Procedures 

Data Collection Procedures 

The data used in this study were non-institutional mundane conversations. 

Most of them took place in a room or in the canteen at the schools where the 

participants worked or attended. These included Temple University, Japan Campus 

(Osaka and Tokyo) and Japanese universities in Osaka and in Tokyo. Only one 

conversation took place at a participant‘s house. Even though most of the recordings 

took place in universities, I considered them non-institutional because the participants 

participated in the recordings after office hours, before or after class, or during lunch 

time. In addition, their conversations had nothing to do with their jobs or course work. 

The participants played no roles with each other beyond that of friend or acquaintance 

in the conversations. I obtained the conversations from other persons by asking them 

to make a recording for this study. I used the following criteria when selecting the 

participants: (a) the participants should be a pair of a North American and a Japanese 
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(a requirement that suited an earlier research plan when data were collected but that 

was not particularly relevant in the revised plan), (b) the participants needed to speak 

in English, (c) the Japanese participants had to be advanced speakers of English with a 

minimum score of 860 on the TOEIC or 550 on the TOEFL, (d) the participants 

needed to talk for at least twenty minutes, (e) any topic was suitable, and (f) the 

participants needed to fill out the consent form (Appendix A), and the questionnaire 

(Appendixes B-(A), B-(B), and C) after completing the recording. 

Recordings were carried out from January, 1999 to August, 2009. Out of the 

fourteen conversations, I made six recordings, one of the participants (JF1) made two 

recordings, another participant (JF5) made two recordings, another participant (JM3) 

made one recording, and one more participant (AF6) made three recordings. The three 

conversations recorded from January, 1999 to February 2000 were audio-taped only.  

The rest, recorded from February, 2000 to August, 2009, were both audio- and video-

taped. The data are summarized in Table 1, and additional information is in Appendix 

D. 

Conversations #1 and #2 were recorded in January and February, 1999. I asked 

one of the staff members at Temple University Japan (JF1) to participate in my study. 

She had no knowledge of CA, but was a fluent speaker of English, and had a good 

relationship with her co-workers. She chose her partners, AM1 for #1 and AM2 for #2, 

both being teachers. She arranged a room for the recordings and recorded the 

conversations using a medium-sized tape-recorder (SONY TCM-1390) that was often  
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Table 2. Summary of the Data 
 

Pair 
# 

Date of 
Recording 

Name of 
Participant 

(Age) 
Person Who 

Recorded 
Recording 
Location 

Relationship of 
the Pair 

1 
 

January, 1999 
 

AM1 (40‘s) 
JF1 (20‘s) 

 
JF1 

 

 
TUJ classroom 

 
Co-workers 

 

2 
 

February, 1999 
 

AM2 (20‘s) 
JF1 (20‘s) 

 
JF1 

 

 
TUJ classroom 

 
Co-workers 

 

3 
 

February, 2000 
 

AF1 (40‘s) 
JF2 (30‘s) 

 
R 
 

 
TUJ canteen 

 
Fellow students 

 

4 
 

February, 2000 
 

AM3 (30‘s) 
JM1 (40‘s) 

 
R 
 

 
TUJ classroom 

 
Fellow students 

 

5 
 

February, 2000 
 

AF2 (30‘s) 
JF3 (30‘s) 

 
R 
 

 
TUJ meeting 

room 
 

Co-workers 
 

6 
 

March, 2000 
 

AM4 (40‘s) 
JM2 (40‘s) 

 
R 
 

 
TUJ classroom 

 
Fellow students 

 

7 
 

April, 2000 
 

AF3 (40‘s) 
JF4 (40‘s) 

 
R 
 

 
TUJ classroom 

 
Fellow students 

 

8 
 

April, 2000 
 

AF4 (50‘s) 
JF5 (30‘s) 

 
JF5 

 

Japanese 
university 
canteen 

 
Fellow students 

 

9 
 

May, 2000 
 

AM5 (30‘s) 
JM3 (40‘s) 

 
JM3 

 
AM5‘s house 

 
Fellow students 

 

10 
 

June. 2000  
 

AF4 (50‘s) 
JF5 (30‘s) 

 
JF5 

 

Japanese 
university 
classroom 

 
Fellow students 

 

11 
 

August, 2000 
 

AF5 (40‘s) 
JF6 (40‘s) 

 
R 
 

 
TUJ 

classroom 
 

Fellow students 
 

12 
 

July, 2009 
 

AF6 (50‘s) 
JF7 (30‘s) 

 
AF6 

 

Japanese 
university  

meeting room 
 

Co-workers 
 

13 
 

July, 2009 
 

AF7 (50‘s) 
JF8 (50‘s) 

 
AF6 

 

Japanese 
university  

meeting room 
 

Co-workers 
 

14 
 

August, 2009 
 

AF8 (50‘s) 
JM4 (50‘s) 

 
AF6 

 

Japanese 
university  

meeting room 
 

Co-workers 
 

Note. R = Researcher. #s 1-3 were recorded with a tape recorder, #s 4-11 were 

recorded with a tape recorder and camcorder, and #‘s 12-14 were recorded with a 

digital audio recorder and camcorder; TUJ = Temple University Japan. 
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used in language classes until the early 2000‘s. No one besides the participants was 

present in the rooms. Both rooms were very quiet. 

Conversations #3 and #4 were recorded in February, 2000. One of my fellow 

students (JF5) found two pairs of participants and secured the recording location. JF5 

had taken several courses on CA and was collecting conversational data herself. 

Therefore, she was familiar with data collection in CA research. All the participants 

were her classmates. I recorded conversation #3 in the canteen at Temple University 

Japan using a portable stereo tape-recorder (Panasonic RQ-SX20), which is similar to 

a Walkman. It provided high fidelity sound. The canteen was a little noisy because 

other students were present. I recorded conversation #4 using the same tape-recorder 

and a digital camcorder (Sharp VL-PD7) in a classroom at Temple University Japan. 

There were a few students in the room, but the room was sufficiently quiet. I was in 

the room talking with another student until the conversation finished. 

Conversation #5 was recorded in February, 2000. One of the office staff at 

Temple University Japan arranged for two of her co-workers to participate in the study. 

The pair booked a small conference room and I recorded them there using the same 

tape-recorder and camcorder as the ones I used for conversation #4. No one besides 

them was present in the room. Therefore the room was very quiet. 

Conversations #6 and #7 were recorded in April, and #11 in August, 2000. I 

chose three pairs of participants from my classmates. I arranged for classrooms at 

Temple University Japan and recorded each conversation with the same tape-recorder 
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and camcorder as the ones I used for conversation #4. No one besides the participants 

was present, and the room was very quiet.  

Conversation #8 was recorded in April and #10 was recorded in June, 2000. 

One of my fellow students (JF5) chose one of her classmates as her partner. JF5 

recorded their conversation twice with her tape-recorder, which was a portable 

Walkman-type tape-recorder, and a digital camcorder. The model numbers of the tape-

recorder and the camcorder were unavailable. She chose a canteen at the university 

they worked at for conversation #8, and a classroom at the same university for 

conversation #10. For conversation #8, the canteen was noisy because it was lunch 

time. During the recording, JF5 was having lunch; the American participant was not.  

Conversation #9 was recorded in May, 2000. JF5 chose a pair of participants 

who were her classmates. The participants made the recording at the American 

participant‘s house, and the Japanese participant (JM3) recorded their talk with his 

tape-recorder, which was a portable Walkman-type tape-recorder, and an 8-mm VCR. 

The model numbers of the tape-recorder and the camcorder were unavailable. No one 

besides the participants was present at the recording, and the room was very quiet. 

Both participants had taken a CA course in the doctoral program at Temple University, 

and they had also participated in JF5‘s study on CA. Therefore JM3 was familiar with 

how to record conversations for CA research.  

Conversations # 12, #13, and #14 were recorded in July and August, 2009. One 

of my fellow doctoral students (AF6) arranged for three pairs of participants who were 

her co-workers at her university. AF6 participated in this study as a participant in 
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conversation #12. She arranged a room at her university and recorded three 

conversations with her digital audio-recorder (Olympus Voice Trek V-50) and 

camcorder (Sony DCR-PC350 NTSC). No one else was present in the room, and the 

room was quiet. AF6, who was a member of the data sessions held at Temple 

University Japan‘s Osaka Center, had a great deal of experience recording data for CA 

research.  

The only direction given to the participants was to talk in English for at least 20 

minutes, and this applied to all the conversations, though JF1 and JF5 each failed to 

meet this requirement on one recording. I did not control the topics of the 

conversations. The persons who recorded cued the participants and then left the room, 

so they were not present when the recordings were made. They returned to the room 

after more than twenty minutes had passed, and turned off the recorders. They then 

asked the participants to fill out the consent form and the questionnaire. They gave 

them a small gift, such as sweets, a handkerchief, and a telephone card, prepared by 

me. The length of the conversations ranged from 15 minutes 50 seconds to 38 minutes, 

with a total length of all recorded conversations of approximately 5 hours and 40 

minutes. 

The sound quality of the audio recordings was good with two exceptions. One 

was conversation #3 and the other was conversation #8. The quality suffered to a 

degree because they were recorded in a canteen. Conversation #3 was recorded 

approximately 40 minutes before class time, so other students were also in the canteen 

talking to each other, and it was noisy. However, the participants‘ voices were 
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sufficiently loud, though it was more difficult to transcribe this conversation than the 

other conversations. The recording for conversation #8 was made during lunch time 

and a large number of people were eating and talking there. Therefore, the canteen was 

noisy. In addition, the American participant had a tendency to speak softly, and I was 

unable to hear some of her utterances. In Conversation 14, the participants sang a song 

in the course of the conversation. I transcribed the lyrics and put a musical note (i.e., ♪) 

at the beginning and the end of the lyrics to indicate that the transcript in between the 

notes was the part the participants sang. It was impossible to perfectly transcribe what 

the participants sang.  

 I asked the Japanese participants about their English proficiency and whether 

they had lived in an English speaking country (Appendix B-(A)). I asked the Japanese 

participants who did not have an English proficiency test score to complete an 

additional questionnaire asking how they became fluent speakers of English 

(Appendix C). I asked the American participants how long they had lived in Japan 

(Appendix B-(B)). 

  Three factors were controlled in the data collection. First, the kind of English 

used by the American participants (a standard educated dialect of American English) 

was controlled. The English used in this study was limited to North American English 

because there are differences in use among American, British, Australian, and New 

Zealand English, which could affect the interpretation of the data. For example, 

Gardner (2001) pointed out that there are differences in the usage of some response 

tokens between British and Americans. Second, the Japanese participants‘ English 
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ability was controlled. As stated above, they all had advanced English proficiency. 

Due to the high English proficiency of the Japanese participants, linguistic adjustments 

by the American participants often found in foreigner talk, such as slower rate of 

delivery, exaggerated intonation, and asking an increased number of questions 

(Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991), were not particularly salient in their conversations. 

Third, the relationship between the pairs of Japanese and American participants 

(friends or colleagues) was controlled.  

 

Data Transcription in this Study 

I transcribed all the conversations used in this study based on Jefferson (2004) 

and Gardner‘s (2001) transcription conventions (See Appendix E). I used a transcriber 

(SONY BM-76), which was a tape-recorder specifically designed for transcribing 

verbal data, to transcribe the data collected from 1999 to 2000 for the first and the 

second listening. Then I digitized the audio data using a DAVOXEL (I-O DATA), an 

input/output adapter for converting analog audio data to MP3 or WAVE files, and 

loaded the digitized data into my computer. I used software called Sound it! (Version 

3.0) (Internet Co. Ltd.) to play the digitized files on the computer. This software 

provided me with clearer sound, and made it easier to repeat unclear words and 

phrases and to measure pauses. It can change the speed at six levels (50%, 75%, 90%, 

110%, 150%, and 200%) without changing the pitch of the original sound, and enabled 

me to listen to the data at slower speeds. This was particularly helpful to determine the 

exact places at which the participants overlapped each other. I listened to all the 
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conversations at least three times, and more than five times for unclearly pronounced 

or overlapped utterances. I also viewed the visual data at least five times to see if 

participants‘ non-verbal behaviors displayed alignment and affiliation. Because I 

transcribed the data in my L2, though my English proficiency is an advanced level 

(640+ on TOEFL and 950+ on TOEIC), I had my transcripts checked by native 

speakers of English in several ways to make them as precise as possible. 

 I transcribed the first two conversations recorded in 1999, and then asked a 

native speaker of American English to check the transcripts. He was one of my 

classmates at Temple University and was familiar with the CA transcription method 

used in this study. He proofread my transcripts by listening to the audio data several 

times using a tape-recorder. For the rest of the data, after I transcribed them, I 

extracted narrative sequences and asked another native speaker of American English to 

check them. She was also a doctoral student at Temple University Japan and was a 

member of the data sessions held at Temple University Japan‘s Osaka Center; 

therefore, she was familiar with CA transcription methods. She took more than ten 

hours to proofread my transcripts by viewing video clips and listening to digitized 

audio data. Also, native speakers of English who were members of the data sessions 

checked some of the excerpts by viewing the video clips and listening to digitized 

audio data several times when I presented the excerpts at data sessions. After the 

doctoral defense, I asked another native speaker of English, who was also a member of 

the data session, to check several questionable utterances that Dr. Noël Houck, one of 

my advisors, pointed out. This was completed in September, 2010. Having the data 
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checked by native speakers of English in these ways contributed to enhancing the 

inter-transcriber reliability of the transcripts.  

Although I transcribed the data basically following Jefferson‘s (2004) and 

Gardner‘s (2001) transcription conventions, there was one exception. I used a dotted 

underline to indicate that the word was uttered with laughter as seen in the following 

excerpt.  

 

Excerpt 3-1 

 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JF1: 

 

 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

so he tries to eat everything (0.2) so 

after he had his dinner he‟s like oh:: I:: 

can‟t mo[::ve] 

        [huh huh huh][huh somebody]= 

                     [yeah it‟s like] 

=ro::ll [me] into the living room  

        [I know] 

huh [huh] 

    [huh] huh huh EVERY night yeah huh huh 

huh huh 

(My data. This conversation was audio-recorded only.) 

 

In this segment, parts of lines 4, 6, 7, and 9 were marked with dotted underline. 

Utterances produced with laughter can also be transcribed by inserting ‗h‘ in 

parentheses in each letter (Jefferson, 1985b). Jefferson showed two ways of 

transcribing the same utterance as follows: 

1. Louise: ...Playing with his organ... 

2. Louise: ...PLYN(h)W(h)IZ O(h)R‟N...        (Jefferson, 1985b, pp. 28-29) 
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The latter transcription conveys richer information than the former in terms of 

the ways in which the utterance was produced. However, the former is more readable 

than the latter. If I had adopted the second approach, the transcript of the above excerpt 

would be far less readable because the sequence contains several overlaps. In addition, 

most of the sequences that I discuss in the analysis chapters are quite long, as this 

study is focused on stories or reports that can extend to several pages. In order to grasp 

what is occurring in long sequences, it is important to maintain the readability of the 

transcripts. On the other hand, it is also essential to identify the exact place at which 

the story recipient started laughing in order to see how he or she assessed the story. 

Therefore, I use dotted underlines to indicate where the participants produced 

utterances with laughter so as not to interfere with the readability. 

 The length of the transcribed database is approximately 420 pages. Some of 

the excerpts discussed in the analysis chapter were scrutinized by the members of the 

data session held at the Osaka Center at Temple University Japan Campus. A list of 

data sessions that I attended is shown in Appendix F. CA practitioners, including 

graduates and Ed.D. candidates at Temple University Japan and researchers at other 

universities, participated in those data sessions. Experts such as Dr. Noël Houck and 

Dr. Don Carroll also occasionally joined the data sessions. 

 

Analytical Procedures Used in This Study 

 I analyzed the data based on the procedures discussed in the Analytical 

Procedures section. However, ―Find out any features such as identities, roles, 
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relationships of participants‖ (Seedhouse, 2004, p. 76) was not applicable to this study, 

for this study clearly indicated the participants‘ nationality and gender in the 

transcripts and provided some information about the relationship of the participants at 

the beginning of the analysis of each excerpt. 

I used the following analytical procedures in this study: 

1. I identified narrative sequences in which one of the participants told a story report 

to the other participant in all the conversations by examining if sequences ―depict 

a temporal transition from one state of affairs to another‖ (Ochs, 1997, p. 189). 

2. I identified two salient phenomena in the narratives. One was delayed assessments 

by the recipient, and the other was multiple questions produced by the recipient. 

3. I selected two narratives in which the recipient made an assessment immediately 

after the story or report reached the climax, and four narratives in which delay in 

assessment occurred. 

4. I examined what the teller and the recipient did when an assessment was delayed.  

5. I examined the environment in which the recipient delayed an assessment or made 

no assessment.  

6. I investigated what made the recipient delay an assessment by examining the 

environment in which a delay occurred. 

7. I carried out a preliminary analysis in terms of the teller‘s approaches to elicit an 

assessment from the recipient, such as repeating important information. 

8. I identified six narratives that contained multiple questions by the recipient. 

9. I examined the environments in which those questions occurred. 
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10. I carried out a preliminary analysis of the questions. 

11. I investigated the functions of the questions by closely examining the participant‘s 

actions. 

 

I examined the transcripts and the visual data repeatedly throughout the process. The 

excerpts I analyzed were checked by Dr. Noël Houck, and some of them were 

discussed by the members of the data session mentioned in the next section. Checking 

data analysis in this way can raise the reliability of this study. 

 

Data Sessions 

 Data sessions take place when CA researchers work together on conversational 

data. In general, one or two researchers show the participants of the session transcripts 

and audiovisual data without pre-set objectives (Arminen, 1999, p. 256). By viewing 

or listening to video- or audio-clips repeatedly, each participant gradually notices 

features in the data. They then discuss what they have noticed. It is possible that 

―individual insights and intuitions‖ are criticized (ten Have, 2002b).  

Participating in such sessions helps the researchers in several ways. First, they 

provide ‗brainstorming‘ occasions (Arminen, 1999, p. 256; Chatwin, 2004, p. 133). As 

Sidnell (2010) stated, each researcher notices different features in the data. In addition, 

the researcher can avoid ―neutralizing preconceived notions‖ by collaboratively 

working on a piece of data (Jordan & Henderson, 1995, p. 44). Thus they can ensure 

the reliability of the analysis at a proper level (Stahl, 2009).  
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I presented four excerpts from this study at data sessions held at Temple 

University Japan‘s Osaka Center (Excerpts 4-1 (Broccoli), 4-4 (Ayu fishing), and 4-5 

(Fishing tournament), and 5-1 (Minus Ion)). In these data sessions, the members first 

read the transcript, and they then viewed video clips carefully several times. If they 

found errors in the transcript, they pointed them out. After correcting the transcript, 

they took time to examine the conversation to identify recurring features or salient 

features. Every member stated his or her own observations, and other members 

responded to them as needed. These data sessions are helpful, as (a) they ensure that 

the presenter‘s analysis is reasonable, thereby enhancing the reliability; (b) they widen 

the presenter‘s understanding of the data by revealing other member‘s observations, 

and; (c) they increase the accuracy of the transcripts. The data sessions I attended are 

summarized in Appendix F. 

In this chapter I introduced the analytical framework, validity and reliability, 

how to collect and deal with data, and transcription systems in CA research. I then 

explained the procedures that I used when collecting, transcribing, and analyzing the 

data. In the next two chapters, I discuss the ways in which the participants displayed 

(dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation by examining their behaviors in the conversations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS PART 1: 

ALIGNMENT AND AFFILIATION IN TERMS OF ASSESSMENT 

 

 Stories that occur in conversation are interactional in nature, and not only the 

teller but also the recipient contribute to the formation of a story. When the story 

reaches its peak or its completion, the recipient is expected to make an assessment, 

which is one aspect of alignment and affiliation and thus shows how the recipient 

aligns and affiliates with the teller (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; Kjærbeck , 2008; 

Kjærbeck & Asmuß, 2005; Stivers, 2008). This chapter will focus on the participants‘ 

behaviors in terms of assessment with an emphasis on the placement of assessments, 

the ways in which the teller pursues substantial responses from the recipient such as 

the use of repetitions and discourse markers, and minimal responses produced by the 

recipient. This chapter will also examine the participants‘ activities in terms of the 

patterns proposed by Kjærbeck and Asmuß, that is, in the punchline sequence, where 

the participants negotiate the modality of the narrative (the ―ways in which the 

participants view the referential content of the relevant utterances‖ [p. 309]), and in the 

post punchline sequence, where they negotiate understanding. This study refers to 

participants‘ view of referential content as ―stance‖ rather than ―modality.‖  

As seen in the literature review chapter and the methods chapter, narratives 

can be defined either in a narrow or a broad sense. In the present study, I take the 

broader view in which ―reports, sports and news broadcasts, plans, and agendas‖ can 
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also be regarded as a narrative, for all of them reveal ―a temporal transition‖ in some 

way (Ochs, 1997, p. 189).  

 

Data Analysis 

In this chapter I first look at two typical cases in which an assessment is made 

immediately after the peak of the story. Then I discuss four cases in which an 

assessment by the recipient is delayed, and the teller recycles the point of the story in 

various ways until an assessment or a fuller comment from the recipient is proffered.  

 

Immediate Assessment 

 Excerpts 4-1 and 4-2 illustrate immediate assessment after the point of the 

story is made. Excerpt 4-1 is an example in which the recipient provides an assessment 

immediately after the story reaches the peak. Here the participants are talking about 

food they do not like. In the previous sequence, the Japanese participant said that she 

could not eat vegetables that had a strong smell such as celery, and the American 

participant said that he did not like brussel sprouts.  

 

Excerpt 4-1: Broccoli 

 

339. 

340. 

341. 

342. 

343. 

344. 

AM2: 

 

JF1: 

AM2: 

 

JF1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I Used to hate broccoli bu‟ (.) when I came to  

Japa:n= 

=uh-huh= 

=because it was the only vegetable that (0.4) is 

(0.3) CHEAp.  

Oh:: [may]be [uh huh] 
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345. 

346. 

347. 

348. 

349. 

350. 

351.

352. 

AM2: 

 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

 

 

 

     [(huh)*][yeah]  so now >it‟s like< oh I 

LOve broccoli.= 

=AH HUH HUH HUH (0.3) that‟s good.= 

=let‟s eat it every night.     

eh [heh heh heh]  

   [heh heh heh] 

since it‟s cheap [huh] huh (.) huh huh:: .hh 

                 [Y(h)e(h)s:: huh huh] 

 
Note. This conversation was audio-recorded only. 

* AM2‘s ―(huh)‖ in line 345 seems to be either sniff or a laugh, but it is difficult to  

determine.  

 

In line 339 AM2 starts telling JF1 that he used to hate broccoli. He continues to 

tell her that, when he came to Japan, he found that it was the only vegetable that was 

cheap (lines 339, 342, and 343). JF1 responds this with a newsmarker ―oh‖ with a 

sound stretch that indicates her surprise and with a continuer that prompts AM2 to 

continue (line 344). AM2 laughs slightly and gives an affirmative token, which 

overlaps JF1‘s utterance in line 344. Then he goes on to say that he now loves broccoli 

(lines 345 and 346), which is the climax of the story. Immediately after AM5 finishes 

producing ―broccoli,‖ JF1 bursts into laughter and makes an affirmative assessment of 

the story, displaying her stance toward the story with laughing (line 347). AM2 

continues the story by elaborating on it in a humorous way (line 348). JF1 starts 

laughing again (line 349), and AM2 joins in the laughing (line 350). In line 351, JF1 

takes up the teller‘s position and provides the reason of AM2‘s utterance in line 348, 

which indicates her understanding. This invites the joint laughter by JF1 and AM2 

(lines 351 and 352).  
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 In this excerpt, AM2‘s humorous story invites JF1‘s laughter and a favorable 

assessment, which indicates her alignment and affiliation with AM2. In addition, AM2 

provides an additional humorous element (line 348). This invites further laughter by 

JF1, which leads to AM2‘s joining in laughing. Such joint laughter is a clear indication 

of mutual affiliation. Another point of affiliation is that the recipient (JF1) completes 

the story, and thereby she becomes a co-teller of the story. JF1 closes the story in a 

humorous fashion by recycling the word AM2 used (―cheap‖) (line 351), which 

triggers another round of joint laughter. JF1‘s way of making an assessment is 

considered ―normal,‖ for she offered an assessment immediately after AM2‘s story 

reached the peak, and thereby displayed an alignment with AM2. In addition, her 

laughter and co-telling invited joint laughter with AM2, which indicates strong 

affiliation between them. According to Greatbatch and Clark (2001), laughter is 

deliberately invited by the previous speaker so that the recipient can notice when it is 

relevant. In this excerpt, AM3‘s delivering the punchline (lines 345 and 346), his 

elaborating the punchline (line 348), and JF1‘s closing the story (line 351) are all 

carried out humorously, which invites the hearer‘s laughs. 

 Excerpt 4-2 is also an instance in which an assessment is placed immediately 

after the completion of the story. In the previous sequences, the participants were 

telling each other that a cold was going around at their office, and the Japanese 

participant said that she was wondering why she did not catch a cold though people 

around her had. In this segment, the American participant is telling about when he 

caught a cold recently. 
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Excerpt 4-2: Cold 

 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

 

AM2: 

JF1: 

AM2: 

JF1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

when I had a Cold I had a (.) bit of fever 

Oh really.= 

=But (0.4) nothing real ba:d= 

=mhm 

I just stayed home for one day: and= 

=uh-huh= 

=ºmm-mmº rested and I was (0.3) fi:ne again= 

=oh that‟s great.= 

=and my wife‟s just getting over a cold no:w.= 

=Oh that‟s good.= 

=So (0.2)[hopefully] I gave it to her= 

        [mm-huh] 

=A-[HAh HAh HAh HAh hah hah hah] hah hah hah hah  

[e-heh heh heh (0.6) heh heh heh] 

.hhhh [(   )]     

    [she can] thank me later=  

=a-Hah-Hah-Hah-hah-hah-hah .hhh 

((JF1 starts telling a relevant story.))  

 

Note. This conversation was audio-recorded only. 

 

In line 75 AM2 starts describing when he caught a cold, and says that he had a 

little fever at that time. JF1 responds to this with a newsmarker (line 76). AM2 

continues the story saying that it was not so serious and that he recovered from the 

cold after he rested at home for one day, which is the peak of the story (lines 79 and 

81). JF1 is listening to the story and responding with continuers (lines 78 and 80), and 

makes an affirmative assessment (―that‘s great‖) immediately after AM2 completes his 

story in line 81 (line 82). Then AM2 starts telling a story about his wife, that is, a 
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―second story‖ (Arminen, 2004; Sacks, 1992a; Sidnell, 2010), which is a story 

triggered by the first story (in this excerpt, the one about AM2‘s having had a cold). 

JF1 makes an assessment (―Oh that‘s good‖) immediately after she heard that AM2‘s 

wife got over a cold, which is good news and thus an assessment can be relevant (line 

84). However, the real peak comes in the subsequent turn, in which AM2 jokes about 

his wife‘s cold (―hopefully I gave it to her‖) (line 85). Right after JF1 hears the joke, 

she burst into laughter (line 87), indicating her understanding of the joke and her 

affiliation with AM2. Then AM2 joins in laughing (line 88). In line 90, AM2 provides 

another joke, which brings JF1‘s laughter again (line 91). 

This excerpt is also considered an example of ―normal‖ assessment in which an 

assessment is produced immediately after the assessable is delivered (lines 82 and 84), 

which indicates that the recipient (JF1) aligns well with the teller (AM2). In addition, 

she aligns well with AM2 when she displays an understanding of AM2‘s joke in line 

85 by laughing loudly immediately after she hears the joke (line 87). She also affiliates 

with AM2 in that she provides affirmative assessment in lines 82 and 84, and that she 

responds with laughter to the joke. In this excerpt again, both participants‘ joint laugh 

(lines 87 and 88) suggests their mutual affiliation. 

AM2‘s utterance in line 83, which is produced immediately after JF1‘s 

assessment of the initial story, is considered the beginning of a second story. This 

means that the first story (lines 75 to 82) directly moves to the second story (lines 83 

to 88) without having a post punchline sequence. Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) 

reported that the post punchline sequence is not initiated unless the punchline sequence 
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is fully achieved. In this excerpt, the first story lacks the teller‘s acknowledgment of 

the recipient‘s assessment, and in this sense the punchline sequence is not fully 

developed. 

In the second story (lines 83 to 91), after JF1‘s assessment, AM2 provides a 

joke (line 85) and JF1 responds to them with loud laughter, which invites AM2‘s 

laughter. Thus this story lacks verbal negotiation of understanding. However, the 

reciprocal laughter could be regarded as the recipient‘s display of understanding and 

the teller‘s acknowledging it, which indicates mutual affiliation.  

 

Delayed assessment 

Not all recipients make an assessment or comment on narratives immediately 

after the peak or the completion of the story. In this section I discuss the ways in which 

an assessment or a comment is delivered later than the normal placement. 

Excerpt 4-3 is an example in which the recipient‘s multiple questions 

requesting background information on the story affect the trajectory of the story. 

Before the following story begins, the American participant was introducing some 

episodes that illustrated how her Pakistani husband was poor at geography. Here she 

turns to a story about how Pakistanis are good at learning languages. 

 

Excerpt 4-3: Multilingual 

 

926. 

927. 

928. 

AF2: 

 

 

 

 

 

.hhh but on the ↑other ha:nd (.) most of the 

Pakistanis and (.) Indians .hh >you know they‟re< 

really good with languages.  
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929. 

930. 

931. 

932. 

933. 

934. 

935. 

936. 

937. 

938. 

939. 

940. 

941. 

942. 

943. 

944. 

945. 

946. 

947. 

948. 

949. 

950. 

951. 

952. 

953. 

954. 

955. 

956. 

957. 

958. 

959. 

960. 

961. 

962. 

 

963. 

 

964. 

 

JF3: 

AF2: 

 

JF3: 

AF2: 

JF3: 

 

AF2: 

JF3: 

AF2: 

JF3: 

 

 

 

AF2: 

JF3: 

AF2: 

JF3: 

AF2: 

JF3: 

 

 

AF2: 

JF3: 

AF2: 

JF3: 

AF2: 

JF3:  

AF2: 

JF3: 

 

AF2: 

JF3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

 

 

(0.2) 

[mmm]((nodding)) 

[>it‟s rea]lly (startling)< I mean he learned .hhh 

you know two languages [>when] he went to school< 

[right] 

or ↑THREE lan[guages >when he was] in< school¿ 

             [oh really.]  

mm-huh (.) French? 

no: so [(.) Pun]jabi Urdu and English. .hhh two=  

       [ºSpanish?º] 

=are his country‟s ºa[nd Engli]shº  

                     [ri::ght.] 

e:? so how many languages do they have in (.) 

Pakistan. (1.1) uhm different (.)  

[(di-) (.) (i-) is that¿]  

[(diffe↑rent) >different<] <di(.)alects.>  

dialects 

dialects or REgion- REgional languages.  

un u:n regional (.) languages like  

f- <four mai:n> regional ºlanguages.º=  

=uh-huh (.) and is that totally com- (.) 

completely different? o:r (0.5) quite  

[similar.] (0.2) .hhh I heard that the (  )= 

[mmm] 

=some (0.2) languages in China (0.3) and India=  

=ºmmº= 

=>is< (.) totally different.  

mmmm 

pronunciation and a:ccent.  

ºmmº 

ºsso:: (.) maybeº 

(0.6) 

I think (0.5) pretty different. hhh 

mmmm((nodding))(0.3) ºwo:::w (0.4) it‟s amazing.º 

((turns her gaze toward AF2)) 

(1.6)((JF3 lowers her eyes and blinks a couple of 

times))  

maybe it would (0.3) it‟s (.) easy for me to learn 
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965. 

966. 

967. 

968. 

969. 

970. 

971. 

972. 

973. 

974. 

 

AF2: 

JF3: 

AF2: 

 

JF3: 

AF2: 

 

JF3: 

 

 

 

 

 

(the) (.) Osaka:¿ ((turns her gaze toward AF2)) 

ºmmº= 

=DIAlects. (0.8) ºne:º it‟s [mostly same]   

                            [>oh that‟s only] a:< 

(0.2) >that is a< dialect.  

AH:: yeah REgiona[l:]((with a smile))  

[>but really<] languages are 

[different it‟s a different lan]guage. 

[yeah yeah yeah yeah]((with a smile)) 

uh huh huh huh (0.3) I see   

 

**   During the 1.6-second gap, JF3 lowers her eyes and blinks a couple of times. 

*** JF3 turns her eyes on AF2 again when she utters ―Osaka:¿‖ in line 964. 

 

In line 926 AF2 starts the story with the comment that Pakistanis and Indians are good 

at learning languages (lines 926, 927, 928), and says that her Pakistani husband 

learned two or three languages when he was in school with an emphasis on the number 

of languages (lines 931, 932, 934). JF3 is listening to the story, responding with 

minimal responses (lines 930, 933) and a news marker (line 935), but in line 936 she 

asks if the language they learned includes French. AF2 denies it and lists three 

languages her husband learned (―Punjabi Urdu and English‖) (line 937), which is 

partially overlapped by JF3‘s question (―ºSpanish?º‖) (line 938). AF2 explains further 

that two of the languages are spoken in his home country and the rest is English (lines 

937 and 939), which is partially overlapped by JF3‘s minimal response (line 940). 

From line 941 to line 943, JF3 asks another question regarding how many languages 

they have in Pakistan. After a long gap (line 942), JF3 starts to say something which is 

overlapped by AF2‘s repair-like utterance (line 944). In line 945 JF3 produces the 
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word ―dialects‖ herself. AF2 corrects the word to ―regional languages‖ (line 946). 

After JF3 confirms that (line 947), AF2 answers JF2‘s question in line 941 saying that 

they have four main languages (line 948). Then JF3 asks further if the four languages 

are completely different or quite similar (lines 949, 950, and 951), and she goes on to 

say that she heard that some languages in China and India were totally different from 

each other in terms of pronunciation and accent (lines 951, 953, 955, 957). AF2 is 

listening to what JF3 says and responding with minimal responses (lines 954, 956, 

958), but after JF3 says ―sso:: (.) maybe‖ with a soft voice (line 959) and then passes 

the floor to AF2 (line 960), AF2 expresses her opinion that the languages are pretty 

different from each other, which is an answer to JF3‘s question in line 949 to line 951 

(line 961). In line 962 JF3 responds with ―mmmm‖ with nods, then makes an 

assessment of the story saying that it is amazing that they learned so many languages 

while turning her gaze to AF2. During the 1.6-second pause in line 963, JF3 lowers her 

eyes and blinks a couple of times. Then she gives an additional comment that it is easy 

for her to learn the Osaka dialect because it is almost the same as the standard Japanese 

that she uses (lines 964, 965, and 967). She turns her gaze again to AF2 when she 

utters ―Osaka:¿‖ in line 965. AF2 interrupts JF3‘s comment and points out that it is 

just a dialect of the Japanese language (lines 968 and 969). JF3 agrees with AF2‘s 

statement with a smile (line 970), which is slightly overlapped by AF2‘s utterance that 

emphasizes that the four languages are really different languages (lines 971 and 972). 

At the end, JF3 expresses understanding with laughs (lines 973 and 974). 
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This story is extended considerably due to the insertion of long question-

answer sequences (line 936 to line 961). The peak of the story comes at an early stage 

when AF2 says that her husband learned two or three languages while he was in school 

(lines 931, 932, 934). JF3 could have made an assessment immediately after AF2‘s 

utterance. However, JF3 asks four questions one after another (lines 936, 938, 941, 

949). For the first and the second questions (lines 936 and 938), JF3 tries to clarify 

which languages AF2‘s husband learned by providing candidates (French and Spanish). 

For the third question (line 941), she asks how many languages they have, and for the 

fourth question (line 949), she asks whether or not the four languages are different 

from each other, which affects how difficult it is to learn the languages. The last two 

questions result in further sub-sequences, the third followed by a repair sequence (lines 

943 to 947 and 964 to 970), and the fourth accompanied by JF3‘s clarifying her own 

utterance (lines 951, 953, 955, 957).  

During the insertion sequences, AF2, the teller, did not pursue any substantial 

response to the peak of the story from JF3. She just listened to what JF3 says 

producing minimal responses and provides the information requested by JF3. All of 

these behaviors by the participants are considered negotiation of stance, and are done 

in pursuit of a shared understanding of the story (Kjærbeck & Asmuß, 2005). In fact, 

immediately after JF3 hears AF2‘s answer to her fourth question, JF3 produces an 

assessment (line 962). Whereas her questions result in a delay in JF3‘s delivery of an 

assessment, they reveal the degree to which she understood the topic and thus enables 
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AF2 to provide sufficient information for JF3 to understand the story, which enabled 

JF3 to align and affiliate with AF2. 

Norrick (2008) reported that the teller uses some linguistic features such as 

certain kinds of discourse markers in pursuit of a fuller response from the recipient. 

However, such features were not observed in this excerpt. This could be ascribed to the 

difference of the recipient‘s attitude toward the peak of the story. Whereas the 

recipients in Norrick‘s study hesitated to display stance, JF3 is positively involved in 

negotiating the stance by seeking the background information of the story. 

The sequence after JF3‘s assessment (line 962) is considered a ―post punchline 

sequence‖ (Kjærbeck & Asmuß, 2005, p. 6). JF3 displays an understanding of the 

story by comparing AF3‘s husband‘s learning several languages with her learning 

Japanese dialects. However this is met by AF2‘s correction (lines 968 and 969). JF3‘s 

four questions indicate that she understands that Pakistani people learn not several 

dialects but several regional languages. JF3‘s listener token with nods and her 

assessment (line 962) also indicate that she has followed what AF2 said. Therefore 

JF3‘s additional comment in lines 964, 965, and 967 does not necessarily suggest that 

she misunderstands AF2‘s explanations. Rather, it could be regarded as a wrong 

choice of an example for comparison derived from a temporal confusion. At any rate, 

this repair sequence from line 964 to line 974 cements JF3‘s understanding, and thus 

both participants attain mutual understanding and affiliation in the end.  

One thing to note as to Kjærbeck and Asmuß‘s (2005) account of the punchline 

sequence is that, in this excerpt, the teller (AF2) displays the stance (―it‘s really 
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(startling)‖) (line 931) before she reaches the peak of the report, although, according to 

Kjærbeck and Asmuß, the stance is addressed by the recipient after the teller suggests 

the climax. This indicates that the teller and the recipient‘s roles proposed by 

Kjærbeck and Asmuß (see Table 1, p. 73) is not applicable to this excerpt, and that the 

stance can be expressed by the teller as well. 

The delay in assessment caused by JF3‘s four questions indicates that she has 

not received a sufficient amount of information to make an assessment when the story 

reached the peak. As Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) stated, in general, the recipient 

accesses the character of the phenomenon to be assessed only through the recipient‘s 

utterances. Therefore the recipient cannot make an assessment unless the assessable is 

adequately described. In this excerpt, whereas AF2 has some knowledge concerning 

languages in Pakistan, JF3 displays a lack of such knowledge. This asymmetry in 

background knowledge leads to JF3‘s questions and the consequent delay of the 

assessment. 

Concerning JF3‘s confusion of ―dialects‖ with ―regional languages,‖ it does not 

seem to have derived from JF3‘s incompetence in English, for, immediately after JF3 

heard that AF2‘s correction that the Osaka dialect is only a dialect (lines 967 and 968), 

she indicates an understanding of what AF2 said with a smile.  

Excerpt 4-4 shows a different pattern of delay in assessment from Excerpt 4-3 

(Multilingual). JM3 likes ayu (sweetfish in English) fishing and spends quite a bit of 

time explaining it to AM5, who is a layperson. JM3 explains that ayu are born in the 

river and go down to the sea in fall. They return to the river the next spring and grow 
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up in the river. Before this segment, JM3 had explained that ayu come back to the river 

in spring when the temperature of the river matches that of the sea. He had also told 

AM5 that ayu fishing is allowed in June, which means that fishermen can fish for ayu 

only in the river (as they are in the river in June). 

 

Excerpt 4-4: Ayu fishing 

 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

AM5: 

JM3:  

 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

AM5: 

JM3: 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

 

JM3:  

AM5: 

JM3: 

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

 

 

JM3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

does anyone fish them while they‟re in the ocean? 

.hh yeah when they .hh are ready to come ba:ck 

y‟know they‟re [at] the mouth of the river [right¿] 

[uh-huh]                  [oh]  

I see. ((nodding)) 

it‟s iLLEgal to fish there.((looks at AM5)) 

there uh-[huh]     

         [But] you know (.) they don‟t care they 

just catch them.= 

=uh-huh 

(0.9) 

ºeat themº huh huh [huh huh huh] 

[oh really] (.) ah::::  

((AM5: nodding slowly several times)) 

(1.5) 

ºyou knowº it‟s not really strict ºin Japan.º* un 

uh-huh 

.hhh and in the STAtes if you (0.6) you know really 

the fines are 

uh-huh= 

=very hi:::gh [and] 

[but] how would they KNO::w if you:: 

(.) you know (0.2) caught them (0.5) in the wrong 

pla:ce or (.) out of season  

(1.5)  

like you know (0.8) uh::m before the: uhm ayu 

fishing sea[son] starts around this time (0.8)= 
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132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

 

138. 

139. 

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

 

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

JM3:  

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

           [ºmmº] 

=as I said ayu come come back ºright?  

[to the] river¿º 

[uh-huh] ((nodding slightly)) 

and that‟s the time when (0.3) those (.)fishermen 

(0.4) ºyou knowº illegally catch (.) baby fish. 

((looks at AM5)) 

uh-huh ((nodding slightly)) 

and that‟s around this time.** 

mm-huh=  

=yeah and as I said it‟s illegal.((looks at AM5)) 

mm-huh ((nodding slightly)) 

(0.7) 

ºa:::nd uhmº (0.4) you know (.) nobody cares¿ (0.3)  

[they shou]ld be more ºstrict.º((looks at AM5)) 

[uh-huh] 

yeah  

.hh set more strict ↑ru:les and((lowers his eyes)) 

(.) 

uh-huh  

ºyou knowº 

(0.8) 

uhm [(          ) they don‟t]  

    [Japanese are supposed to be] so obe:dient uh 

huh huh huh [in obeying the law] huh huh 

[yeah::] ((withdraws his eyes from AM5)) 

((JM3 starts telling a relevant story.)) 

 

*   JM3 produces the utterance in line 121 (―it‘s not really strict in Japan‖) without 

looking at AM5. ―Japan‖ was produced in an almost inaudible voice. 

** ―around this time‖ in line 141: This conversation was recorded in May. 

 

JM3 starts the report about ayu fishing at the mouth of the river in response to 

AM5‘s question as to whether there are any fishermen who fish for ayu while the ayu 

are still in the sea (line 106 to line 108). JM3 responds affirmatively (line 107), 
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explaining that they fish for ayu at the mouth of the river. AM5 acknowledges JM3‘s 

explanation with ―I see‖ while nodding (line 110). JM3 goes on to explain while 

looking at AM5 that this is illegal (line 111); however, some fishermen do not care and 

do so anyhow (lines 113 and 114). At this point, a comment by AM5 might be 

expected; however, he bypasses the opportunity to comment with ―uh huh.‖ This is 

followed by a relatively long pause.   

In line 117 JM3 provides an expansion—―eat them‖—and laughs, indicating a 

stance. Rather than expressing an aligning stance, AM5 responds with a newsmarker 

(―oh really‖) with a slight pause and then another (―ah::::‖) with a slow nod. This is 

followed by a very long 1.5-second pause. In line 120, after a discourse marker ―you 

know,‖ JM3 picks up the account again in a soft voice with further explanation about 

Japanese enforcement of fishing laws as opposed to those in the United States. JM3 

produces this utterance (―it‘s not really strict in Japan‖), lowering his gaze, his voice 

fading away toward the end of the utterance. Here (line 126) AM5 gives some 

indication of his take on the story—he asks a question about how to know whether the 

fish were caught in the wrong place or out of season. JM3 responds (lines 130) after a 

long (1.5-second) gap. The response extends from lines 130 to137 and begins to 

recycle points that he has already made (ayu come back to the river [lines 133 and 134] 

with ―as I said‖ [line 133]; and it is illegal to fish for ayu at the mouth of the river 

[lines 136 and 137]). JM3 produces the utterance with his gaze directed at AM5. 

During this explanation AM5 responds with continuers with slight nods, without 

making any substantial contribution regarding what he has heard so far. 
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In line 141, JM3 continues recycling points that he has already made in the 

order in which he originally made them (it‘s illegal, which is marked again with ―as I 

saids‖; no fishermen care about illegal fishing (line 144); and they need to crack down 

on the illegal fishing (line 145), which is recycled again in line 148. JM3 directs his 

gaze at AM5 as he produces ―illegal‖ in line 141. During this recycling of previous 

points, AM5 responds with minimal responses (lines 132, 135, 138, 142, 146, 147). 

When JM3 completes his recycling of the main points (line 148), AM5 again produces 

a continuer (line 150). AM5 does not take a turn even during the pause after JM3‘s 

free-standing ―you know‖ (line 151). After another gap JM3 begins to speak (line 153), 

but after his hesitation marker ―uhm,‖ AM5 finally comments on the story saying that 

Japanese are supposed to obey the law (lines 154 and 155), finally taking a stance with 

a laugh, which hearkens back to JM3‘s laugh in line 117.  JM3 agrees with AM5 

withdrawing his gaze from AM5 (line 156).  

 This report reaches the peak in line 111 when JM3 says that it is illegal to fish 

at the mouth of the river. After that JM3 provides additional explanations about 

fishermen who fish illegally and a comparison of fishing rules in Japan and those in 

the United States. While JM3 is explaining, AM5 listens, responding with listener 

response tokens and nods without any substantial comment on the report. These tokens 

and nods suggest that AM5 has understood what JM3 has said. In particular, the 

―ah::::‖ in line 118 accompanied by several slow nods seem to indicate understanding. 

However, his question in lines 126-128 reveals that he actually has not followed JM3, 

and JM3 starts explaining again (line 130). JM3‘s explanations contain virtually no 
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new information after line 130. JM3 repeats the main points, ―it‘s illegal‖ and ―should 

be more strict,‖ with some modifications. He repeats the word ―illegal(ly)‖ twice with 

emphasis. The repetition in line 141 is emphasized further by the clause ―as I said‖ and 

by his gaze directed at AM5 as he produces the word ―illegal.‖ These repetitions 

clearly highlight the peak of the story. JM3‘s utterance ―it‘s not really strict in Japan‖ 

in line 120 is originally produced with a soft voice, pronouncing ―Japan‖ in an almost 

inaudible voice. In addition, he lowers his eyes without looking at AM5 when he utters 

this. These features suggest that he does not place much emphasis on the utterance at 

this stage. However, in line 145, the notion of strictness in Japan is expressed with the 

deontic modal ―should‖ (―they should be more strict‖) looking at AM5, which serves 

to accentuate JM3‘s stance. The repetition in line 148 is produced without looking at 

AM5, as the original utterance in line 120. However JM3 makes the utterance more 

concrete (―more strict ↑ru:les‖) , pronouncing ―rules‖ with a sound stretch and an 

upward intonation, emphasizing his stance. As Norrick (2000) stated, these repetitions 

highlight the point of the report, to which AM5 demonstrates his orientation, with his 

response in lines 154-155. After recycling all the necessary information, JM3 also 

produces a free-standing ―you know‖ (line 151), which can elicit a fuller response 

from the recipient (Norrick, 2008). The repetitions, as well as the ―you know,‖ 

eventually elicit a substantial comment from AM5.  

 It should be noted that the peak of this report (―it‘s iLLEgal to fish there‖ [line 

111]) displays JM3‘s stance toward the report by using the word ―iLLEgal‖ with 

emphasis and an eye gaze. This again suggests that the stance can be displayed not 
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only by the recipient but also by the teller, and that participants‘ activities in the 

punchline sequence proposed by Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) do not apply to this 

excerpt as well. 

 Another point to note is that this report does not contain the post punchline 

sequence. After JM3 agrees with AM5‘s fuller comment (line 155) and thereby 

acknowledges AM5‘s understanding, JM3 starts telling another story that is closely 

related to this report. This suggests that even if the punchline sequence is fully 

developed (i.e., the recipient displays the stance and the teller acknowledges it), it does 

not guarantee that a post punchline sequence will follow.  

Excerpt 4-5 is another example in which the recipient‘s comment is delivered 

after the story reaches its peak. As in the last example, the participants, JM3 and AM5, 

are talking about ayu fishing. Just before this segment begins, JM3 was saying that his 

father liked ayu fishing and it was through his influence that JM3 was fascinated with 

it.  

 

Excerpt 4-5: Fishing tournament 

 

420. 

421. 

422. 

423. 

424. 

425. 

426. 

427. 

428. 

429. 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

AM5: 

JM3: 

 

 AM5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

one ti::me (0.5) I went (0.5) the Fishi::ng uh:: 

((sniffs)) ºwhat you call itº (.) fishing 

tournament. 

uh-huh¿ ((nodding slightly)) 

(0.2) 

uh:: within the compa- within HIs company= 

=uh-[huh] ((nodding)) 

    [you] know (0.6) as a (0.8) rec- recreatio:n 

and= 

=uh-huh ((nodding slightly)) 
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430. 

431. 

432. 

433. 

434. 

435. 

436. 

437. 

438. 

439. 

440. 

441. 

442. 

443. 

444. 

445. 

446. 

447. 

448. 

449. 

450. 

451. 

 

452. 

453. 

454. 

 

455. 

456. 

457. 

458. 

459. 

460. 

461. 

462. 

463. 

464. 

465. 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3:  

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for the fa:mily you know= 

=uh-huh 

they (0.6) they uh: pla::nned us (0.2) a:yu: 

fishing tournament.= 

=mm-huh 

(0.3) 

I was in¿  

uh-[huh] ((nodding)) 

   [my] mother was in¿ (0.4) I caught more fish 

than my (0.2) fa[ther.] ((looks at AM5)) 

                [o]::h I [see.]((nods slowly)) 

                         [>I] was like< (0.6) I 

was (0.2) eigh::t or seven years old¿= 

=oh rea[lly.]((nods slightly)) 

       [I] caught mo:re= ((looks at AM5)) 

=uh-huh 

(0.4) 

more fish than he di:d.((looks at AM5)) 

uh-huh 

(0.6) 

and then the pri:ze wa::s (0.2) uh::m me:::n‟s  

uh: SHIrt.((gesticulates an image of the shirt  

with both hands))  

uh-huh ((nodding slightly)) 

(0.2) 

adult shirt.((gesticulates an image of the shirt 

with both hands))= 

=uh-huh ((nodding)) 

(1.0) 

since I was small** I ga[ve it] to uh: (.) my= 

                        [uh-huh] 

=(.)my fa:ther. [>ºandº<] and I em (0.4) I don't= 

                [uh-huh] ((nodding)) 

=remember what he gave me (.) [instead of]  

[uh-huh]((nodding)) 

(0.6) 

he gave me something ºins[tead.º] 

                        [uh-huh] ((nodding sl.)) 
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466. 

467. 

468. 

469. 

470. 

471. 

472. 

473. 

474. 

475. 

476. 

477. 

478. 

479. 

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

AM5: 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

(0.7) ((JM3 looks at AM5 while JM3 was nodding)) 

well (0.2) that's not much of a pRI:ze  

[for all] those fi:sh.= 

[mm huh huh huh huh] 

=yeah 

(0.2) 

probably the fish are the best (0.4) PArt  

al[right¿] 

  [uh]-huh 

°for all that°  

(0.8) 

SO: it‟s a kind of a: competition to catch the 

most fish. (0.3) [ºright¿º] I see 

[yeah] 

 

*     From lines 436 to 439, JM3 is speaking with a smile. 

**   In line 459, when JM3 utters ―since I was small,‖ he raises his right hand to the 

height of his eyes (Both participants were sitting on two different sofas throughout 

the conversation. The sofas were placed in an L shape.) 

 

JM3 starts his story about a fishing tournament hosted by the company for 

which his father works (lines 420 to 422). He explains that it was a recreational event 

for employees and their families (lines 425, 427, 430, 432, 433), and that he 

participated in it with his parents (lines 436, 438, 439). AM5 responds to JM3‘s 

explanations with continuers ―uh-huh‖ and ―mm-huh‖ (lines 423, 426, 429, 431, 434, 

437). In lines 438 and 439 JM3 reaches the main point of the story concerning the fact 

that he caught more fish than his father did at the tournament. JM3 produces the 

utterances in lines 436, 438, and 439 with a smile. AM5 responds to this with a 

newsmarker ―oh‖ with sound stretch, and with ―I see‖ nodding slowly once, indicating 

understanding (line 440). JM3 continues, explaining that he was a small child seven or 
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eight years old at that time, partially overlapping AM5‘s utterance (lines 441 and 442). 

AM5 responds again with a newsmarker ―oh (really)‖ (line 443). In line 444 JM3 

repeats the first half of his utterance in lines 438 and 439 looking at AM5 when he 

utters ―mo:re,‖ emphasizing that he caught more fish than his father; this partially 

overlaps AM5‘s response in line 443.  

JM3‘s overlaps suggest that his multi-turn telling was not yet complete. In 

line 445 AM5 again bypasses the opportunity to take a stance toward the story with a 

continuer. At this point, a brief pause follows (line 446), during which JM3 looks away 

from AM5. In line 447 JM3 completes the ellipsed ―more‖ in line 444 (―more fish than 

he did‖), and looks at AM5 as he produces ―he di:d.‖ Here AM5 might have been 

expected to provide a substantial response. However, he again bypasses the 

opportunity to take a turn (line 449), where JM3 looks away from AM5. 

 After a pause in line 449 JM3 provides further information by stating that he 

won a tournament prize, which turned out to be man‘s shirt. As he says ―shirt,‖ he does 

so with gestures, with both hands outlining a shirt the size of his upper body (line 450 

and 451). In line 454 he adds more detailed information that it was a shirt for an adult 

(again with a gesture indicating a shirt with his both hands). In lines 452 and 455 AM5 

again bypasses the opportunity to take a turn with continuers. After a relatively long 

pause (line 456), JM3 provides further information saying that he gave the shirt to his 

father because he was too small (lines 457 and 459). When JM3 says ―since I was 

small‖ with a smile, he raises his right hand to the height of a child at the age of 

around seven or eight, indicating that he was a small child. Then he continues to say 
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that his father gave him something unmemorable in return (lines 459, 461, 464). Here 

again, he recycles part of his utterance ―instead‖ in line 461 (line 464). He pronounces 

the second ―instead‖ with a soft voice, suggesting that he is closing the story. JM3 

looks away from AM5 from the hesitation marker in line 459 to the end of line 464. 

AM5 continues to respond with continuers overlapping JM3‘s utterances (lines 458, 

460, 462, 465). At line 464 JM3 stops speaking. A pause follows (line 466). During 

the pause JM3 looks at AM5 while nodding several times. At this point AM5 finally 

comments on the prize JM3 received (lines 467, 468, 472, 473, 475). From line 477 to 

479 is considered the post punchline sequence. In lines 477 and 478, AM5 displays an 

understanding of the fishing tournament, and JM3 acknowledges it. 

 During the story, JM3 makes two points. The first concerns his catching more 

fish than his father. He repeats ―more‖ three times from line 438 to line 447 while 

looking at AM5, emphasizing this fact. The first time he says it with a smile indicating 

his stance. The second time, he inserts additional information (that he was a small 

child), extending the content of the repetition. This is a display of the first punchline. 

However, AM5 does not provide a substantial response to this point (e.g., at lines 445, 

448, where he could have shown alignment with JM3). Then JM3 turns to the story of 

the prize. He says that he, a boy, received a man‘s shirt, (with a gesture emphasizing 

that the shirt was adult-sized). Here again, he repeats the word ―shirt‖ with additional 

information (―adult‖ shirt).  He also repeats the gesture of an image of the shirt. 

However, he only receives a continuer and nods from AM5. At line 456, JM5 does not 

immediately continue. A long, 1-second gap ensues, during which JM3 looks away 
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from AM5 for a moment. JM3 then picks up the story, saying what he did with the 

shirt (accompanied by gestures). This is again met with a continuer and nods from 

AM5. Another gap ensues, during which JM3 looks at AM5, nodding (line 466). JM3 

closes the story, reducing the volume of his voice (line 464) and nodding during the 

pause in line 466, and yields the floor.  At this point AM5 finally expresses an opinion 

about the story. 

 JM3 repeats that he caught more fish, and that the prize was an adult-sized shirt 

with gestures. Although repetitions are a common way to accentuate important points 

(Norrick, 2008), the gestures produced by JM3 failed to elicit a comment from AM5. 

JM3‘s elaboration on the prize with a gesture emphasizing the fact that he was a small 

child also failed to elicit a substantial comment. AM5‘s nonalignment with JM3 seems 

to derive from the difference of the stance between them. AM5‘s comments (lines 467, 

468, 472, 473, 475) do not affiliate with JM5‘s stance toward the sub-story of the prize. 

Thus the difference of their stance results in the delay in assessment. 

A delay in assessment can be also observed in excerpt 4-6. The participants, 

AM5 and JM3 once again, were talking about watching soccer games, which was a 

new topic. The Japanese participant was a soccer fan and the American participant 

knew that. The American participant seems to have had some knowledge of 

professional soccer teams in Japan but not as much as the Japanese participant. 
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Excerpt 4-6: Soccer games 

 

919. 

920. 

921. 

922. 

923. 

924. 

925. 

926. 

927. 

928. 

929. 

930. 

931. 

932. 

933. 

934. 

935. 

936. 

937. 

938. 

939. 

 

940. 

941. 

942. 

943. 

944. 

945. 

 

 

946. 

947. 

948. 

949. 

950. 

951. 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3:  

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

JM3:  

AM5: 

JM3: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

 

so (.) do (.) how Often do you go to Ko:ma:ba 

statio- uh stadium* to:: to watch a game. 

uh:: (2.0) SEldom these days.= 

=oh really.= ((nodding)) 

=ºyeahº= 

=you ha:ve a special PA::ss don‟t you? (0.6) or 

[tickets] 

[TIll] last year= 

=oh I [see] ((nodding)) 

      [not] this season.= 

=uh-huh ((nodding)) 

(0.7) 

I gave up you [know] my frie::nd and I= 

              [uh-huh] ((nodding)) 

=bought (0.3) two seats. 

uh-huh ((nodding)) 

season tickets ri[ght?] 

                 [uh]-huh ((nodding)) 

(1.2) 

bu:t (.) la:st year I only went like tw- (.) 

twice or ↑three times((looking at AM5, indicating 

“2” and “3” with the fingers of his left hand)) 

uh-huh ((nodding)) 

(0.9) 

a::nd there are how many >ºlikeº< (0.4) twenty 

some ga:mes? ((looking at AM5)) 

uh-huh= ((nodding)) 

=and I only went only twice or three times. 

((looking at AM5, indicating “2” and “3” with the 

fingers of his left hand))= 

=yeah= ((nodding)) 

=and I paid the HAlf. ((looking at AM5))  

oh:: ya it‟s a waste then [yeah] 

                          [so] it‟s a WAste  

like I said oh I‟m not going ºI‟m not going to 

bu:yº= 
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952. 

953. 

954. 

955. 

956. 

957. 

 

AM5: 

JM3:  

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

 

 

 

=uh-huh((nodding))(0.3) yeah 

season ticket ºthis yearº ((nodding)) 

yeah ye[ah] 

[m]aybe NExt ºseason not this [season.º] 

                                      [YEAh]  

RI:ght. huh huh  

*  Komaba stadium is a stadium in Saitama city that the Urawa Reds, a professional 

soccer team, uses as one of their home stadiums. 

 

This story has a prologue, in which AM5 asks if JM3 had gotten a season ticket 

to attend games at Komaba stadium (lines 919 and 920), and JM3 provides him with 

an answer (line 921). Then AM5 asks further saying ―you ha:ve a special pa::ss don‘t 

you?‖ (line 924), which is his attempt to clarify the reasons why JM3 seldom watches 

games at the stadium though he has a season ticket. The story is delivered from line 

931 on as JM3‘s answer to this question. 

JF3 explains the reason why he did not buy a season ticket that year, and AM5 

listens to the explanation responding with minimal responses and nods (from lines 931 

to line 936). In lines 938 and 939 JM3 says that he went to the stadium only a few 

times in the previous year indicating ―2‖ and ―3‖ with the fingers of his left hand, and 

looking at AM5 when he produces ―three times.‖ This is the answer to AM5‘s second 

question and thus the peak of the story. However, AM5 responds to this with a 

continuer and nods (line 940). After a 0.9-second pause (line 941), JM3 provides 

further information in lines 942-943 looking at AM5 as he utters ―some ga:mes.‖ JM3 

also repeats the point of the story and the gestures indicating ―2‖ and ―3‖ with his 

fingers, and looking at AM5 (line 945). In line 947, he elaborates with an emphasis on 
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the words ―paid‖ and ―half‖ while looking at AM5, which suggests that JM3 lost 

money by being unable to attend most games. AM5 is responding to JM3 with listener 

tokens and nods, but finally he displays the stance in line 948. JM3 repeats AM5‘s 

comment, which is an indication of affiliation (line 949), and provides further 

information (lines 950, 951, 953, 955), which receives affiliative listener tokens from 

AM5 (lines 952, 954, 956, 957). 

 There were three places at which AM5 could have made an assessment after 

the peak of the story, that is, lines 940, 944, and 946; however, he passed up the 

opportunity to do so in these turns by producing minimal responses and nods. JM3 

used various approaches in providing opportunities for AM5 to produce a fuller 

response: an elaboration of the story (lines 942 and 943), a repetition of the point with 

accompanying gesture (line 945), emphasis on important words such as ―paid‖ and 

―half‖ (line 947), and eye gaze (lines 939, 943, 945, 947). It is likely that JM3 

expected that his utterance in lines 938 and 939 was informative enough for AM5 to 

understand the point. However, the change-of-state token ―oh::‖ in AM5‘s utterance in 

line 948 suggests that it was at this point when the state of his knowledge changed and 

that he understood what JM3 meant by the story. This is a case in which more detailed 

information was necessary than the teller estimated to have the recipient understand 

the situation. 

 Lines 949 to 957 are a post punchline sequence, in which a negotiation of 

understanding occurred. However, here again, the participants‘ behaviors do not 

conform to the pattern proposed in Kjærbeck and Asmuß‘s study (2005), where the 
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recipient displays an understanding of the story and the teller acknowledges it. In this 

excerpt, the teller (JM3) continues to provide additional information, which enhances 

the recipient‘s understanding, and the recipient acknowledges it; thus, both participants 

align and affiliate with each other.  

 

Summary and Discussion 

 In this chapter, I have illustrated stories followed by immediate assessments 

and by delayed assessments, and reported how the teller handles assessments that are 

produced one or more turns after the peak or the completion of the story. In this 

section, I will summarize and discuss the stories and reports. 

 

Summary 

 In the first two excerpts (Excerpt 4-1 Broccoli and 4-2 Cold), the recipient 

made an assessment(s) immediately after the peak of the story, with the recipient 

displaying alignment with the story. In both excerpts, the recipient responded with 

affirmative assessments, thus also showing affiliation with the teller. In addition, the 

recipient‘s laughter invited the teller to laugh together with her, suggesting mutual 

affiliation. In Excerpt 4-1, the recipient completed the story and thus became a co-

teller, additional evidence of her affiliation with the teller.   

 Excerpts 4-3 to 4-6 presented instances in which the trajectory of the story was 

delayed. In Excerpt 4-3 (Multilingual) the assessment was delayed by frequent 

recipient questions seeking background information essential to understanding the 
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theme of the story (i.e., how good the Pakistanis and Indians are at languages). The 

recipient‘s comment after her assessment set off a repair sequence in which the teller 

corrected the recipient‘s comment; through this correction the interactants achieve 

mutual understanding and affiliation. In Excerpts 4-4 (Ayu fishing), 4-5 (Fishing 

tournament), and 4-6 (Soccer games), rather than questioning, recipients withhold 

substantive comment, resulting in various responses by the teller. In Excerpts 4-4 and 

4-5, when the recipient did not provide a substantive comment on the story at its 

completion, the teller repeats important information, highlighting the point of the story 

(Excerpt 4-4) or repeating a specific word several times, making salient the point of 

the story (Excerpt 4-5). In Excerpt 4-4, the repetition culminated in a substantial 

assessment by the recipient. In Excerpt 4-5, when no assessment was forthcoming, the 

teller proceeded to relate an event that occurred subsequent to the story, which 

likewise received no assessment. At the completion of the story the teller directed his 

gaze to the recipient, nodding, at which point, the recipient proffered a comment. This 

conforms to the observations in previous studies that directing gaze to a recipient can 

cue the recipient to the teller‘s expectation of a response (e.g., Lerner, 2003; Mori & 

Hayashi, 2006; Olsher, 2004). In Excerpt 4-6, when the teller received no comment, he 

elaborated on the story, repeated the point, and emphasized important words. 

Eventually, the recipient responded with a comment. 
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Discussion 

The participants in each excerpt displayed alignment and affiliation through 

various actions. In Excerpts 4-1 (Broccoli) and 4-2 (Cold), the recipient aligned with 

the teller by making an assessment immediately after the peak of the story. Such 

immediate assessment can be achieved when the teller appropriately characterizes the 

assessable (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987), and the recipient recognizes the assessable as 

such and comments on it when an assessment is relevant. The recipient‘s affiliation is 

expressed in the form of affirmative comments, laughter, and co-telling of the story, all 

of which indicate that the recipient is actively and supportively involved in and 

enjoying the story. In these excerpts, laughter played an important role in expressing 

affiliation. According to Greatbatch and Clark (2001), in order for laughter to occur, 

the teller might need to deliberately invite the recipient to notice that laughter is 

relevant. In this sense, the teller‘s (AM2) effort to invite affiliative laughter was 

essential. With participants‘ alignment and affiliation, both narratives developed 

smoothly. 

In Excerpts 4-3 (Multilingual), 4-4 (Ayu fishing), 4-5 (Fishing tournament), 

and 4-6 (Soccer games), recipient alignment in the form of an immediate assessment 

after the peak of the story or report did not occur. Excerpt 4-3 differs from the other 

three excerpts in that the recipient‘s assessment was delayed by her multiple questions 

seeking background information on the story. Whereas these questions delayed an 

assessment, they suggested the recipient‘s active involvement in the story, and thus 

contributed to enhancing affiliation.  
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In Excerpts 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, the recipient was more receptive and thus better 

aligned with the story than the recipient in Excerpt 4-3 in that he mainly responded to 

the teller with minimal response tokens, rarely asking questions. In these excerpts the 

teller resorted to various approaches in eliciting a recipient assessment. The most 

salient was repetitions. Repetitions are a multi-functional device (Norrick, 2000
2
) that 

can be used to accentuate a word or utterance (Rieger, 2003). Gestures can also be 

repeated to emphasize the point (Excerpts 4-5 and 4-6). As Norrick stated, repetitions 

make the narrative more dramatic and highlight the teller‘s evaluation of his or her 

own story. By highlighting his/her stance, the teller can indicate to the recipient the 

point of the story or report. In addition, because it can be difficult for the teller to 

figure out why the recipient does not provide a substantial response after the peak or 

the end of the story, such a multi-functional device is an efficient and convenient tool, 

creating multiple TRPs at which the recipient might respond, each of which is a 

recycled opportunity for a recipient assessment.  

The teller‘s gaze can also be used to emphasize the point of the story or report. 

In Excerpts 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6, the teller looked at the recipient every time he uttered the 

point of the story or report. In particular, the teller‘s gaze and head movement during a 

pause can signal the handing over of the floor, functioning as a strong prompt to the 

recipient to make a comment (Excerpt 4-5). 

 From a recipient‘s perspective, if the recipient cannot follow the narrative to 

the peak or completion of the story, his or her response tokens such as ―I see‖ and ―uh-

huh‖ and head nods do not necessarily indicate understanding of story or the point of 
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the story or even recognition that the point has been reached. In Excerpt 4-5, the 

recipient responds only after the teller has recycled the point, directed his gaze at the 

recipient, nodded, and left a .7-second gap. 

 Concerning the participants‘ activities in the punchline and post punchline 

sequences, the participants‘ behaviors did not necessarily conform to the patterns 

proposed by Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005). The excerpt that was the closest to the 

pattern proposed by Kjærbeck and Asmuß was Excerpt 4-5 (Fishing tournament), 

where the teller suggested the peak of the story, the recipient displayed his stance 

toward the story, the teller acknowledged the stance, the recipient displayed 

understanding in the form of question, and the teller acknowledged the understanding. 

The other five excerpts lacked one or more of Kjærbeck and Asmuß‘s steps for some 

reason. In excerpt 4-4 and 4-6, all the steps in the punchline sequence were observed, 

but both lacked the post punchline sequence. In Excerpt 4-4, the participants moved to 

the next story right after the teller acknowledged the recipient‘s stance. In Excerpt 4-6, 

the recipient started question–answer sequences on the topics relevant to the current 

topic. These two excerpts suggest that even if a punchline sequence is fully developed, 

it does not guarantee that a post punchline sequence follows.  

In the remaining three excerpts, teller acknowledgment of recipient‘s stance 

was not observed. In Excerpt 4-3, immediately after the recipient made an assessment, 

she displayed her understanding of the story, revealing her confusion and resulting in a 

repair sequence. In Excerpt 4-1, the teller continued elaborating on the story after the 

recipient‘s assessment.  In Excerpt 4-2, the teller started telling a second story right 
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after the recipient commented on the first story. In addition, the stance is displayed not 

only by the recipient but also by the teller. In Excerpt 4-3, the teller displayed her 

stance before she delivered the peak, and in Excerpt 4-4, the teller displayed his stance 

with a smile when he produced the peak of the story.  

Participants in naturally occurring narratives do not necessarily express 

alignment and affiliation as shown in the patterns proposed by Kjærbeck and Asmuß. 

They are much more flexible than Kjærbeck and Asmuß‘s model allows, and narrative 

development is not fixed in advance, but is locally managed. Even the role of teller and 

recipient can be exchanged, as seen in Excerpt 4-1, where the recipient became a co-

teller at the end of the story. 

Three out of the four cases of delay in assessment were initiated by an 

American recipient (AM5) (Excerpts 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6). In Excerpt 4-4 and 4-5, 

AM5‘s comments on each narrative were not affiliative. Therefore it is likely that a 

difference in stance toward the narrative underlay the delay. In Excerpt 4-6, AM5 no 

difference of stance was observed. In this case, AM5‘s change of state token (―oh::‖), 

produced before his assessment, suggests that it was at this point that he noticed that 

an assessment was relevant. Therefore, the delay in assessment might be ascribed to 

his delay in recognizing the peak of the story.  

In one case assessment was delayed by a Japanese participant (JF3). In this 

case, the delay was the result of four questions by the recipient regarding relevant 

background information, and had nothing to do with her language expertise. After 

making an assessment, JF3 temporarily confused regional languages with dialects.  
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However, this confusion could be ascribed to the heavy load of unfamiliar information 

that she was in the process of digesting, as her questions and response tokens suggest 

that she understood the teller‘s explanation. Thus, delay in assessment observed in this 

study does not appear to be attributable to lack of language expertise of the non-native 

speaker participants. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS PART II: 

ALIGNMENT AND AFFILIATION IN TERMS OF QUESTIONS 

 

 In the previous chapter, I examined the ways in which participants align and 

affiliate with each other in terms of assessment. The primary focus was on the tellers‘ 

behaviors, that is, how they pursued assessments or comments from their recipient. In 

this chapter, I shift the focus to recipient behaviors, and examine how the recipients 

show alignment and affiliation with the teller in terms of questions.  

 As discussed in the literature review, the production of questions (first pair 

parts of adjacency pairs) can affect alignment and affiliation or disalignment and 

disaffiliation among the participants in narratives (Mandelbaum, 1993, 2003; Monzoni 

& Drew, 2009). 

 

Data Analysis 

In this chapter, I analyze six narratives, focusing particularly on recipient 

―questions.‖ The excerpts to be discussed include reports, as well as stories (see 

Excerpts 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 for reports). 

The participants in Excerpt 5-1 are the same as those in the ayu fishing 

excerpts discussed in Chapter 4. Before the story begins, the Japanese participant, JM3, 

had said that ayu are clever and they hide eggs so that fishermen cannot find them. 

Then the American participant, AM5, commented that part of the attraction of ayu 
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fishing is the challenge of outsmarting them, and that ayu fishing is very relaxing and 

meditative. In Excerpt 5-1 JM3 agrees with AM5 and starts explaining how relaxing it 

is. In his explanation JM3 uses the term ―minus ion (see Footnote 3),‖ which is 

Japanese English and is the key word to understand his report. AM5 does not know the 

term and produces several questions about it. This is a report-type narrative. 

 

Excerpt 5-1: Minus Ion 

 

775. 

776. 

777. 

778. 

779. 

780. 

781. 

 

782. 

783. 

784. 

785. 

786. 

787. 

788. 

789. 

790. 

791. 

 

 

 

792. 

793. 

794. 

795. 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

JM3:  

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3:  

AM5: 

 

 

 

 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2 

 

 

 

because uhm (0.6) ◦what◦ (0.4) I heard (0.7) 

near (0.5) >you know< (0.4) when you‟re near 

the (.)the the: the Water. 

uh-huh 

(0.4) 

uh minus ion*?((looks at AM5)) 

(1.2)  

((JM3 twirls his left finger looking at AM5)) 

[◦mm¿◦]((tilts his head slightly looking at JM3)) 

[>◦uh you call◦<] ion 

(1.2) ((Both AM5 and JM3 look at each other)) 

◦uh◦ (0.6) you mean the: (0.3) is this (.) (  ) 

plus (.) [I don‟t know how you say.] 

[they (.) the] chemi:ca::l composition 

of the water?= 

=yeah (0.5) no no [no (.)] you know 

                  [uh-huh] 

(3.1)  

((JM3 JM3 frowns slightly, tilting his head with 

a small smile, then opens his mouth just a 

little; AM5 is looking at JM3)) 

>uh we like< when you have po:sitive and  

ne:gat[ive elec]tro:ns or whatever.= 

      [ne:gative ion.] 

=yeah we call it ion. I don‟t know.= 
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796. 

797. 

 

798. 

799. 

800. 

801. 

802. 

803. 

804. 

805. 

806. 

807. 

808. 

809. 

810. 

811. 

812. 

 

813. 

814. 

815. 

816. 

817. 

 

 

818. 

819. 

 

820. 

821. 

822. 

823. 

824. 

825. 

826. 

827. 

828. 

AM5: 

 

 

JM3: 

 

JM3:  

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

  

AM5: 

JM3: 

 

 

 AM5: 

 

JM3:  

 

 

 

AM5: 

JM3: 

AM5: 

JM3:  

 

 

AM5: 

 

 

 

JM3: 

 

 AM5: 

 

JM3: 

AM5: 

 

JM3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

=SO::: (0.7) ◦yeah◦ I can‟t remember ◦now◦ 

either. (.)[long] time. yeah  ((tilts his head 

and puts his left hand to the left ear)) 

 [ANYhow]  

(0.3) 

SO (0.7) <Minus> (1.8) what it called ion¿ 

uh-huh 

(0.6) 

i::s (1.0) helps 

(0.6) 

mm-hu[h] 

[yo]u know to uhm calm down (1.3) º >and 

uh<º (0.3) rela:x 

(1.8)  ((JM3 looks at AM5 with nods)) 

whe- where are you getting these (.) minus 

(0.3) ions [(   )] 

[near] near (0.3) near the: uhm 

(0.4) where the water breaks.  ((starts moving 

both hands twice as if something bursts)) 

(1.0) ((JM3‟s hand movement finishes)) 

uh-huh:¿=  

=like waterfa:lls¿  ((moves right hand downward)) 

uh-huh 

a:nd some st↑rea::ms¿  

((undulates the right hand from left to right in 

front of his chest, and nods))  

↑↓oh: (0.7) I didn‟t realize that¿ so the 

WAter (0.7) diVI:des somehow  

((pulls apart both hands in front of his chest))  

the wa[ter molecule. (.) uh-huh] 

      [and then it (.) it it]  it produce:s 

(0.4) [or] uhm (1.0) produces minus ion  

[◦uh-huh◦] 

↓◦oh::◦  ((nods once slowly)) 

which help[s] 

[uh]-huh 

(0.2) 

us to: calm down and ◦rela:x.◦  
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829. 

830. 

831. 

832. 

833. 

 

834. 

 

 

 

 AM5: 

 

JM3: 

 

 

 AM5: 

 

 

 

 

⇒ 

 

 

((moves right hand downward several times, and 

nods)) 

(0.6) 

◦oh◦ ((nods once slowly)) (0.7) I didn‟t know 

that (0.2) interesting.= 

＝PLU:S of course you‟re surrounded by (.) 

greenery. [right¿]  ((moves both hands twice as 

if something is surrounded)) 

[uh-huh yeah.]  ((nods several times)) 

 
* Throughout the sequence JM3 pronounces ―ion‖ as /iɔn/ rather than /aiən/. 

 

 In line 775 JM3 starts explaining why fishing is relaxing. He begins ―when 

you‘re near the water‖ (lines 776, 777), and then utters the phrase ―minus ion‖ looking 

at AM5 (line 780) as a try marker
4
 (Sacks & Schegloff, 1979; Schegloff, 2007). In the 

subsequent pause in line 781, JM3 twirls his left finger while looking at AM5, and 

during the 1.2 seconds pause in line 784, both AM5 and JM3 look at each other. AM5 

tilts his head slightly, still looking at JM3. In line 782 he and initiates repair by 

providing a candidate ―the chemi:ca::l composition of the water?‖ (Q1) (line 785 to 

line 788), which is rejected by JM3 (line 789). During the 3.1-second pause (line 791), 

JM3 frowns slightly, tilting his head with a small smile for a moment, and then opens 

his mouth just a little, suggesting an attempt to speak, while AM5 keeps looking at 

JM3. AM5 then provides another candidate ―po:sitive and ne:gative electro:ns or 

whatever‖ (Q2) (lines 792 and 793), which is treated as adequate (line 795). AM5 says 

that he cannot remember the term in English, tilting his head with his hand to the left 

ear and then to his left eye, suggesting an attempt to remember the term (line 797). 

However, as AM5 appears to have understood what minus ion means, JM3 returns to 
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his point that the negative ion ―helps you calm down and relax‖ (lines 798-807), thus 

concluding his point. However, after a long gap during which JM3 looks at AM5 while 

nodding (line 808), rather than making a comment, AM5 requests further information 

(―where are you getting these (.) minus ions…‖) (Q3) (lines 809 and 810). JM3 

answers that they can get them ―where the water breaks,‖ moving both hands in a 

gesture indicating something bursting (lines 811 and 812). Then JM3 provides more 

detailed information (―like waterfalls‖ moving his right hand downward [line 815] and 

―streams‖ moving his right hand like a wave from left to right in front of his chest [line 

817]). In line 818 AM5 produces a change-of-state token with a marked up and down 

in pitch indicating that it is new information. He then displays his understanding that 

―the water divides somehow the water molecule‖ pulling apart both hands in front of 

his chest, which echoes JM3‘s hand movement in lines 812 and 813 (lines 818 and 

819). JM3 picks up AM5‘s characterization (―and then it produces minus ion‖) and 

builds on it to his point with nods (―which helps us calm down and relax), which is a 

repetition of JM3‘s utterance in lines 806 and 807, but this time with moving his right 

hand downward several times. In lines 830 and 831, AM5 nods slowly once and says 

that he did not know that and finally assesses the report saying ―interesting.‖ 

―Minus ion‖ is the relevant phrase in JM3‘s report, and in order to follow his 

explanations, AM5 needs to understand what it is and how and where it is produced. In 

this sequence JM3 provides insufficient information on minus ions. Therefore AM5 

tries to figure out what the term refers to by asking questions. His two questions in the 

first half of the sequence (lines 785, 787, 788, 792, 793) are other-initiated repairs 
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clarifying the phrase. With these questions, he appears to have understood the concept 

of a minus ion. However, rather than producing an expression of alignment, in AM5‘s 

next turn (lines 809 and 810), he poses another question. This third question seeks 

additional information on the location of these ions. Whereas the first two questions 

require an abstract explanation of exactly what minus ions are and are thus rather 

difficult to respond to, the third question requests concrete information as to the place 

in which minus ions are produced and is easier to answer. Thus, the third question 

enables JM3 to provide several concrete locations, making full use of gestures. 

The three questions are disaligning in that they temporarily claim the floor; 

thus the ―structural asymmetry‖ (Stivers, 2008) cannot be maintained. On the other 

hand, they indicate the extent to which AM5 has understood minus ion so far, as well 

as the additional information he requires, which informs JM3 what information he still 

needs to provide. Once JM3 has provided the requested information, AM5 aligns with 

the report. AM5‘s attempts to understand minus ion, as well as his assessment 

suggesting his satisfaction at understanding a new phenomenon, contribute to an 

enhancement of affiliation.  

An additional point to make is that AM5 comes to his assessment in an 

interesting way (line 830), first by indicating that he has understood JM3‘s information 

(that negative ions calm and relax), which is new information to him (―oh I didn‘t 

know that‖) and then with an assessment (―interesting‖). Only after AM5 has 

displayed his understanding is he able to assess the report. 
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 Not all questions produced by the recipient are essential for understanding the 

story or report as was the case in the first two questions in Excerpt 5-1 (Minus ion). 

Rather, many questions seem to be optional for the recipient to produce. Such optional 

questions can be observed in Excerpt 5-2.  

In Japan there are a variety of events celebrating the growth of a child. The 

Japanese participant in this conversation, JF7, introduced these events chronologically 

to the American participant, AF6. Here JF7 is explaining ―Children‘s Day,‖ also called 

―boy‘s festival.‖ Children‘s Day used to be a festival for boys, and many conventions 

of the time still remain to the present. Details vary depending on the area, but in 

general, families with boys display items such as a warrior doll and armor, and fly carp 

streamers outdoors. People usually fly three carp streamers, one large, one medium 

size, and one small streamer, representing the father, mother, and child, respectively. 

Their hope is that the boy will be brave and successful in his career, for the carp is a 

symbol of success in Japan. JF7 has a very young son and in Example 5-2 she is telling 

about a Children‘s Day event in her family. When the conversation was recorded, AF6 

had lived in Japan for more than twenty years and thus could be expected to have some 

knowledge about Japanese culture. 

 

Excerpt 5-2:  Carp-shaped sushi 

 

351. 

352. 

353. 

354. 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

a::nd we prepare: special food. 

(0.3) 

oh what‟s (.) what‟s tha:t. ◦what kind of  

[food is◦] 
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355. 

356. 

357. 

358. 

359. 

 

360. 

361. 

362. 

 

363. 

 

364. 

365. 

 

366. 

367. 

368. 

 

369. 

370. 

 

 

371. 

372. 

373. 

374. 

375. 

376. 

377. 

378. 

379. 

 

380. 

381. 

382. 

383. 

384. 

JF7: 

 

JF7: 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

 

JF7: 

  

 

 

AF6: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

 

 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

JF7:  

AF6: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[AH::]:::  

(1.0) 

in my hou:se (0.4) >my husband< ↓COOk¿= 

=yeah¿ 

CArp-shaped SU:shi:. .hh huh ((gesticulates a 

shape of fish with both hands with a smile)) 

WO↑↓::W huh [.hh] 

             [huh] huh huh 

you mean One big one? or [<small>] ((gesticulates 

images of a big fish and small ones with hands)) 

[<three]::.>= ((holds up 

three fingers)) 

=three [ ]  

[un] (0.2) .tch <BI::g MIddle Sma:ll.>= 

((gesticulates an image of fish three times)) 

=WO↑↓::w=  

=un 

now you do you have a <mo:ld¿> or something? 

((gesticulates an image of fish-shaped sushi)) 

I (.) he DEcorated with sashi:mi (0.3) it‟s 

[salmo::n, and] ta::i* .hh e::ggs¿ 

((turns a finger round repeatedly near her left eye 

indicating an eye of fish)) 

[oh:: I see.] 

(0.5) 

oh[↑↓] 

[an]d e::ye is made of (0.2) e:ggs.= 

=>oh< 

mm huh huh 

(0.5) 

but (0.7) the shape (.) you just made with his  

ha:n[ds?] then?=  

((pretends to make the sushi into a fish shape)) 

[.hh]  

=un un. 

wo↑↓::w=  

=ye:[s.] 

[>molded] (          <) 
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385. 

386. 

387. 

388. 

389. 

390. 

JF7: 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

yeah  

like a sculpture. [huh huh] 

[un.] 

(0.4) 

.hh ↓wo::w 

.hh yeah (0.6) u:n. 

 

* ―tai‖ in line 370 is the name of fish called ―sea bream‖ in English. 

 

In line 351 JF7 starts telling that they prepare special food on the children‘s 

day. In the next turn AF6 asks what kind of food they prepare (Q1) (line 353). JF7 

answers that her husband cooked carp-shaped sushi in her family, using gestures to 

represent an image of fish with both hands with a smile (lines 357 and 359). Her 

emphasis on ―in my hou:se‖ and the smile suggest that preparing the carp-shaped sushi 

is a unique practice in her family. AF6 responds to this information with ―WO↑↓::w‖ 

indicating surprise (line 360), and asks further whether they prepare one big carp-

shaped sushi or small ones, using gestures to represent images of a big fish and small 

fish with both hands (Q2) (line 362). JF7 says that they prepared three of the sushi 

(holding up three fingers): a large one, a middle-size one, and a small-size one, using 

gestures to represent the three fish (lines 363 and 365). AF6 expresses surprise again 

(line 366), then asks if they have a mold to make the sushi into the shape of a carp 

using gestures representing a fish-shaped sushi or mold (Q3) (line 368). However, 

without responding to AF6‘s question, JF7 starts explaining how her husband 

decorated the sushi with a gesture indicating a fish eye (lines 369, 370, 374). In line 

378 AF6 returns to her question in line 368, to which she has not received an answer, 
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and asks if JF7‘s husband shaped the sushi with his hands, again with a gesture of 

shaping sushi like a fish with both hands (Q4) (lines 378 and 379). This time JF7 

offers an affirmative response (line 381). AF6 expresses surprise (line 382), and 

comments that he molded the sushi as if he created a sculpture (lines 384 and 386). JF7 

agrees with AF6 (line 387), and the report ends at line 390.  

 In this report AF6 starts with a general question about the special food (line 

353), and moves to those requesting more detailed information (lines 362, 368, 378). 

However, all of the questions are similar in that they seek background information. 

Compared to the first two questions observed in Excerpt 5-1 (Minus ion) in which the 

production of questions was critical to understanding the report, the questions in this 

excerpt are less critical to an understanding of the situation, as the recipient does not 

seem to have encountered a problem understanding what the teller was saying. On the 

other hand, the questions might be important to an appreciation of the situation.  

 The insertion of such question-answer sequences results in disalignment in 

terms of the ―structural asymmetry‖ of the narrative (Stivers, 2008) and delays the 

progress of the report. However, there is no indication that AF6 poses questions that 

are totally irrelevant to the content of the teller‘s utterances. Question 1 (line 353) is 

produced after a short pause following JF7‘s initial utterance. Questions 2 to 4 (line 

362, 368, 378) are uttered after AF6 provides an evaluative response (lines 360, 366, 

375) to JF7‘s utterances and JF7‘s acknowledgment (lines 361, 367, 376). And when 

JF7 and says something irrelevant to Question 3 (line 369) possibly due to 
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misunderstanding the question, AF6 waits until the next opportunity to restate the 

question, without interrupting JF7.  

These questions seem to inform the teller to what extent the recipient has 

understood the report and what information is needed to achieve affiliation. They also 

satisfy the recipient‘s curiosity about the event. In addition, they contribute to the 

enhancement of affiliation with the teller. The questions produced in this report focus 

on the number and shape of the sushi. Because both of these characteristics of the 

sushi have a symbolic meaning in this particular event, Children‘s Day, they are 

relevant to the story. In addition, JF7‘s emphasis on ―in my hou:se‖ (line 357) and her 

smile (line 359) suggest that fixing the carp-shaped sushi is a practice that is special to 

her family. In this sense, AF6‘s questions align with JF7‘s report. Her questions also 

indicate her involvement in the report and thus seem to have promoted her affiliation 

with the teller. 

 Excerpt 5-3 contains questions with different functions from those observed in 

the previous excerpts. The participants in this conversation teach English at different 

universities. Before this story, they were talking about English education in Japan. The 

American participant, AM3, criticized English education in Japanese universities, 

because many universities refuse to place students according to their English abilities. 

As a result, even returnees with high proficiency had to study English alongside 

beginners. The Japanese participant, JM1, said that they did not employ a track system 

because they believed that the current system allowed every student to have an equal 

opportunity to improve his or her abilities, but he also noted that the system was not 
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fair. AM3 agreed with JM1 and started describing his own experience when he studied 

French at a university. This story is brief and makes the teller‘s point that in AM3‘s 

home country students were placed according to their language abilities, and that those 

with high proficiency were placed in classes at higher levels from the beginning. As a 

result, his class consisted of students of all ages. 

 

Excerpt 5-3: French Class 

 

702. 

703. 

704. 

705. 

 

 

 

706. 

707. 

708. 

709. 

 

710. 

711. 

712. 

713. 

714. 

715. 

716. 

717. 

718. 

719. 

720. 

721. 

722. 

AM3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JM1: 

 

JM1: 

 

 

AM3: 

 

JM1: 

AM3: 

JM1: 

AM3: 

 

JM1: 

 

AM3: 

 

AM3: 

JM1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

 

 

 

Q2 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 

... >I remember when< I went (.) took my my 

FREnch (0.2) in university. .hh my first (0.2) 

year of> ↑French cla[ss was]< actually (0.3) 

French Four  

((moves the back of the right hand to the height of 

his waist, then raises it to the height of his 

nose*)) 

                     [mm-huh] 

(0.5) 

oh really, uh: so they graded to::¿ (0.2) to 

French four?=  

((raises the right hand to the height of his chest)) 

=yeah >„cause I‟d< I had (.) I did a homestay and 

I= 

=oh [yeah (  ) it was before you] get into the= 

[did French in in High school.] 

=university?= 

=↓Yeah so >when< I got to university I took a 

placement [te:s]t. 

[yeah] 

you [did kind o]f (0.2) everyday conversation.  

    [and s-] 

(0.2) 

↓YEAh ↓Yeah so (0.2) my (0.6) French cla:ss= 

=mm-huh 
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723. 

724. 

725. 

726. 

 

727. 

728. 

 

 

729. 

 

AM3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JM1: 

(0.5) 

wa:s people (0.4) you know >from< eighteen MY 

age. ((points the right hand to his waist)) 

(0.3) to people who were (0.4) forty years old 

((raises the right hand to his shoulder)) 

and returning to university .hhh (.) but we were 

All >at< the same FREnch level. 

((moves the back of the right hand from the left 

shoulder to the right)) 

yeah:: right.((goes on to the next topic)) 

 

* Note.  Both AM3 and JM1 are sitting on chairs facing each other. 

 

In line 702 AM3 starts telling of his experience of having taken a French class 

when he was a freshman at a university. He says the level of the French class he first 

took was French four (lines 702, 703, 704, 705), indicating the difference of the levels 

using hand movements; he moves the back of his right hand to the height of his waist 

for the beginner‘s level, then raises his hand to the height of his nose for French four.  

In line 708 JM1 produces ―oh really,‖ indicating that it is new information, and asks if 

it was the school who graded AM3 as French four raising his right hand to the height 

of his chest, indicating the level (Q1). AM3 confirms this and provides the background 

information that he did a homestay, but when he continues (―and I‖) (lines 710 and 

711), JM1 takes the floor, asking whether AM3 did the homestay before he entered the 

university (Q2) (lines 712 and 714), which is overlapped by AM3‘s further explanation 

that he studied French in high school (line 713). In line 715 AM3 offers an affirmative 

response to JM1‘s question, and provides further information that he took a placement 

test when he entered the university (lines 715 and 716). Then JM1 asks if they were 
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graded based on the performance of everyday conversation on the test (Q3) (line 718). 

AM3 begins to speak, but yields the floor (line 719) and responds affirmatively (line 

721). From line 721 to line 728, AM3 elaborates on his explanation saying that his 

French class consisted of people of all ages, but that they were all at the same level. 

Here he uses hand movements indicating his own age by pointing his right hand to his 

waist and students 40 years old by raising the hand to his shoulder. Then he moves the 

back of his right hand from the left shoulder to the right indicating that students of all 

ages were at the same level. JM3 utters ―yeah:: right‖ (line 729), a pre-closing marker 

(Gardner, 2001), and goes on to the next topic. 

Considering what AM3 and JM1 were talking about before this sequence and 

the way in which JM1 treats the additional information in lines 721-728, AM3‘s 

utterance that he started studying French in the university at French four seems to have 

been the climax of the story (lines 703 and 705). JM3 appears to have got the point in 

line 708 (―oh really‖), but instead of making an assessment, he requests more detailed 

information on the process by which AM3 could start at a higher level than beginners 

(lines 708-709, 712, 714, 716). AM3 provides the requested information (lines 710-

711, 713, 715, 716, 721) and then goes further, explaining that there were students of 

all ages (lines 721, 724-728), which is unlikely to occur in Japanese universities. 

However, in the next turn JM1 starts talking about a new topic. 

JM1‘s questions disalign with the teller‘s utterances in that they claim the 

floor. In particular, Q2 (lines 712 and 714) and Q3 (line 718) interrupt AM3‘s 

utterances (lines 713 and 719), both of which AM3 has not finished. In addition, 
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although AM3 explains what happened with his French class at the last stage of the 

sequence using several kinds of gestures (lines 724–728), JM1 moves to the next topic 

without commenting on the story, which is another indication of disalignment. 

All of JM1‘s questions seem to seek background information about AM3‘s 

story. Whereas AM3 provides further information himself (lines 710, 711, 713), the 

story is recipient-driven from line 712 to line 721, and JM1 requests the information he 

needs. What is salient about his questions is that all of them are yes/no questions 

confirming certain aspects of the story. None request AM3 to provide additional 

information. In addition, AM3‘s affirmative responses (―yeah‖ [line 710], ―↓Yeah‖ 

[line 715], ―↓YEAh‖ [line 721]) indicate that JM1 had understood AM3‘s story. These 

suggest JM1‘s understanding and active involvement in the story. Therefore, whereas 

his questions appear to have interrupted the flow of the story, they might have 

contributed to enhancing affiliation. 

 In Excerpt 5-4 the recipient takes the initiative in the development of the story, 

and his active involvement in terms of asking questions contributes to eliciting detailed 

information. The Japanese participant in this conversation, JF1, had lived in the United 

States for three years when she was a high school student. The American participant, 

AM1, was an English teacher teaching at universities in Japan when the conversation 

was recorded. Before this sequence began, JF1 was talking about her experience in 

Minnesota in midsummer, where it was so cold that she had to wear a sweater. Here 

the story begins with AM1‘s question about whether JF1 has any plans to go back to 

the United States soon (lines 520 and 522). 
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Excerpt 5-4: Camp 

 

520. 

521. 

522. 

523. 

524. 

525. 

526. 

527. 

528. 

529. 

530. 

531. 

532. 

533. 

534. 

535. 

536. 

537. 

538. 

539. 

540. 

541. 

542. 

543. 

544. 

545. 

546. 

547. 

548. 

549. 

550. 

551. 

552. 

553. 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1: 

 

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1:  

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

 

 

AM1:  

 

JF1: 

AM1:  

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 

 

 

do you plan to be ba::ck agai:n 

.hhhh I[:::::: wi::]sh. yeah [I wish but] 

       [anytime soon.]       [but you just went] 

la::st year right? 

that‟s right. uh-huh to::: bring some kids to:: 

the camp,= 

=yeah the YMCA,= 

=uh-huh but uhm (0.4) I‟d like to go alone next 

time,  

HEH HEH= 

=UH huh huh 

NOt be a babysitter.=  

=OH:::: „cause I had so: (0.3) much hard time 

with one of the girl.[(was)] (.)one of >the= 

[oh::] 

=(   ) feeling well and we needed< ca- uh: bring 

her to the ho:spital by uhm (0.7) the ambulance.  

WO↓:::w. 

there in a ca:mp¿ 

di[d she] get okay? I mean= 

  [so] 

=yeah she‟s she‟s fine. she just uhm I don‟t  

know. .hh she was too nervous about  

every[thi:ng. and then fi]nally she: (.) kind a 

     [mmmmmm] 

how old was she. 

seventee:n¿ sixteen¿ seventeen? [mm] 

[mm]m.  

yeah [and] then .hh she couldn‟t s- speak (0.2)= 

[okay.] 

=much Engli[sh.]  

[mm]↑↓mm¿ but (0.2) I don‟[t] 

[ye]ah.= 

=think she ha:d to right? 
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554. 

555. 

556. 

557. 

558. 

559. 

560. 

561. 

562. 

563. 

564. 

565. 

566. 

567. 

568. 

569. 

570. 

571. 

572. 

573. 

574. 

575. 

576. 

577. 

578. 

579. 

580. 

581. 

582. 

583. 

584. 

585. 

586. 

587. 

588. 

589. 

590. 

591. 

JF1: 

AM1: 

 

JF1: 

 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

 

JF1: 

 

 

AM1:  

JF1: 

 

 

AM1:  

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

AM1:  

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

  

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

  

JF1: 

 

 

Q4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hmm:::= 

=was she doing a homestay? 

(0.7) 

uh she was doing homesta:y. and then lo- ew 

(0.2) joining local camp in Iowa. and finally we 

got together one pla::ce.=  

=uh-huh 

.hh to do the world ca:mp¿ .hh and then there 

are a lot of other groups are there. [so] 

                                     [oth]er 

Ja:panese¿ and= 

=other Ja:panese. but still (.) during the day 

we we do the activity they put (.) like you know 

different type of people in uh one group. 

mm-huh 

so: when they have like discussion or they (.) 

joined the program they needed to speak you 

[know] English. .hhh and then (.) of course= 

[right] 

=they (.) you know she (.) she=  

=she couldn‟t uh= 

=couldn‟t [couldn‟t speak(   )]she couldn‟t(0.2)= 

          [so she thought] 

=you know [(   )] 

[problem] about tha:t? 

that‟s right. and she passed awa:y¿  

(0.6) 

PASSED Out? [you mean?] 

            [ah: passed] out. yeah pass-  

[yeah that]‟s uh passed out. and then uh:= 

[oh my go::d.] 

=that‟s pretty ner↑vous 

YEAh it WA::s. and then we are calling her like 

you know her na::[me and] try to wake her U:p.= 

                 [YEAh.] 

=yeah.= 

=she didn‟t wake uh (.) wake up about (0.6) ten  

minutes.=  
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592. 

593. 

594. 

595. 

596. 

597. 

598. 

599. 

600. 

601. 

602. 

603. 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

AM1: 

JF1: 

 

 

AM1: 

 

JF1: 

 

 

 

Q7 

 

 

=that‟s a long ti:me¿= 

=yeah. [and (  )] 

       [then] you called the ambulance? 

that‟s ri:ght. we had a nurse on the ca:mp. so 

we first called the nurse.= 

=yea[h] 

    [he] ca::me and then .hhh he was you know  

◦trying to wake her◦ u::p and he decided to call 

the doctor[:: and the ambulance] yeah. so 

[oh::::: okay.] 

yeah. 

mm (0.7) ◦yeah.◦ 

Note. This conversation was audiotaped only. 

 

This story has a prologue (from line 520 to line 531) which begins with AM1‘s 

question (line 520). JF1 responds with some hesitation, saying that she wishes to return 

to the States (line 521). AM1 confirms that JF1 went to the States in the previous year 

(lines 522 and 523). JF1 adds that she brought some children to a camp at that time 

(lines 524 and 525), and that she would like to go there alone next time (lines 527 and 

528). In response, AM infers that JF1 would not want to be like a babysitter next time 

(line 531). AM1‘s utterance triggers JF1‘s story about her experience in a camp in the 

United States in the previous year. 

 JF1‘s story begins in line 532. She explains why she would like to go alone by 

saying that she had a hard time at the camp because one of the girls did not feel well 

(lines 532, 533), and that they had to take her to a hospital by ambulance (lines 535, 

536, 538), which is the climax of the story. AM1 responds this with an assessing-type 
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response ―WO↓:::w‖ with a louder voice and marked drop in pitch, indicating 

astonishment (line 537). 

  From line 539, AM1 appears to drive the story. He first asks if the girl was all 

right (Q1) (line 539). This utterance is overlapped by JF1‘s ―so,‖ which might indicate 

her attempt to close the topic (line 540). In line 541 JF1 gives an affirmative response, 

and explains that the girl was too nervous about everything (lines 541, 542, 543), and 

starts saying what happened to her finally (line 543), for which she seems to shift to 

closing the story. However, AM1 interrupts her to ask another question about the age 

of the girl (Q2) (line 545), which causes a slight detour for more background 

information. JF1 answers the question (line 546) and provides another reason why the 

girl got sick, that is, she could not speak much English (lines 548 and 550). However, 

AM1 challenges JF1, saying that he does not think that the girl had to be able to speak 

much English (Q3) (lines 551 and 553). JF1 responds with ―hmm:::,‖ suggesting 

disagreement (line 554). Then AM1 turns to the next question asking if the girl was 

doing a homestay (Q4) (line 555). She gives an affirmative response and elaborates, 

explaining that, after the girl participated in a local camp, she joined the world camp 

with other groups of people (lines 557, 558, 559, 561, 562). AM1 asks for clarification 

about whether the girl joined other Japanese (Q5) (lines 563 and 564). JF1 offers 

another affirmative response and continues to explain the situation saying that the girl 

had to use English when she joined group discussions or other programs because the 

participants were grouped so that each group consisted of different types of people 

(lines 565, 566, 567, 569, 570, 571). This is the answer to AM1‘s question in lines 551 
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and 553. JF1‘s long accounts of why the girl was nervous ends with her repetition that 

she couldn‘t speak (line 575). In line 578 AM1 shows his understanding of JF1‘s 

account (―so she thought problem about tha:t?‖) (Q6), and JF1 confirms that. In line 

579 JF1 says that the girl passed away, which is followed by a repair sequence in 

which AM1 asks if JF1 meant ―passed out‖ with emphasis (line 581). This repair as 

well as his comments ―oh my go::d‖ (line 584) suggest that he considers the situation 

serious. From line 586 to line 600 JF1 continues to explain the situation prompted by 

AM1‘s assessments ―that‘s pretty nervous‖ (line 585) and ―that‘s a long ti:me‖ (line 

592), and his question ―then you called the ambulance?‖ (Q7) (line 594). Her story 

ends when they called the ambulance (line 600), where AM1 produces ―oh::::: okay‖ 

(line 601), indicating that he understood all that he wanted to know.  

In this story AM1 plays a key role in determining how the story develops. He 

asks many questions throughout the story. Without these questions (especially Q1, Q2, 

Q3, Q4, and Q7), the story would not have developed so extensively. In fact, there are 

some indications that JF1 tries to close the topic (lines 540, 543).  

These questions express alignment and affiliation in various ways. Q1 in line 

539 (―did she get okay?‖) requests information about what happened after the climax 

of the story, indicating his interest in the story and encouraging JF1 to tell more. Q2 in 

line 545 (―how old was she‖), Q4 in line 555 (―was she doing a homestay?‖), and Q5 

in line 563 (―other Ja:panese¿‖) request background information of the story. Q3 in 

lines 551 and 553 (―I don‘t think she ha:d to right?‖) does not seek further information. 

Rather, it questions JF1‘s account of why the girl became sick, and thus challenges 
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JF1‘s interpretation of the event. Q6 in line 578 (―problem about tha:t?‖) is produced 

when JF1 is having trouble explaining why the girl had to be able to speak English, 

and thus assists the teller to explain further. Q6 indicates that AM1 understands what 

JF1 has said to the extent of anticipating what follows. Q7 in line 594 (―then you 

called the ambulance?‖) accurately projects what happened next, and thus prompts JF1 

to provide further information. These questions show AM1‘s interest and involvement 

in the story, enhancing his affiliation with JF1, and as a result, they encourage JF1 to 

provide more information than requested (lines 586, 587, 590, 591, 595, 596, 598, 599, 

600).  

Q3 to Q5 might suggest that AM1 has background knowledge on camps in 

foreign countries to some degree. Q3 questions JF1‘s explanation that the girl had to 

be able to speak English, displaying at least some knowledge of the topic. However, at 

this stage JF1 has not provided much information on the camp. Immediately after JF1 

expresses disagreement with AM1‘s opinion with the interjection ―hmm:::,‖ AM1 asks 

if the girl was doing a homestay. This question might be asked on the assumption that 

the girl needed to speak English with her host family if she was doing a homestay. 

Regarding Q5, AM1 anticipates that ―the other groups‖ (line 562) were groups of other 

Japanese (lines 563 and 564). Similar questions are also observed in Excerpt 5-3 

(French class). As He (1996) states, story recipients who have a certain amount of 

knowledge on a topic can guide the teller to develop the story. 

Along with his questions, AM1‘s assessments also contribute to eliciting more 

information from JF1. Particularly, those in lines 585 (that‘s pretty ner↑vous) and 592 
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(that‘s a long ti:me) indicate his affiliation with JF1‘s position. These affiliative 

responses seem to have encouraged her to provide further information. In addition, 

other repair in line 574 can be also regarded as an indication of affiliation in that AM1 

understands what JF1 has said and predicts her next utterance, then speaks for her 

when she is in trouble speaking further (line 573).  

 Excerpt 5-5 is taken from the same conversation as Excerpt 5-2 (carp-shaped 

sushi), and is another report-type narrative. In this excerpt the Japanese participant, 

JF7, is explaining ―Okuizome,‖ a ceremony for a baby who is a hundred days old and 

who is beginning to cut his or her first teeth. In general, the parents and the 

grandparents hold the ceremony in the hope that that the baby will never have trouble 

obtaining food throughout his or her life. Details of the ceremony vary from one region 

to another. Here the Japanese participant, JF7, is describing the conventions in the 

Osaka area. 

 

Excerpt 5-5: Stone 

 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

JF7: 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

...[ah:] and then one hundredth day. (.)=  

   [so (  )]                          

=o[kuizo]me. 

  [ah::] 

(0.6) 

ah↑↓[::] 

[a:nd] .hh we: (.) prepare special food (.) 

in that case. (0.3) u:n .hh in O:saka:. (.) we 

prepare Octopus.  

Ah, (.) I [see] 

[an]d sto:ne. 
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140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

 

145. 

146. 

147. 

 

148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

 

153. 

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

 

158. 

159. 

 

160. 

161. 

 

162. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

166. 

167. 

168. 

 

 

 

 

AF6: 

 

AF6: 

JF7:  

 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

 

 

JF7: 

AF6: 

 

AF6: 

 

 

JF7: 

 

AF6: 

 

 

JF7: 

 

 

AF6: 

 

JF7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

 

 

Q2 

 

 

 

 

Q3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q5 

 

 

 

((smiles and makes a small circle with her fingers)) 

(0.4) 

s- 

(0.2) 

and what? (0.3) sto[ne¿] 

[sto:]ne. small stone. 

((makes a small circle with her fingers)) 

(0.7) 

for wha:t. 

uh:: .hh (0.3) to wish (0.3) healthy teeth::. 

((points to her mouth with an index finger)) 

◦oh↑↓ [::◦] 

       [u:n]  

what (.) uh- wha[t kind of uh you have] to BUY= 

                [so we (.) put] 

=the stone¿ and you >pick it up< and uh  

((moves left hand as if picking up something)) 

[huh huh huh huh] 

[ah:: ANY] stone will be o[ka:y.] u:n 

[oka:y¿]  

(0.6) 

does it have to be like smoo::th? or ro::und? 

((makes a small circle with her fingers)) 

[or] 

[ve]ry ro::u[nd] and whi:te.  

((makes a small circle with her fingers)) 

[round] 

oh white. [yes.] „cause it‟s teeth.=  

((points an index finger to her mouth)) 

[un] 

=un 

(0.3) 

ah::: I see. JUst ONE.((raises an index finger )) 

(0.2) 

only one small stone.((raises an index finger )) 

(0.4) .tch and then (.) one slice of octopus::.  

((gestigulates an image of a slice of octopus with 

fingers)) 
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169. 

170. 

171. 

 

 

172. 

173. 

174. 

175. 

176. 

AF6: 

JF7: 

  

 

 

 

AF6: 

JF7: 

AF6: 

JF7: 

◦ah↑↓: ◦ 

yeah and then (0.2) we (0.5) put them (.) on the 

baby‟s mou↑↓th¿  

((pretends to put a slice of octopus to AF6‟s month 

and then to her own)) 

(0.5) 

oh: 

un 

uh huh [huh huh] 

[huh huh] huh 

 

 JF7 starts providing details of Okuizome in line 135. She says that people 

prepare special food for the ceremony and that in her area they prepare octopus (lines 

136 and 137). AF6 acknowledges this (line 138). JF7 offers additional information, 

that they also prepare a stone, at the same time smiling and making a small circle with 

her fingers representing a stone (line 139). After a short pause (line 140), AF6 starts to 

produce something, possibly ―stone,‖ but stops (line 141) and then in line 143 AF6 

initiates repair (―and what? stone¿), which prompts elaboration. (Q1). JF7 elaborates, 

explaining ―small stone,‖ repeating the ―stone‖ gesture (line 144). After a pause in line 

145 AF6 requests further details, asking why they need to prepare a stone (Q2) (line 

146). JF7 answers that it is used to wish for healthy teeth for the baby (line 147). AF6 

responds with an ―oh↑↓::‖ indicating surprise (line 148) and follows up with a request 

for further information (Q3) (lines 150 and 152), which is partially overlapped by an 

aborted return to the story by JF7 (―so we put…‖). In line 154, JF7 answers AF6‘s 

question, saying that any stone is acceptable. After a pause in line 156, AF6 continues 

to ask about the shape of the stone with a ―stone‖ gesture (―like smoo::th or ro::und‖) 
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(Q4) (line 157). JF7 responds again with a ―stone‖ gesture, adding that it has to be 

white (lines 159). AF6 indicates her understanding, saying that it has to be white 

because it represents teeth pointing an index finger to her mouth (line 161) which JF7 

confirms (line 163). In line 165 AF6 indicates her understanding with ―ah:::‖( a 

common change-of-state token), followed by ―I see Just ONE‖ pointing her index 

finger upward indicating ―one‖ (Q5), which JF7 confirms, echoing AF6‘s gesture (line 

167). At this point, after a .4-second pause, JF7 returns to the story, explaining that 

after adding a slice of octopus, they put the stone and octopus on the baby‘s mouth 

pretending to put a slice of octopus to AF6‘s mouth first and then to her own (lines 170 

and 171). This is a continuation that had been aborted in line 151. 

 This report contains five questions produced by AF6 (Q1 to Q5), which 

temporarily derail the story. Among them, the first one in line 143 (Q1) (―and what? 

(0.3) stone¿‖) is a repair initiation, which confirms whether AF6 heard JF7‘s utterance 

correctly (―the sto:ne‖ in line 139). AF6‘s confusion on hearing the word ―stone‖ is 

unsurprising because JF7 is reporting the food for the special event and there does not 

seem to be any connection between octopus and stone. This type of question is similar 

to those observed in Excerpt 5-1 (Minus ion excerpt). The other four questions (Q2-

Q5) (lines 146, 150-152, 157, 165) seem designed to request detailed background 

information, which results in further elaboration. JF7‘s aborted utterance in line 151 

represents an unsuccessful attempt to continue the story. This was finally achieved in 

line 168. This suggests that, whereas JF7 is focusing on the procedure of the event, 
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AF6 is focusing on details such as the stone itself, which she wanted to know more 

about. 

 These five questions are produced from general to specific. Q1 is an open-class 

repair initiator (Drew, 1997) indicating that AF6 has no idea about the trouble source 

(i.e., ―stone‖). Q2 is a wh-question and requests information on what the stone is used 

for, suggesting that she still has not figured out why the stone is necessary. Q3 starts 

with a wh-question and ends with an alternative question, indicating her interest in 

what kind of stone it is and how to obtain it. This alternative question suggests that the 

degree of her understanding is increased sufficiently to propose options. Q4 is also an 

alternative question whose options seem to be derived from JF7‘s answer to Q2 (i.e., 

―healthy teeth‖). Q5 is a declarative question produced with falling intonation, 

speculating about the number of stones, something that has not been mentioned. With 

Q3 and Q4, in particular, AF6 poses questions by generating alternatives based on the 

accumulated knowledge she has obtained through her earlier questions and JF7‘s 

responses. Thus, each question indicates to what extent she understands what JF7 has 

said. Whereas AF6‘s questions temporarily halt the forward movement of the report, 

they enable AF6 to form a better picture of Okuizome. Thus these question-answer 

sequences bring both AF6 and JF7 shared understanding and mutual affiliation, which 

is expressed by the joint laughter in the end (lines 175 and 176). 

In Excerpt 5-6 both participants were teachers at universities. Before this 

segment started, they had been talking about travel abroad. The Japanese participant 
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asked the American counterpart if he had ever been offered seat upgrades on a plane. 

The story was delivered by the American participant in answer to this question.  

 

Excerpt 5-6: Seat upgrade 

 

308. 

309. 

310. 

311. 

312. 

313. 

314. 

315. 

316. 

317. 

318. 

 

 

319. 

320. 

321. 

322. 

323. 

324. 

325. 

326. 

327. 

 

 

 

328. 

329. 

330. 

331. 

332. 

333. 

AM4: 

 

JM2: 

AM4: 

 

 

AM4: 

JM2: 

 

AM4: 

 

 

 

JM2: 

AM4: 

JM2: 

AM4: 

JM2: 

AM4: 

JM2: 

AM4: 

 

 

 

 

JM2: 

 

AM4: 

 

JM2: 

AM4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I remember in America once (.) uh::m (.) they 

put me in first cla:ss 

uh-huh¿ 

on a short flight. (0.2) I (0.7) was escorting 

(0.8) students. (.) about forty five students  

(0.7)  

a::nd I was working very hard.= ((smiles)) 

=oh yeah 

(0.4) 

a:nd I was counting the students you know in 

the airplane and calling out the names  

((moves his right hand up and down as if he is 

counting students‟ heads, with a smile)) 

((sniff)) 

so you (.) you= 

=FORTY FI:VE. 

Japa↑nese students. 

YEAH.= 

=uh-huh= 

=from my (0.2) sCHOOl [y‟know] I (.) wanted= 

                      [yeah] 

=to make sure everyone is here [you] know 

((points the left hand several times with the 

index finger of the right hand, indicating the 

place)) 

                               [mm] 

(0.2) 

.hhh and the stewardess uh (1.7 *) felt sorry 

for me heh [heh heh heh] 

[u:n u:n] u:n ((nods several times)) 

sit .hh here come over here sit in first 
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334. 

 

335. 

336. 

337. 

338. 

339. 

340. 

341. 

342. 

343. 

344. 

345. 

346. 

347. 

348. 

349. 

350. 

351. 

352. 

353. 

354. 

 

 

 

 

JM2: 

AM4: 

 

 

JM2: 

AM4: 

JM2: 

AM4: 

JM2: 

 

AM4: 

 

AM4: 

JM2: 

 

 

AM4: 

 

JM2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 

 

 

 

 

cla:ss.  

((moves the right hand over his shoulder)) 

(0.6)  

oh [really?] 

[heh heh heh] heh .hh well I MEAn .hh but 

it‟s a (.) s- small airplane. it‟s not (0.5)  

[a jumbo.] (0.6) it [was] uh: .hh (0.3) it=  

[((nods))]           [so] 

=was you know jus- just a smaller= 

=was it (0.2) do:mestic flight. 

domestic [ºyeah.º] 

         [ha::]:n ((nods several times)) 

(0.5) 

.hh so:  

(0.7)  

>she put me in the first class<=  

=the first (0.3) a: few rows are (0.6) are:: 

super ºseat or something¿ (0.4) in the case of 

dome:stic [flight.º] 

[ºyeah.º] 

(0.9) 

ºah:: ((nods)) I seeº 

((AM4 starts a new topic.)) 

 

*    During the pause in line 330 JM2 took a bottle of water and drank some, and did 

not look at AM4. 

** ―u:n‖ in line 332 is a prolonged form of ―un‖ that is a minimal response in Japanese 

indicating understanding or agreement. 

 

AM4 starts describing his experience about when he got a seat upgrade (lines 

308 and 309), explaining what happened when he was escorting about forty-five 

students (lines 311 and 312). He pursues a substantial response from JM2 by repeating 

or modifying the utterance (line 312  line 321, line 333  line 348, and line 338  

line 341), elaboration (lines 325 and 327), the use of ―y‘know‖ (lines 317, 325, 327, 
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and 341), ―I mean‖ (line 337), and free-standing ―so‖ (line 346), change in speaking 

volume (lines 321 and 337), and even a downgrading of his position (lines 338 to 339, 

and 341). AM4 indicates his stance toward the story with non-verbal features such as a 

smile (lines 314 to 318). AM4 reaches the climax of his story in lines 333 and 334, 

saying that the stewardess offered him a first-class seat. JM2 responds with ―oh‖ (line 

336) without a fuller comment. 

 There is some evidence that JM2 shows affiliation with AM4. In line 332, JM2 

repeatedly produces the Japanese interjection ―un‖ with a sound stretch and nods. He 

also nods when AM4 says that the airplane was small and when he provides a response 

token in lines 344 and 354. All of these can be considered an indication of affiliation. 

Other indications that JM2 looked for a way to affiliate with AM4 include his 

confirmation checks in pursuit of better understanding of what had been going on 

(lines 320 and 340); however, he stops without completing them, for he is interrupted 

by AM4 in line 321 and he overlaps AM4 and then yields in line 340.  

 As a whole, however, JM2 does not seem to align and affiliate well with JM2. 

What is most salient regarding JM2‘s behaviors are his three questions during the story 

(Q1, Q2, Q3) (lines 322, 342, 349-351). The first question (Q1) (line 322) is produced 

to ask whether the students AM4 was escorting were Japanese, which is a request for 

background information about the story. This question is uttered immediately after 

AM4 emphasizes the number of students (―FORTY FI:VE‖) (line 321) a repetition of 

his utterance in line 312, suggesting that it is an important element in the story. It is 

apparent that this is one of the places at which JM2 is expected to provide a 
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substantive response. However, JM2 asks a question without providing even a minimal 

listener response token, which is considered an indication of non-alignment. The 

second question (line 342) is produced when AM4 says that the plane he got upgraded 

on was a small one rather than a jumbo jet, which downgrades his previous utterances. 

JM2 interrupts AM4 and asks whether the flight was a domestic one (line 342). Here 

AM4 is concerned with the size of the plane, which might suggest that the seat 

arrangement in smaller planes would be more flexible than bigger ones. However, JM2 

makes no comment, but rather asks the question in line 342 (Q2). The third question 

(Q3) (lines 349 to 351) is produced immediately after AM4 says that the stewardess 

put him in first class (line 348), which is a repetition of the climax of the story (lines 

333 and 334). Again, JM2 does not make any assessment here, instead asking another 

question, whether a few rows in the domestic flight are super seats or something. 

These three questions are similar in that they request detailed background information 

that are irrelevant to the points AM4 makes. 

Based on evidence from this excerpt, AM4 and JM2 do not seem to have 

aligned and affiliated well with each other. Whereas AM4 ignores JM2‘s attempts to 

confirm what AM4 has said (lines 320 and 340), JM2 asks questions that do not seem 

to align with AM4‘s utterances in the previous turns rather than providing a substantial 

response that AM4 pursues. This might be a consequence of their different stances 

they take toward the story. AM4 seems to have emphasized an affective element. From 

line 314 to line 318, AM4 describes the situation on the plane with a smile and with 

hand gestures, as if he is counting students‘ heads. In line 321, he repeats the number 
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of students with emphasis, and in line 323, he responds to JM2‘s question in a louder 

voice. All of these suggest that AM4 is excited about telling the story. In addition, in 

lines 330 to 334, he relates the climax of the story with a laugh and a hand gesture. He 

seems to regard getting an upgrade as a reward for his hard work taking care of 

students and seeks sympathy from JM2. In this sense, AM4‘s pursuit of affiliative 

response from JM2 is similar to that of JM3‘s in Excerpt 4-5 (Fishing tournament). 

JM2, on the other hand, seems to emphasize an informative element, for he requests 

more detailed information, particularly about the physical situation or condition in 

which AM4 got upgraded (lines 320, 322, 342, and 349-351). In fact, his last response 

―ºI seeº‖ (line 354) suggests that he regarded the story as something informative rather 

than something affective. Thus the difference in their stance seems to have caused the 

disalignment, non-alignment, and disaffiliation in this interaction. 

One thing to note is that AM4 pursued a substantial response to his own 

utterance in line 312 (―forty-five students‖), which was produced at an early stage of 

the story. In general, the teller seeks a fuller response when the story reaches its climax. 

However AM4 pursued a fuller response before he had reached the peak of the story. 

One possibility is that the number of the students, ―forty-five,‖ was a critical element 

in that the stewardess was likely to feel sorry for him to see that he was escorting so 

many students. This suggests that the teller can expect a fuller response from the 

recipient even if the story has not reached its peak if he or she refers to something 

essential for the development of the story. 
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Summary 

In this chapter, I have illustrated the ways in which the recipients align with 

the story and affiliate with the teller in terms of questions. For instance, in Excerpt 5-1 

(minus ion), the recipient figures out an important unfamiliar term (minus ion) through 

questions, first by translating minus ion into concepts he is familiar with, then by 

asking about the mechanism through which minus ions are generated. 

 Excerpt 5-2 (Carp-shaped sushi) and Excerpt 5-5 (Stone) are taken from the 

same conversation and are part of larger explanation of ceremonies in Japan to 

celebrate the growth of a child. In both excerpts the recipient gleans details which 

provide further texture to the reports for better appreciation. The recipient‘s questions 

in Excerpt 5-2 focus on different aspects of the event as the narrative moves forward, 

while those in Excerpt 5-5 focus on only one aspect (i.e., the stone). Thus her 

questions in the latter narrative cause more serious derailment of the story than those 

in Excerpt 5-2. 

The story in Excerpt 5-3 (French class) is produced in response to the 

Japanese recipient‘s complaint about English education in Japan. As the American 

teller talks about his experience at an American university, the recipient asks questions 

seeking detailed background information, which enables him to understand the 

contrast between American and Japanese educational systems more clearly. 

 Excerpt 5-4 (camp) is also produced in response to a question: the American 

participant asks why the Japanese participant wants to go to the U.S. alone next time. 
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The American recipient‘s questions prompt the teller‘s short explanation of why she 

wants to go alone into a full-fledged story. 

 The story in Excerpt 5-6 (Seat upgrade) is produced in response to the Japanese 

participant‘s question about whether the American participant had ever received an 

upgrade on a plane. In response, the American teller relates an experience in which he 

received an upgrade. During the telling, the recipient asks questions seeking detailed 

information about the plane. Whereas the teller focuses on an affective element of the 

story, the recipient focuses on details of the plane.  

 

Discussion 

In the six excerpts, questions were used for various purposes, (i.e., initiating 

repair, requesting background information, prompting extension of the narrative, 

expressing skepticism, and assisting the teller to continue the story.) These questions 

often indicate the extent to which a recipient has understood the story, and thus inform 

the teller what information is needed to achieve alignment and affiliation; prompt the 

teller to extend the narrative; satisfy the recipient‘s curiosity regarding details the 

story; indicate the recipient‘s interest and involvement in the story; challenge the 

teller‘s interpretation of the event; and assist the teller when the teller is having trouble 

explaining something.  

Whereas questions can contribute to enhancing alignment and affiliation 

among participants, they can also cause temporary derailment, as seen in Excerpt 5-3 

(French class) and Excerpt 5-5 (Stone). Some questions reveal a discrepancy in stance 
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between the teller and the recipient, clear evidence of disaffiliation (Excerpt 5-6 [Seat 

upgrade]). In addition, in Excerpt 5-4 (Camp) a question from the recipient challenges 

the teller‘s account, casting doubt on the credibility of the teller‘s explanation based on 

his prior knowledge. In fact, Steensig and Drew (2008), who reviewed several studies 

on questioning behaviors, reported that questions can often be used to express 

disaffiliation. Whether or not a particular question shows alignment or disalignment, or 

is affiliative or disaffiliative, can depend on the stances of the teller and the recipient. 

 Questions in Excerpt 5-3 (French class) and Excerpt 5-4 (Camp) are somewhat 

different from the other questions, as they request unusually detailed information on 

the stories. Such questions can reflect a recipient‘s expertise on the topics. According 

to Monzoni and Drew (2009), knowledgeable recipients can carefully monitor and 

―dramatically shape‖ a narrative it by means of ―reparative interventions‖ (p. 198). 

Goodwin (1986b) also looked at the ways in which knowledgeable recipients and 

unknowledgeable recipients participate in the storytelling process and stated that a 

particular world in which a story is set is ―a domain of expertise and knowledge‖ that 

is considerably important to some of the participants (p. 289). Also, He (1996) 

examined how a recipient actively guided the process of storytelling, claiming that the 

recipient, who had no knowledge of the teller‘s experience but had expertise in the 

topic, actively participated in the storytelling and influenced the shape of the story. In 

Excerpt 5-3 (French class), the recipient is quite familiar with English education in 

Japan, where most universities do not adopt the track system. Thus, his interest in how 

a freshman could learn French in a higher level class from the beginning is 
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unsurprising, as are his detailed questions. The same could be applied to some of the 

questions observed in Excerpt 5-4 (camp). The recipient is an English instructor 

familiar with the process of taking students to a camp. 

One additional phenomenon associated with alignment occurred in the 

interactions. As described in the excerpts discussed in this chapter, several participants 

repeat their interlocutor‘s gestures during question-answer sequences. In Excerpt 5-1 

(Minus ion), the recipient (AM5) echoes the teller‘s (JM3) gesture showing how water 

divides. In Excerpt 5-2 (Carp-shaped sushi), the recipient (AF6) uses a gesture 

indicating a fish shape, which is similar to the gesture used by the teller (JF7). In 

Excerpt 5-3 (French class), the recipient uses a hand gesture indicating the level of a 

language class that is similar to the teller‘s (AM3) gesture. In Excerpt 5-5 (Stone), 

both the teller and the recipient mirror each other‘s hand gestures, with the recipient 

repeating the teller‘s ―stone‖ gesture, and the teller repeating the recipient‘s number 

(―one‖) gesture. These can be considered aligning behaviors in that the participants use 

the gestures in pursuit of the same representation.  

 This study has interpreted data based on Stivers‘s (2008) definitions of 

alignment and affiliation. The recipient is considered aligning when he or she supports 

the progress of the story by providing minimal response tokens and thus maintains the 

structural asymmetry of storytelling. On the other hand, he or she is considered 

disaligning when he or she claims the floor thereby impedes the progress of 

storytelling in some way such as challenging the teller. In this sense, recipients‘ 

questions observed in this study are disaligning because they disrupt the progress of 
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the story or report. A second type of orientation defined by Stivers refers to the 

recipient‘s stance toward the teller and the story itself and is regarded as ―affiliation‖ 

(―or, possibly ―affiliative alignment‖).  However, a third type of alignment can be 

identified which has nothing to do with either the structural or the affective aspects of 

narratives.  

Pickering and Garrod
5
 (2004) use the term ―alignment,‖ to refer to instances in 

which ―interlocutors share the same representation at some level‖ (p. 172). They 

subdivided this alignment into linguistic alignment and non-linguistic alignment, and 

then further subdivided linguistic alignment into several levels including lexical and 

semantic levels. They stated that, in successful conversations, participants will 

understand ―the relevant aspect of the world‖ such as ―the time and location of events‖ 

and ―the main characters involved‖ in a similar way (Pickering & Garrod, 2005, p. 87). 

This view agrees with that of Gafaranga and Britten (2003), who stated that alignment 

occurs when participants have a ―shared understanding of the here and now situation‖ 

(p. 246). Garrod and Pickering (2009) later reported that participants ―imitate each 

other at many nonlinguistic levels‖ and in doing so build up ―aligned nonlinguistic 

representations‖ (p. 296). 

 Thus, in terms of structural asymmetry, recipients‘ questions are disaligning. 

However, their questions can be aligning at least in two ways. For one thing, because 

most questions arise from the teller‘s prior utterances, the information provided by the 

teller is addressed in some way, suggesting that the questions of necessity are based in 

the teller‘s account. A second, more important way in which questions can indicate 
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alignment is as an attempt to fill in information; as such they can represent a pursuit of 

shared understanding. Thus recipients‘ questions can be ―structurally‖ disaligning, but 

―aligning‖ in their search for a shared representation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 In this study, I have investigated ways in which (dis)alignment and 

(dis)affiliation were displayed by the American and the Japanese participants in 

narratives in naturally occurring English conversations. This study can contribute to 

research in CA and other relevant areas by revealing native and non-native speaker 

participants‘ behaviors as they attempt to elicit substantial responses from the recipient, 

and recipients‘ questioning behaviors in pursuit of shared understanding, which has 

not been extensively explored in previous studies. It has also revealed that the 

advanced English proficiency non-native speakers‘ behaviors were similar to those of 

native speakers. In this chapter, I summarize the whole study, state the limitations of 

the study, make suggestions for future research, and draw conclusions from the 

findings.  

 

Summary of the Study 

 This study explored alignment and affiliation using data consisting of fourteen 

naturally occurring mundane conversations in English. The participants were pairs of 

Americans living in Japan and Japanese whose English proficiency was at the 

advanced level. The relationship of the participants of each pair was that of friends or 

colleagues. The participants were requested to talk for at least 20 minutes, and no other 

factors were controlled. Three out of the fourteen conversations were audio-taped only, 
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and the rest were both audio- and video-taped. The total length of the conversations 

was approximately five hours and forty minutes. CA methods were adopted to 

transcribe and analyze the data. A sequential examination of data based on a bottom-up 

and data-driven approach was suitable for this study, for, in order to investigate the 

ways in which alignment and affiliation were displayed, it was necessary to closely 

look at conversations turn by turn and at sequential organizations. The theoretical 

background and the analytical framework of CA were discussed in detail from 

Chapters 1 to 3.  

Chapter 1 is an overview of this study, and describes the purpose of the study 

and the theoretical perspectives. Chapter 2 is a review of literature relevant to this 

study, and consists of three sections. In the first section, I introduced the historical 

background of CA, including methodological issues such as assumptions and 

principles, and main findings including those on turn-taking system and adjacency 

pairs. In the second section, I discussed two approaches to narrative analysis: Labovian 

narrative analysis and narrative analysis in terms of CA. I also discussed notions of big 

stories and small stories. I then introduced Schegloff‘s (1997) account of how CA was 

advantageous for examinations of interactional aspects of narratives. In the third 

section, I discussed literature on alignment and affiliation in narratives, focusing on 

both the storyteller‘s and the recipient‘s approaches. The research questions to address 

were: (1) what do the tellers do to elicit a fuller response from their recipient when an 

immediate assessment is not obtained after the climax of the story?, (2) how do the 

recipient‘s questions contribute to enhancing alignment and affiliation with the teller, 
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and (3) does language expertise play any role in alignment and affiliation? 

  Chapter 3 is the methods chapter, in which I explained the analytical 

framework of CA including issues on reliability and validity and the transcription 

systems. I then explained the methods used in this study, and described the participants 

and the data collection procedures. At the end of the chapter, I described the analytical 

procedures of this study.  

 Chapter 4 is the first analysis chapter, and is devoted to an investigation of 

alignment and affiliation in terms of participants‘ behaviors concerning assessments 

with a special emphasis on the teller‘s perspective. I first introduced two instances in 

which the recipient made an assessment immediately after the peak of the story, which 

is considered preferable behavior because immediate assessments can indicate 

alignment with the story. In these instances, the teller deliberately elicited the 

recipient‘s affiliative comments and laughter by jokes, and the recipient displayed 

affiliation by affirmative comments, laughter, and co-telling. I then presented four 

instances in which the production of an assessment was delayed. The focus was placed 

on the teller‘s approaches to elicit a substantial comment from the recipient. The 

analyses revealed how the teller obtained an assessment, and why such delays in 

assessment occurred.  

 The most salient teller‘s approach was the use of repetitions of specific words 

or phrases. The teller repeated important information to highlight the point of the story, 

or uttered a specific word repeatedly to emphasize a certain aspect of the story. The 
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teller also repeated gestures. The analyses showed that repetitions were used in diverse 

ways to elicit comments from recipients. 

 These findings suggest several conclusions. Repetitions represent a multi-

functional approach to eliciting recipients‘ assessments, and can be used to emphasize 

important words and phrases or to initiate a repair. When the recipients in my study 

delayed in making an assessment, the teller might not have known what caused the 

delay. When this is the case, the use of a multi-functional approach such as repetitions 

would have been effective, for they could create multiple Transition Relevance Places 

(TRPs) that provided the recipient with opportunities to make an assessment. Other 

approaches to note were the teller‘s eye gaze and nodding that signaled he or she was 

yielding the floor and thus prompted the recipient to make an assessment. 

 The examinations of the four instances also revealed some features of the 

recipient behaviors. Minimal responses produced by the recipient such as ―I see‖ and 

―uh-huh‖ did not necessarily suggest that the recipient truly followed or understood 

what the teller had said. In some cases he or she did not even recognize that the story 

had reached the climax. In one case the recipient‘s comment indicated that she was 

temporarily confused with what the teller said due to the burden of digesting 

unfamiliar information. These observations indicate that assessments and comments by 

the recipient served as a barometer of the degree of his or her understanding. 

 One out of four delayed assessments was made by a non-native speaker 

participant (JF3), and the rest were made by a native speaker of English (AM5). This 

suggests that language expertise did not result in delayed assessments. 
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 The participants of this study did not necessarily follow the patterns that 

Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005) proposed to display alignment and affiliation when they 

make assessments. This suggests that ways in which a story or report developed 

between participants in this study were not fixed but locally managed. 

Chapter 5, the second analysis chapter, investigated alignment and affiliation 

mainly from the recipient‘s perspective. Six instances were examined with the focus 

on the recipient‘s questioning behavior to request further information on the story or 

report.  

Several types of questions were identified including initiating repair, requesting 

background information, prompting further story, expressing disagreement, and 

assisting the teller to continue the story. Whereas these questions usually contributed 

to enhancing alignment and affiliation between the participants, they sometimes 

resulted in temporal derailment. In addition, there was a case in which the stance of the 

teller did not agree with that of the recipient, which was evidence of disalignment and 

disaffiliation. This indicates that whether or not a particular question indicated 

alignment or disalignment, affiliation or disaffiliation could depend on which aspect of 

the story the teller and the recipient focused on. 

 The production of some questions seemed to have had something to do with the 

recipient‘s expertise on the topic. As Goodwin (1986b) and He (1996) stated, the 

recipient‘s background knowledge can influence his or her performance in narratives. 

In He‘s study, the recipients who were knowledgeable about the topic took initiative 

and influenced the shape of the story. Similar phenomena were observed in this study. 
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In particular, Excerpt 5-4 (Camp) was apparently recipient-driven and the recipient‘s 

questions greatly influenced the development of the story. Concerning language 

expertise, any salient difference of questioning behaviors between native and non-

native participants was observed, but language expertise did not seem to play a 

significant role in problems of understanding. 

  In sum, this study revealed that both the teller and the recipient employed 

various approaches to (dis)align and (dis)affiliate with each other, and that these 

approaches reflected their stance toward the story or report. The teller used some of 

these approaches to pursue an assessment from the recipient. Assessments and 

questions by the recipient indicated the extent to which he or she understood what the 

teller had said. Among other approaches, questions played an important role because 

they influenced the development of narratives. 

 

Limitations  

 This study has several limitations concerning the data collection and the 

participants. First, this study dealt with a limited range of narratives. As discussed in 

the literature review chapter, narratives include genres ranging from stories to agendas 

(Ochs, 1997). However this study covered only two of them, stories and reports. 

Investigations of a wider variety of narratives would provide us with a clearer picture 

of alignment and affiliation. 

Second, the data consisted of fourteen conversations with the total length being 

approximately 5 hours and 40 minutes. One of the CA‘s assumptions states that 
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―Issues of how frequently, how widely, or how often particular phenomena occur are 

to be set aside…‖ (Psathas, 1995, p. 3). Thus the amount of data and the frequency of a 

particular phenomenon should not weigh so heavily in CA. On the other hand, 

Peräkylä (1997) argued that the researcher who uses data with tapes and transcripts 

must ensure a sufficient amount of data from the viewpoint of reliability. Therefore in 

order to raise reliability, it would be preferable to use more data. 

 Third, all the data in this study were transcribed by me, a non-native speaker of 

English, though all the sequences discussed in this study were proofread by some 

native speakers of English. It is obvious that data transcription in one‘s L1 is 

preferable than that in L2, because, in general, native speakers are more capable of 

accurate listening than non-native speakers. In this sense, transcribing in my L2 is a 

drawback. However, I would like to note two issues. One is that even native speakers 

cannot perfectly hear what participants say, such as when their pronunciation is 

unclear, when they overlap each other, or when they utter something while laughing. 

There were some cases in which native speakers of English did not agree as to what a 

participant said when I presented my data at data sessions. Thus transcribing 

conversation perfectly is extremely difficult to achieve. The other point is that, as 

Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) stated, transcribing conversational data itself is a process 

of data analysis. Through repeatedly listening to conversations and producing 

transcripts, researchers become aware of recurring features or any salient features in 

conversations. Repeated listening and viewing audiovisual data also enable the 

researcher to store audiovisual features of utterances in his or her memory, and to 
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remember them when he or she examines transcripts. Therefore researchers themselves 

should transcribe the data to produce at least the first draft of transcripts even if the 

participants speak in the researcher‘s L2, provided that the transcripts are proofread by 

native speakers who also listen to the tapes. 

 Fourth, the English spoken by the native speakers of English in this study was 

limited to that spoken by educated speakers from North America. The ways in which 

alignment and affiliation are expressed could differ between the educated variety of 

English spoken in North America, other regional or class-based North American 

dialects, and that spoken in other English-speaking countries such as Britain (see 

Gardner, 2001).  

Fifth, three out of the fourteen conversations were audio-recorded only. As 

Stiver (2008) says, alignment and affiliation can be displayed non-verbally such as 

using eye gaze and nodding. She observed instances in which nodding indicated 

affiliation. One of the excerpts in this study (Excerpt 4-5 [Fishing tournament]) 

showed that the teller‘s gaze and nodding prompted the recipient to comment on the 

story. In addition, participants‘ gestures indicated their orientation toward alignment. 

Thus, in order to closely examine alignment and affiliation, all the data should have 

been video-taped. 

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

 In this study, I employed Stivers‘s (2008) definition to investigate alignment 

and affiliation in naturally occurring narratives. Whereas I found no salient problem 
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with her definition of affiliation, there seems to be some problem solely relying on her 

definition of alignment. Stivers limited alignment to a structural aspect of narratives 

(i.e., structural asymmetry), for which the recipient‘s actions are restricted to providing 

non-floor taking minimal responses during the telling process. This is an important 

factor for a narrative to develop smoothly. However, participants‘ aligning behaviors 

cannot be revealed only from the viewpoint of the structural asymmetry. Even if 

narratives differ from other types of interaction as to the turn taking system and 

participants‘ roles, they share features with other types of ordinary conversations at 

least to some extent such as questions by the listener when the speaker‘s utterances are 

ambiguous. In fact, Stivers herself used the term alignment in a different meaning in 

her earlier study (Stivers & Heritage, 2001; see Footnote 6). As discussed in Chapter 5, 

Pickering and Garrod‘s (2004, 2005, 2006; also Garrod & Pickering, 2004, 2009) 

definition of alignment in terms of having the same representation enables us to 

examine participants‘ actions from various angles and thus allows us to grasp a fuller 

picture of alignment. This study has referred to three types of alignment: alignment as 

the structural asymmetry, affiliative alignment (i.e., affiliation), and alignment of 

understanding (i.e., that of having the same representation). According to Pickering 

and Garrod (2004), there are various levels of alignment of understanding. Therefore I 

would like to suggest that other levels of alignment be extensively investigated to 

elucidate how people attain mutual understanding. 

 The data used in this study were narratives that occurred in English 

conversations between an American and a Japanese participant. The ways in which 
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alignment and affiliation are expressed might vary from one culture to another, 

although this study did not investigate this point. A comparison of alignment and 

affiliation behaviors across cultures, for example, as well as those between North 

American and other varieties of English would therefore be fruitful. In addition, the 

non-native speaker participants were limited to Japanese speakers of English at the 

advanced level, perhaps one reason that the data did not show differences of displays 

of alignment and affiliation between native and non-native speakers of English. 

However, this does not mean that non-native speakers at lower proficiency levels align 

and affiliate with native speakers in similar ways to those at the advanced level. 

Therefore it would be necessary to investigate how lower level speakers align and 

affiliate with native speakers.  

 In order to enhance reliability, I would like to recommend that future studies 

follow Peräkylä‘s (1997) proposal that plenty of data be used. I would also like to 

recommend using video-recorded data. As seen in the analysis chapters, alignment and 

affiliation were often expressed by non-verbal behaviors such as eye gaze, nods, and 

gestures. In addition, visual data can inform the researcher of participants‘ behaviors 

during pauses, which can be an important element for analysis.  

Lastly, to date characteristics of small stories have not been sufficiently 

explored compared to those of big stories. I therefore would like to suggest that small 

stories be investigated more extensively to explicate the ways in which people interact 

with each other through narratives in naturally occurring mundane conversations. 
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Concluding Remarks 

 This study has investigated (dis)alignment and (dis)affiliation displayed by 

participants in narrative conversations. It has provided an additional set of data to 

researchers who are interested in alignment and affiliation, narratives in mundane talk, 

and English conversation between an American and a Japanese. In this section, I 

would like to address the issues raised as research questions and note some other 

issues.  

 Concerning Research Question 1, (i.e., what do the tellers do to elicit a fuller 

response from their recipient when an immediate assessment is not obtained after the 

climax of the narrative?), the teller‘s approaches to pursue the recipient‘s assessment 

were identified. They included repetitions, elaborations, and the use of louder voice. 

These approaches paralleled those pointed out by Norrick (2008). This indicates that 

the Japanese speakers of English at the advanced level in this study employed 

approaches similar to those of native speakers of English.  

Regarding assessment behaviors, as Goodwin and Goodwin (1987) stated, the 

participant‘s view toward the assessable might or might not have conformed to his or 

her interlocutor‘s view. Differences in background knowledge and/or past experience 

seem to have something to do with such conformity and nonconformity. Both the teller 

and the recipient made assessments, and this also agreed with Goodwin and Goodwin 

(1987). The teller‘s assessment informed the recipient of how the teller views the event, 

and vice versa. Thus assessments served as a resource of affiliation or disaffiliation 

between the teller and the recipient. Whether or not an assessable was appropriately 
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characterized by the teller (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987) seems to have influenced the 

occurrence of delay in assessment. In one case, the recipient‘s lack of background 

knowledge resulted in the delay in assessment. In order to ensure that an immediate 

assessment is made, more information should have been provided by the teller. On the 

other hand, delay in assessment occurred even when the teller seems to have provided 

sufficient information to make an assessment as in Excerpt 4-5 (Fishing tournament). 

In this case, the recipient might not have regarded the assessable element as something 

to assess. 

Concerning Research Question 2 (i.e., How do the recipient‘s questions 

contribute to enhance alignment and affiliation with the teller?), although questions 

impeded the smooth flow of the narrative, they also enhanced alignment and affiliation 

in various ways. They indicated the degree to which the recipient had understood the 

story or report, and thus informed the teller what information should have been 

supplemented; encouraged the teller to proceed with the story; satisfied the recipient‘s 

personal curiosity to know more about the story, showed the recipient‘s interest and 

involvement in the story, and thus became an indication of affiliation with the teller; 

challenged the teller‘s account of the event; and assisted the teller when the teller had 

difficulty explaining certain aspects of the story.  

The observation of questions in Excerpt 5-5 (Stone) revealed that question 

types shifted from an open repair initiator requesting general information to alternative 

questions seeking more specific information. The shift indicated that the recipient‘s 

knowledge on the topic had been accumulating through the question-answer sequences. 
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This suggests that these questions clearly contributed to the recipient‘s understanding 

of what the teller said, and thus enhanced alignment with the narrative.  

Concerning Research Question 3 (i.e., Does language expertise play any role in 

alignment and affiliation?), language expertise does not seem to have caused delay in 

assessment. Three out of four delayed assessments discussed in Chapter 4 were made 

by a native speaker of English (AM5). There was only one instance in which a non-

native speaker (JF3) assessed after the climax of the story (Excerpt 4-3 [Multilingual]). 

In addition, as stated above (Research Question 1), non-native speaker participants 

used similar approaches to native speakers in pursuit of substantial responses from the 

recipient. There was a case in which the non-native speaker‘s comment on the story 

was corrected by the native speaker (Excerpt 4-3 [Multilingual]). However, this does 

not necessarily indicate her incompetence at understanding the story, given that several 

of her questions and response tokens suggested that she followed what the teller had 

said. Her incorrect utterance seems to have been attributable to her temporal confusion 

caused by the burden of digesting unfamiliar information rather than to lack of 

language expertise. The role of background knowledge deserves further attention. 

There are also some additional issues to note. The participants of this study did 

not necessarily develop their narratives as proposed by Kjærbeck and Asmuß (2005). 

Some lacked one or more steps in the punchline and post punchline sequences. The 

flow of the narrative was locally negotiated. Thus, the participants in naturally 

occurring narratives are flexible enough to ―recurrently negotiate about the context of 

the ongoing talk and thereby shape the organization itself‖ (Asmuß, 2008, p. 411). 
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As Mandelbaum (1989) stated, the recipient‘s questions changed the direction 

of some stories and reports. The most obvious example was Excerpt 5-4 (Camp). 

Although the teller seems to have tried to close the story at an early stage, the 

recipient‘s multiple questions encouraged her to tell more, thereby pushing the teller to 

develop the story more fully. Thus questions can powerfully influence the shape of 

narratives, and demonstrate that they are interactively constructed.  

Some of the excerpts in this study dealt with cultural issues that were 

unfamiliar to the recipient (e.g., Excerpt 4-4 [Ayu fishing], Excerpt 5-2 [Carp-shaped 

sushi], and Excerpt 5-5 [Stone]). In these excerpts, the recipients sometimes had 

trouble following the teller‘s story or report. Nevertheless, they pursued shared 

understanding through questioning to obtain further information and confirming to see 

if they correctly understood what the teller said. In this way they were able to express 

alignment and affiliation. Culturally unfamiliar topics could delay the development of 

the narrative and could be disaligning in terms of the structural asymmetry, but they 

did not affect the recipient behaviors expressing affiliation and alignment in terms of 

understanding.  

 A smooth flow of narratives without delayed assessments and interventions in 

the form of questions can be preferable as seen in Excerpts 4-1 (Broccoli) and 4-2 

(Cold). However, in naturally occurring mundane conversations, the teller often tells a 

narrative the topic of which is unfamiliar to the recipient. Also, the teller‘s stance 

toward the narrative can differ from that of the recipient. In such cases, in order to 

align well with the interlocutor, the participant needs to realize the role he or she 
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should play by interpreting the interlocutor‘s utterances during the ongoing talk and by 

acting on them accordingly. Ultimately, what seems to be important in communication 

is to respect the interlocutor‘s position and achieve shared understanding, even if some 

interventions delay the development of the narrative. 
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Footnotes 

 

1
The map task used in Filipi and Wales‘s (2003) study was the one in which 

participants worked in pairs with one of each pair being the instruction-river (IG) and 

the other being the instruction-follower (IF). Both the IG and IF were provided a map, 

but whereas a path was marked on the IG‘s map, it was not on the IF‘s. The IG was 

requested to instruct the IF to draw the path on his or her own map. 

 

2
Norrick (2000) extensively investigated conversational narratives to look at 

various aspects of storytelling in mundane conversations. Most of the participants of 

the study were white Anglo-American English speakers, most of whom were from the 

upper Midwest. The rest of the participants included African Americans, Asian 

Americans, and Hispanic Americans. European or Asian guests were also included. 

Norrick examined the ways in which the participants used repetitions, and reported 

that they have functions such as ―heighten dramatic effects‖ and ―emphasize 

evaluation‖ (p. 65). He concluded that repetitions indicate teller‘s attitudes and thus 

assist the recipient as ―guides‖ (p. 65). 

 

3
―Minus ion‖ is the Japanese term for ―negative ion‖ in English. There does not 

seem to be agreement on its definition, but it is often defined as an entity produced as a 

result of an atom or a molecule in the air that is negatively charged. It has been said 

that minus ions are naturally generated in places such as waterfalls and fountains. In 
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Japan since the late 1990s minus ions have been said to be effective for soothing one‘s 

nerves, purifying air, purifying blood, sterilizing impure substances, and so on. A 

variety of goods that artificially produce minus ions have been released, including 

electric appliances such as air conditioners, refrigerators, and hair driers. Scholars do 

not seem to have agreed on its effects, and some regard the idea that it is effective in 

many ways ―fringe science‖ due to lack of evidence. 

 

4
JM3‘s utterance in line 780 (―uh minus ion?‖) is considered a ―try-marker‖ 

(Sacks & Schegloff, 1979; Schegloff, 2007), a device used to determine whether the 

addressee knows a referent. It is produced with upward intonation contour and 

followed by a short pause. Try-markers are usually used to refer to personal names, but 

some researchers apply the notion to topics as well as names (e.g., Schiffrin,1987). 

The rising intonation of JM3‘s utterance (line 780) suggests that he anticipates the 

possibility that AM5 does not know what minus ion is. 

 

5
In a series of Pickering and Garrod‘s papers (2004, 2005, also Garrod & 

Pickering, 2004, 2009), their definition of alignment seems to have derived from 

Garrod and Anderson‘s (1987) empirical study in which they investigated the ways in 

which participants coordinate the use and interpretation of utterances using four types 

of maze game. The participants were 29 pairs of undergraduates at Glasgow University. 

Garrod and Anderson reported that pairs of participants employed very similar forms 

of description, which suggested ―a degree of linguistic entrainment‖ between the 
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participants (p. 212). They also stated that speakers can attain ―a high degree of 

semantic co-ordination‖ (p. 212). 

 

6
In Stivers and Heritage‘s study (2001), which examined question-response 

sequences in a doctor-patient encounter, they stated that the doctor‘s utterance is 

―produced in ‗smile voice‘ which is affectively aligned to the laughter…‖ (pp. 157-158, 

italics are added). Although they did not provide the definition of ―alignment‖ in their 

study, the ―affectively aligned‖ here clearly does not refer to structural features.  
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM 

 

Consent to Participation in Research Activities 

 

Title of Project: 

 

I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research/teaching 

project. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my 

satisfaction. I understand that I may withdraw myself or any information I have 

provided from this project before data collection is completed, without having to give 

reasons and without penalty. 

 

I understand that the video and audiotapes made during this project may be used by the 

researcher for research and pedagogical purposes. 

 

 

I agree to take part in this research. 

 

   Signed: ____________________________ 

 

   Name of Participant: ________________________________ 

     (please print clearly) 

   Date: ______________________ 

 

 

I agree to the use of this data in academic presentations. 

 

   Signature: _____________________________ 

 

 

In my opinion consent was given freely and with understanding. 

 

   Signed: _____________________________ 

 

   Name of Researcher: _______________________________ 

   (please print clearly) 

   Date: _______________________ 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE (A) 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JAPANESE PARTICIPANTS 

 

NSJ 

QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

 

I would very much appreciate it if you could give me the following information.  (The 

information obtained through this questionnaire will be used only for research 

purposes.) 

 

 

Nationality: ______________________________ 

 

 

Profession: _______________________________________ 

 

 

Age:  __________________________ * 

 

  *  If you are uncomfortable giving your exact age, please give 

a 5-year range instead (e.g., 30-34, 45-49) 

 

 

Overseas experience (study, business, etc.):     Yes   /   No 

 

 

          If yes, what country:   ___________________________ 

 

            Length of stay: ___________________________ 

 

Test score on TOEFL / TOEIC / STEP, etc. (if any):  ________________________ 

 

 

 

Thank you very much. 

 

 

Yukiko Sakikawa (Researcher) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE (B) 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JAPANESE PARTICIPANTS 

 

NSE 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE  

 

 

 

I would very much appreciate it if you could give me the following information.  (The 

information obtained through this questionnaire will be used only for research 

purposes.) 

 

 

 

Nationality:  ______________________________ 

 

 

 

Profession:  _____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Length of Stay in Japan: ______________________________ 

 

 

 

Age:   ______________________________ * 

 

        *  If you are uncomfortable giving your exact age, please  

give a 5-year range instead (e.g., 30-34, 45-49) 

 

 

 

Thank you very much. 

 

 

Yukiko Sakikawa (Researcher) 
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APPENDIX C 

QUESTIONNAIRE (C) 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR JAPANESE PARTICIPANTS  

WHO DID NOT HAVE TEST SCORES 

 

平成     年    月    日 
                                                                                [Heisei      year    month    day] 

 

 

 (1) 英語力を磨くために何か特別な学習をなさいましたか？ 
   [Have you studied English in a particular way to improve your English ability?] 

 

 

(2) 学部・大学院生の時に英語専攻でいらっしゃいましたか？ 
      [Did you major in English when you were an undergraduate/graduate student?] 

 

 

(3) 学部または大学院で英語圏の大学に留学されたことがおありですか？ 
      [Have you studied at a university in English-speaking countries when you were an 

undergraduate/graduate student?] 

 

 

(4) 研究等で英語圏に長期滞在されたことがおありですか？ 
      [Have you stayed in English-speaking countries as a researcher?] 

 

 

(5) 英語を使う仕事に従事なさったことがおありですか？ 
      [Have you taken a job for which English ability was required?] 

 

 

その他： 
[Others:] 

 

 

 

﨑川 裕貴子 
[Yukiko Sakikawa] 
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APPENDIX D 

DATA SUMMARY 

 

 

# 

Date of 

Recording 

 

Length 

Audio 

taped 

Video 

taped 

Japanese 

Participants‘ 

English 

Proficiency  

Japanese 

Participants‘ 

Overseas 

Experience 

American 

Participants‘ 

Length of 

Stay in Japan 

1 

January 

1999 16‘40‖    TOEIC 890 US–3 years 10+ years 

2 

February 

1999 22‘20‖    TOEIC 890 US–3 years 

1 year  

7 months 

3 

February 

2000 22‘30‖    

TOEFL 

640 

US–4 years 

Can–4 years 9 years 

4 

February 

2000 29‘     

TOEFL 

639 

US, UK, Aus, 

NZ–2+ years 8 years 

5 

February 

2000 25‘     TOEIC 910 

Australia–6 

months 12 years 

6 

March  

2000 21‘30‖     

TOEFL 

600+ US–1 year 20 years 

7 

April 

2000 23‘30‖     

TOEFL 

643 UK–1 year 25 years 

8 

April 

2000 28‘10     

TOEFL 

620 US–1 year 10 years 

9 

May 

2000 38‘     

TOEFL 

633 US–5 years 10 years 

10 

June 

2000 15‘50     

TOEFL 

620 US–1 year 10 years 

11 

August 

2000 21‘50‖     

TOEFL 

640 US-1.5 years 20 years + 

12 

July 

2009 

24.‘35

‖     IELTS 6.5  Australia–3 years 26 years 

13 

August 

2009 29‘06‖     -- 

US/UK–3.5 years 

 27 years 

14 

August 

2009 22‘39‖     -- US–1 year 6 years 
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APPENDIX E 

JEFFERSON’S TRANSCRIPTION SYMBOLS  

 

// Double obliques indicate the point at which a current speaker‘s 

talk is overlapped by the talk of another. 

[ A left bracket indicates the point of overlap onset. 

] A right bracket indicates the point at which two overlapping 

utterances end, if they end simultaneously, or the point at which 

one of them ends in the course of the other. 

= Equal signs indicate no break or gap. A pair of equal signs, one at 

the end of one line and one at the beginning of a next, indicate no 

break between the two. 

(0.0) Numbers in parentheses indicate elapsed time by tenths of 

seconds. 

(.) A dot in parentheses indicates a brief interval (±a tenth of a 

second) within or between utterances. 

__________ Underscoring indicates some form of stress, via pitch and/or 

amplitude. A short underscore indicates lighter stress than does a 

long underscore. 

:: Colons indicate prolongation of the immediately prior sound. The 

longer the colon row, the longer the prolongation. 

↑↓ Arrows indicate shifts into especially high or low pitch. 

WORD Upper case indicates especially loud sounds relative to the 

surrounding talk. 

ºwordº Degree signs bracketing an utterance or utterance-part indicates 

that the sounds are softer than the surrounding talk. 

－ A dash indicates a cut-off. 

>  < Right/left carats bracketing an utterance or utterance-part indicate 

that the bracketed material is speeded up, compared to the 

surrounding talk. 

<  > Left/right carats bracketing an utterance or utterance-part indicate 

that the bracketed material is slowed down, compared to the 

surrounding talk. 

.hhh A dot-prefixed row of ‗h‘s indicates an inbreath. Without the dot, 

the ‗h‘s inidicate an outbreath. 

wohhrd A row of ‗h‘s within a word indicates breathiness. 

(h) Parenthesized ‗h‘ indicates plosiveness. This can be associated 
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with laughter, crying, breathlessness, etc. 

(   ) Empty parentheses indicate that the transcriber was unable to get 

what was said. The length of the parenthesized space reflects the 

length of the ungotten talk. 

(word) Parentheiszed words and speaker designations are especially 

dubious. 

((      )) Doubled parentheses contain transcriber‘s descriptions. 

(Extracted from Jefferson, 2004, pp. 24-31) 

 

GARDNER’S TRANSCRIPTION SYMBOLS 

 

. A full-stop/period indicates a falling terminal contour, a ‗final‘ 

intonation. 

, A comma indicates  a slight rise. 

? A question mark indicates a strongly rising terminal contour, 

typically, but not exclusively, for polar questions. Its 

characterizing feature is that it rises a long way in pitch and ends 

up at the high end of the pitch range. 

¿ The ‗Spanish‘ question mark is used for terminal contours that rise 

more than in a continuing contour, but less than the sharp rise of 

the question mark contour. 

w- w- word Stuttering is represented by a series of symbols connected by 

hyphens. 

→ A feature of interest referred to in the text can be highlighted in the 

transcription by a right pointing arrow to the left of the line or 

lines being highlighted. 

・・・ If portions of the transcription are not included this can be 

represented by a spaced series of dots, either horizontally: 

   L:   .hh But- (.) I mean hh .hh he‘s going (.)・・・ 

          an‘ see if the‘s any packing wo:rk, 

 

・ 

・ 

・ 

or vertically 

   A:   So yer going Mon:da:y, 

・ 

・ 

    B:  The‘re puttin‘ an- (0.4) a n:ew (1.1) (Nobel) network 

          system, 

(Extracted from Gardner, 2001, pp. xiii-xxi) 
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APPENDIX F 

DATA SESSIONS 

 

1.  September 12, 2005 Yukiko Sakikawa, NS-NNS repair 

2.  October 24, 2005 Yukiko Sakikawa, NS-NNS repair 

Jack Barrow, novice repair 

3.  November 21, 2005 Jack Barrow, dictionary use 

Yuzuru Takigawa, international couples 

Don Carroll, novice L2 talk 

4.  February 23, 2006 Jack Barrow, e-dictionary use 

5.  March 20, 2006 Yuzuru Takigawa, bicultural couples 

6.  June 24, 2006 Jack Barrow led a session on ―OK‘s‖ 

7.  July 27, 2006 Jack Barrow, e-dictionary use 

8.  September 12, 2006 Donna Fujimoto, novice L2 interaction 

Jack Barrow, e-dictionary use 

9.  January 30, 2008 Yukiko Sakikawa, NS-NNS telling 

10.  February 19, 2008 Jack Barrow, e-dictionary practices: expansion 

sequences 

11.  July 25, 2009 Noel Houck, NS-NNS interaction 

12.  August 8, 2009 Yukiko Sakikawa, NS-NNS storytelling 

Yuan Yuan, NS-NNS Japanese interaction 

13.  September 15, 2009 Donna Fujimoto, novice L2 interaction 

Yusuke Okada, codeswitching between Japanese 

and English 

14.  October 3, 2009 Don Carroll, presentation of transcripts 

15.  January 16, 2010 Martin Weatherby, L2 learners 

Tim Greer, bilingual teens 

 


